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A Litt!� hit. 

Most students would agree 
that Spirit Week is one of the best 
weeks of the year. Besides the 
anticipation, excitement and the 
over-abundance of excuses to get 
out of class, it's a great experience 
to see the crazy costumes on your 
classmates and teachers. The 
pictures say a thousand words, 
and you can almost hear the 
cheering for Marian. Turn the 
page to see even more ... 
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With this year's enthusiastic 
classes and faculty and led by the 
seniors, Spirit Week at MCHS was 
filled with fun, excitement, friend
ship and some of the craziest out
fits you've ever seen! The annual tra
dition began with Pajama Day and 
went on to include Halloween, 
Crazy Day and Blue and Gold Day, 
ending with Friday's rally and a 
Crusader victory over Imperial 
Beach rival Mar Vista Mariners. 
The students and teachers were 
definetly a sight to behold and the 
memories made during Spirit Week 
won't soon be forgotten. 
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Friday, November 3, began as a crisp autumn 

morning and ended with a 20-7 Crusader victory over 

the Mar V ista Mariners. The afternoon came with the 

traditional Homecoming rally filled with anticipation 

and excitement. Following the presentation of the 

Homecoming Court, Chris Crusader Christian Vargas 

unrolled the banner to reveal the name of the B.M.O.C, 

Felipe Cabral. The Senior and faculty skits were good

natured fun and the rally ended with whipped cream 

all over Coach Johnson and a huge cheer for Marian. 

That night the Crusaders beat their rival in the "Battle 

ofl.B." with a score of 20 to 7. The halftime consisted 

of the class floats, which carried out the fairy tales 

theme. After the alumni float had made its circle of 

the track, the Homecoming princesses came in on 

their classic Corvettes and Maid Marian I<im Santos 

helped to crown Queen Esme Campos. The day and 

night were filled with magical moments to make Home

coming 2000 truly memorable. 

..... J \ 
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W hen the theme of your 
Homecoming Dance is "Once Upon 
a Dream", what are you expecting 
it to be like? Well, for many, it was a 
dream come true as they entered 
the "castle" at Club Coronado. The 
decorations were sparkling and 
beautiful, carrying out the theme in 
blue and gold. The food and music 
were enjoyed by all, but the best 
part was making memories as we 
danced the night away. Most people 
would agree that they didn't want 
the enchantment to end, but we'll 
always remember what happened 
"Once Upon a Dream." 

Above, Vivian Velasquez and Linette Barajas forgo their dates in favor of more sophisti
cated dance partners - each other! 

Daniel Ny tries to keep his "game face" for the picture but Enrique Alvarez, Ryan Day and 
Leonard Buno can't conceal those smiles. 

These sophomore girls look gorgeous and so much more grown up than they did at 
Homecoming as freshmen. By the time they're seniors, they'll be breaking hearts 
everywhere! 

Suave, debonair and way beyond cool, these Senior guys could easily pass for celebrities 
although they don't always act as sophisticated as they look. 
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In anticipation of being Seniors, Annemarie Angeles and 
Wendy Vecchitto try on the robes of the King and Queen, 
only able to imagine who next year's court will be. 

You can't tell that Wes Seldon's suit would match a 
cherry -red Porsche, but you can see that he definitely has 
"Ladies' Man" potential. 

These faculty members are obviously having as much fun 
as any of the students and you know that the night was as 
special for them (like Mr. Manzano and Ms. San Martin) as it 
was for us. 

Nicole Howell, Michelle Castro, Sarah Oesterle and Erin Day 
offer their advice to the other girls trying to look their best. 
Guys, now you know why girls go to the bathroom in groups. 

13 
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On what other 

day of the year do you 

see guys dressed in 

drag; witches and fair

ies walking down the 

halls? Well, if you're at 

MCHS, it would have 

to be Halloween. Be

sides being a nice 

break from wearing a 

uniform, 

.,, ,,11:,t 

always brings out 

· the creativity in 

Some of the most 

creative costumes 

this year included 

an inflatable 
These two are cool. J oxune Agote and Obed 
Torres silently stare for a close shot. Beware 
of so much savoir faire. 

Is this a hobo Mrs. Watson invited into British 
Literature? No, it's suave Marco Santana looking 
very left bank. 

sumo wrestler 

and some of the 

younger teach

ers dressed as 

MCHS girls. You 

might find that 

people take on 

new personali

ties with their 

costumes, for 

example, Sarah 

Oesterle and 

Leila Forsythe came dressed as cow

girls because, "We want to marry 

cowboys!" Mr. Manzano hoped to 

sweep Ms. San Martin off her feet in 

his Zoro costume. But, if our cos

tumes could reveal our ambitions 

and crazy wishes ... what does that 

say about those guys wearing the 



Carlos Perez carefully applies nail polish to complete his 
ensemble. Carlos, you never looked better! 

' l. 

How would you like to have these crazies in your class?! Actually 
the cute one on the left with the great legs is just visiting. 

Nurse Joanna Moon gets prepped for a pie as the ever unctuous Dr. James 
Perkins slides into a pose. 
Here she comes to save the day! Sailor Moon, Pauline Melad, kept busy 
all day flying from one disaster to another. 
Woo Woo! Susy Canett flaunts her disco gear. "Good bye, I'm going 
dancing!" 
Gaby Vasquez, Wendy Vecchitto, Michael Ramm and Rhysa Moreno 
demonstrate their latent personalitites through the outfits they wear 
for Halloween. 
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Some of the best pic

tures happen when people 

don't know that there's a 

camera pointed in their di-

rection. Here are some of 

your best moments caught 

when you weren't looking. 

Check it out, do you even 
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Most times we at Marian Catholic 
feel we are in our own little world, cut off 
and safe from the outside. But sometimes 
the world comes to us in the form of friends 
from afar, like our Japanese sister school, 
VIP's W{e our bishop and the new super
intendent, as well as our dear alumni. We 
always try to show off our stuff when we 
put out the welcome mat, and that means 
lots of picking up trash, putting on Am
bassador uniforms and placing big smiles 
on our faces. We don't mind; we might get 
some free food and shorter classes, too! 

Marian Catholic was honored to have Bishop Brom celebrate Mass at St. Charles. Our some
times sleep y -eyed students were captivated by his funny stories and charismatic style. 

Girls from our sister school in Japan laugh together as they tour the classes and try to commu
nicate. If stuck ... smile. 

Pancho Rodriguez and Jessica Barba talk with Bishop Brom as Mrs. Kassebaum looks on. 
The bishop though the two looked great together in their letterman jackets. 

Susy Canett cuddles with one of our cutest alums, Manny Rodriguez. Marian footbaU games 
are a favoraite place to find visiting fans. 
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Ms. Haake and Mrs. Anthony visit with new Superintendent 
of Diocesan Schools, Mr. Tom Beecher. Everyone was pleased 
with his 'warmth and good humor. 

Debbie Medina checks her excitement as she concentrates on 
finding the scale on a steel drum. Master musicians delighted 
Marian with reggae, calypso and classical, all done on steel 
drums. 

Our MCHS cheerleaders are lined up and ready to welcome 
sister school students as they enter Bajo Gym escorted by 

1' Ambassadors. 

Ms. K. poses with former classmates, Bob Brocato and Betsy 
Brocato Moran, and their mother, Florence Lighter. Bob 
graduated with Ms. K. in 1969 and is now Father Bob! 
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Laura Hernandez and Oscar Paredes have been together for 
over a year and are now practically inseparable. Soccer season 
proves to be especially busy for these two team members. 

Dalia Rubio and Milo Salas turned friendship into romance 
during Mrs. Kelleher's English class. Is that why they're her 
favorite couple? 

Sometimes opposites attract, like Veronica Kait and Irvin 
Carlin. He's more intimidated by his outgoing girlfriend than 
he is on the football field. 

"Baby, it's cold outside." Enrique Alvarez and Leila Forsythe 
cuddle close to spend their second Christmas Eve together. 
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PDA! PDAI Couples are one of the most 
recognizable features on the MCHS campus. These 
"sweethearts" can be seen daily, holding hands or 
dealing with their latest "tiff." Some couples, such as 
Veronica Kait and Irvin Carlin, are newly formed. 
Other couples, such as Leila Forsythe and Enrique 
Alvarez, seem to have been made for each other. 
Then there are those pairs that have survived gradu
ation, like Vivian Velasquez and Santiago Leon. 

One of the most frequent questions 
on the Marian campus is "Are they together 
or aren't they?" Crusader couples keep their 
friends guessing with their behavior. 

Whether these relationships last months 
or years, they will always be remembered. Years from 
now, that first kiss, those weekend dates, and the 
feeling of holding the hand of your sweetie will not 
have faded. No girlfriend or boyfriend holds a more 
special place in one's heart than the first love. 

Now that's a supportive girlfriend! Jessica Barba keeps stats for the Varsity Soccer team, which 
just so happens to include her boyfriend, Pancho Rodriguez. 

Juniors Debbie Medina and Steven Bosset have much in common with friends Laura and 
Oscar. Both girls play soccer, both boys play football, and both couples have been together for 
over a year. 

Gina Lipp's supreme flirting techniques landed her the boyfriend of her dreams. Did you really 
think Juan Carlos came to all those volleyball games just to support the team? 

Senior Jaun McNutt poses for a picture with sophomore squeeze Norma Barba. It must be hard 
for them to find hard to spend time together with their active sports lives. 
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A lot of things have changed at Marian 
Catholic since the school was first built in 1961 
on land donated by the Egger family. The en
rollment grew from less than 100 students to its 
peak at nearly 800 in the mid-eighties. Now we're 
going strong again at close to 500, with steady 
projected growth. We've had our ups and 
downs; in sports, for example, we've been both 
champions and obscure underdogs. We've gone 
from the very basic academics to curriculums 
which include four foreign languages: Japanese, 
Spanish, French and Latin. Once most of the 
classes were taught by Sisters of Mercy, but to
day we have no nuns at all, although we have 
been blessed with the presence of one priest, 
Brother Cyril. What hasn't changed is a 
consistant commitment to teaching the Catho
lic faith and values. And Marian has always main
tained its extraordinary feeling of family and 
roots. Alumni have a habit of reincarnating as 
teachers and administrators, and alumni par
ents can't get enough of the school - they keep 
sending their kids back "home." So it's no sur
prise to see familiar faces all over the MCHS 
campus. Time and again, we show that we are 
family. 

Just a few of Marian's second-generation kids; Miguel Molina's mom, Matt Hyde's dad, Eli 
Garcia's mom and Michael Ram m's dad all walked the hallowed halls ofMCHS. 

Anybody's parents who came to Marian probably had Mr.Judge as a teacher! Mr] udge loves 
MCHS so much that he keeps coming back as a substitue teacher, when he's not on the golf 
course. 

These Crusaders just couldn't stay away! George Milke, '72, Robert Iacometti, '84, Kelly San 
Martin, '94, Sherry Kelleher, '69 and Greg Smith,'88 are all back in the saddle working at 
MCHS. Karen Chudy is also a proud graduate and active alumni. 

Mr. Manuel and Mr. Milke check out the roof of the building to make sure it's still holding up. 
Forty years would put a little wear-and-tear on anything, especially if the baseball team has a 
habit of hitting balls across the roof. 
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With teaching careers that each span a quarter of a century, ]\,frs. 
McGregor and Dr. Lusardi have spent the years at Marian that it 
takes to develop a close friendship. They're also highest up on 
the food chain around here, so watch out for Dr. Lusardi's 
piranhas! 

In addition to working at Marian for over 30 years, 
l\,frs.Gabbard has also been an MCHS mom.Nearly all of her 
children are Marian graduates, and she could tell you stories 
about ]\,fr.Milke as a student that you wouldn't believe. 

Not only are these kids second-generation, but they're all 
family! Angela Garcia- Sermeno, Leonard Bruno, Rachel Garcia
Sermeno and Leah Bruno's mothers both came to Marian , 
along with their aunts and uncles. 

Did this picture come out of Mr.Vernetti's history books? No, 
but this does show you what Marian looked like nearly 30 years 
ago. 23 
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"Mr. 1\lvin" Angeles spends the afternoon 
mixing music for the students during Catholic 
Schools Week. Some of the braver students 
held an impromptu rave on the West Lawn. 

It's not always easy to pay attention at 7:00 in 
the morning, but the ASB does the job every 
Monday. They certainly appreciate the work 
Mrs. Angeles does. 

ASB. front row: K. Adan, L. Bruno, R. Moreno, L. Forsythe, S. Oesterle, N. Howell, C. Toctocan, M. DeDios,J. 
Gonzales; second row: Mrs. Angeles, C. Mun, M. Castro, A. Garcia-Sem1efio, W. Vecchitto, A. Angeles, E. Day, A. 
Todd, C.Jimenez, E. Cruz, K Ayala, T. Himawan; back row: L. Maier, L. Bruno, F. Bautista,B. Smiley, I. Carlin, 
R. Garcia,]. Eichelberger, C. Griffin, R. Porciuncula, S. Stutz, V. Aguilar, N. Hickman 
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Annemarie Angeles, Leah 
Bruno, Rhysa Moreno and 
Leonard Bruno "bring in 
the dough" with an 
assortment of goodies. The 
ASB had bake sales all 
summer long to raise funds. 



Anybody who works for the ASB becomes an experienced 
poster maker. Co-commissioner of Publicity Nicole Howell 
takes to the floor to make the outline for a senior poster. 

ASB Got In Front of The Camera To Spread 

Information And Spirit 

ASB has an important position 

at Marian Catholic. Without these 

representatives, there would be no 

Homecoming, rallies, dances and all the 

other fun events students attend. The 

members of the ASB give school-related 

activities much of their time and energy, 

especially evident in the early Monday 

morning meetings. Three of five ASB 

Executives served without previous 

experience, so they were pretty lucky to have 

a large group of  officers and 

commissioners to support them. These 

old and new faces created a wonderful ASB 

who contributed to a very successful year. 

Next time you start to think of 

the ASB as a bunch of future politicians 

just trying to pad their college applications, 

consider what they do for the school. 

Homecoming was victorious even off the 

field when the ASB led other students 

throughout Spirit Week and into the 

elegant dance they had prepared. This year 

they added a new job to their list with the 

unique "Crusader Bulletin," broadcasts 

every Thursday morning. These are among 

the things that they have done and will 

hopefully continue to do in years to come. 

The ASB would like to thank their 

wonderful moderator Mrs. Angeles and 

the immense technical help from Mr. 

Angeles, but the ASB would be nothing 

without the spirit of the students. 

- by Nicole Howell 
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Junior Kara Adan reads the petitions at our Mass 
celebrated by Bishop Brom. The Mass and following 
reception were executed largely by the 
Ambassadors. 
James Perkins and Monica Ordaz are caught napping 
on the job. They were an10ng the Ambassadors who 
got to school at 6:00 in the morning for a trip to St. 
Francis of Assisi School in Vista. 

Ambassador for Christ Corps. front row: R. Day, E. Cruz, L. Forsythe, L Bruno, E. Day, F. Cabral, J. Perkins, A. Garcia-Sermeno, N. 
Howell, S. Oesterle, B. Smiley; second row: D. Guerrero, J. Hernandez, C. Velasquez, K. Cartier, M. Scott, C. Mun, R Moreno, 1\L Duggan, K. 
Adan, L Bruno, M. R,mm, G. Llpp; third row: R. Garcia-Sermeno, V. Gonzales, C. Underwood, A Todd, C. Jimenez, M. DeDios, C. 
Toctocan, J. Smithdeal, W. Vecchitto, D. Kreeger, M. Ordaz, M. Silva; fourth row: K. Clemmer, J\(. Castro, A. Annstrong, G. Osuna, C. Griffin, 
K. i\yab, R. Balino, R. Porciuncula, A. Aragon, J. Pecitfils, R. Cruz, Ms. Haake; fifth row: J\l. Alcock, J. Guerrero, C. Thomas, L. Maier, A. 
Angeles, T. O'Steen, E. Long, M.  Blair, B. Chaplin, C. Camacho; sixth row: D. Alvarez, J. Quigley, J. Gcniza, 0. Rodriguez, M. Saenz, C. Galvez, 
N. Puente, G. Peterson; back row: R. Lemus, 0. Salazar, J. Barrios; not pictured: N. Ascutto, l. Carlin, S. Corp, D. Ny, C. Vito 
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Ambassadors greet our 
sister school friends and 
escort them to the gym for 
their welcome ceremony. 



Smiles like this are hard to come by at 8 in the morning! 

These Ambassadors welcomed local eighth graders coming to 
take the placement ex m in January. 

MCHS Ambassadors serve and Recruit, 

Modeling aner Christ 

Ever want to know how to dedicated to be  at school at s1x 

stack chairs and fold tables? You o'clock in the morning!) 

should consider becoming an Earlier in the year, the 

Ambassador! Actually, the Ambassadors welcomed almost 300 

Ambassadors do a lot more than just seventh and eighth graders to visit and 

moving furniture. They act as a experience life on Marian Catholic 

spiritual student public-relations High School campus. In November, 

group, reaching out to the community they helped host the Verbum Dei 

in ways that are both prosaic and Awards for eighth graders. Many of 

highly unusual. the same students returned at 7:45 one 

The Ambassadors for Christ, Saturday morning to take the MCHS 

combined with the Campus Ministry, placement exam, an event for which 

were the main doers behind the a handful of Ambassadors arrived 

beautiful Mass and reception for early to prepare and serve. Our 

Bishop Bram's visit. A few Ambassadors evidently neverlet their 

Ambassadors also assisted in an Marian "spirit" down. 

induction ceremony for junior-high - by Angela Garcia-

Ambassadors at Saint Francis of Assisi Sermeno 

School in Vista. (X ou have to be pretty 
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Taking the initiative in "home improvements," 
the Campus Ministry painted their office and 
furniture. The group ended up with beautiful 
walls, dirty hands and some good memories. 

The 2000-2001 team united at the beach at their 
retreat last August. The group spent the night in the 
gym after a trip to the beach. 

Campus Ministry. Front Row: C. Mun, K. Adan, L. Bruno, J. Guerrero, W. Vecchitto, S. Oesterle, L. 
Forsythe, N. Howell; second row: M. Ramm, R. Moreno, L. Maier, M. Lopez, K. Clemmer; back row: 
Ms. Pietrangelo, W. Seldon, A. Angeles, M. Castro, A. Garcia-Sermeno, C. Thomas, J . Munoz, C. Camacho, 
J .  Perkins, E. Cruz, J. Quigley, E. Alvarez, B. Smiley, E. Day, D. Alvarez. Not pictured :  F. Cabral and J. 
Gonzalez. 
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Kara Adan and Carlos 
Adrian Camacho take a 
creative approach to painting 
a bookshelf. The shelf was 
later decorated with an 
inspirational quote. 



Carlos Camacho, Wes Seldon, and Juan Munoz show off some of 
the toys collected in the Christmas toy drive. The donations went 
to an orphanage on the border of Arizona and Mexico. 

Bringing Christ to You, the Student 

The Campus Minis try is  a Mexican orphange. 

unlike any other group on campus. It They did have some fun of 

exists to satisfy the spiritual needs of their own, though. The team stayed 

the students and faculty. By planning up all night in the gym during our 

weekly masses and yearly retreats for personal retreat, where they had some 

each class, the team gives students the unforgettable bonding moments. And 

inspiration and encouragement they their painting party to make the 

need to become closer to God and improvements on their "office" was 

each other. The group also serves the an invigorating experience. So what 

community by collecting items, like was the highlight of  the year? 

macaroni & cheese and diapers, for Probably seeing Miss P's face light up 

Catholic Charities. At Thanksgiving the every time somebody mentioned 

Campus Ministry held a very Coach David. 

successful food drive and for 

Christmas a drive was organized to 

collect toys, blankets and clothes for 

- by Leila Forsythe 
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Janine Guerrero gives Bishopo Brom a gift from 
the whole MCHS community. The gift was a 
beautiful figurine of a family 

At the start of mass cross bearer Lsa Maier, lecture 
Wendy Vecchitto, altar servers Francis Bautista 
and William Clemmer line up for the entrance 

Another way students celebrate their faith is at retreats. Sophomores spend the day at La Quinta center and come 
back close to God as well as their classmate. 
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Leah Bruno, Rhysa Moreno, 
Connie Mun, Daniel Jordan 
and Stephen Quinto sing 
out loudly and full of praise 
during the Memorial 
Acclamation. The choir has 
had its ups and downs but 
is starting to come together 
this year. 



\Xl esley Seldon and Rhysa Moreno bring up gifts at our mass 
with bishop Brom. It was a real pleasure to have him celebrate. 

11 You're Catholic and You Know It sav Amen! 

One of the best things that 
separates Marian Catholic High 
School from any other school is the 
fact that we are united with Christ. 
Not every school is blessed to have 
a loving faculty, concerned staff, or 
students that care for each other. 
These are the components that 
help the students of Marian 
Catholic High School to become 
truly closer to God. 

Having mass every 
Thursday is a much needed 
necessity for everyone attending 
Marian Catholic High School. The 
Campus Ministry Team creates 
each mass to the best of  their 
abilities. Students are involved in 
each mass as they read, or sing, or 
even when they present the gifts. 
These masses contain c erta in 

themes, such as friendship or 
honesty, in which our guest priest 
reflects upon the past readings. 

Every mass has some 
excitement brought into it. Who 
can forget the time when Bishop 
Brom was our celebrant? Or the 
mass when we were encouraged 
to raise our voices, by the "Singing 
Priest" Father Joe? How about the 
first mass that Brot her Cyril  
celebrated for us? 

No matter which priest 
celebrates the mass, no matter 
what songs we sing or no matter 
which intentions we pray for, the 
masses of Marian Catholic High 
School are always animated and 
interesting! 

- by Annemarie Angeles 
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Mrs. Gabbard gives supplies to James Perkins 
for the Mass of the Unborn Child. James is a 
veteran STRIVE member, having been involved 
for the last 3 years. 

Many members of the student body volunteered 
to "spiritually adopt" an unborn child. Students 
and teachers named their babies and are praying 
for their rotection for one year. 

Strive. Front Row: C. Mun, T. Talampas, R. Moreno, C. Mun, Mrs. Gabbard; second row: D. Rubalcaba,]. 
Guerrero, K. Adan, K. Clemmer, W. Vecchitto, L. Bruno, A. Angeles; third row: C. Thomas, J. Perkins, M. 
Duggan, F. Bautista, A. Garcia-Sermeno, J. Llorente, M. Lopez, M. Alcock; back row: P. Disney, J. Munoz, J. 
Quigley, L. Maier. 
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A lot of planning goes into 
a STRIVE mass, much of 
it done by Mrs. Gabbard 
herself. She has been the 
dedicated leader of 
STRIVE for many years. 



hilip Diseny and Margaret Alcock read over their adoption 
apers. They are among the students who continue to pray 
)r the unborn children f the world. 

How do you alert high in September. This event centers 

school students to the dangers of around abortion. I t  includes a 

such controversial issues as drugs mass in which students have the 

and abortion? Ask Mrs. Gabbard, opportuntity to adopt an unborn 

the  long-t ime moderator of  child, t o  whom they give a name. 

STRIVE, Marian's soc ial This idea promotes the value of 

awareness club. Members of this life and encourages students to 

well-established organization seek pray for the prevent ion o f  

to educate the student body about terminating pregnancies. 

the dangers they may face now or In the past, STRIVE has 

in the future, as young adults in a sponsored events such as Red 

troubled world. These students get Ribbon Week and "death day." 

their message across through This club's main mission: to keep 

assemblies, demonstrations, and students healthy, safe and focused 

special masses. on positive endeavors. 

STRIVE cont inued i ts  - by Michelle Castro 
"adopt a child" tradition this year 
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Time to celebrate! On the Dia de los Reyes 
Marina Ortiz shares a delicious treat- the 
rosca- with a group of seniors. The rosca 
was unique because about five people 
recieved a baby Jesus in their piece. 

You see them everyday, routinely eating lunch on 
the senior lawn. Las Tres Senoritas share 
friendship and gossip on a mild winter day. 

!Orale! Advisor Ms. San Martin, President Martha Silva, Vice President Denisse Kreeger, Secreta1y Angela Garcia
Sermeno, Treasurer Juan Munoz, and about half the school population group together outside the Spanish 
classroom. The crowds came rolling in for a very successful first meeting. 
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Election Day! Juan Munoz 
smiles with others in 
noticeable excitement as the 
votes are taken. Juan was 
named treasurer of the 
Hispanic Alliance that day. 



>ecked for her holiday, Marian's popular grotto for Mary is festively 
·ansformed with the Mexican image of the Virgin of Guadalupe. 

You Mean 'Sugar and Spice?" Hispanics are 

Redefining the Traditional wav 

The food is spicy. The clothes 

are vibrant. The dancing is lively and 

the parties are unbelievable. \X'hat does 

this tell you about the Hispanic culture? 

IT'SALIVE! 

The Marian campus is fortunate 

enough to have heavy Latin influence. 

Sixty percent of the student body has the 

heritage, and they do their part to share it 

with their fellow peers through the 

Hispanic Alliance. On December 12, the 

Feast of Our Lady of Guadalupe, 

members came early and gathered around 

the statue of Mary, their voices heartily 

resounding the words of the Mafianitas 

(songs of reverence) in the early hours. 

Devotion to Mary and the Catholic 

religion is a mark of the Mexican culture 

that is highly respected here at this 

institution named after the Blessed 

Mother. The Feast of the Three Kings 

on January 6 brought more festivities; 

groups of students ate the rosca, a special 

sweet bread that holds a miniature of 

Jesus. (The one who receives Jesus is 

supposed to throw a parry. Wajoouy!) 

Holidays are not the only time 

nationality and diversity shine. Emelia 

Moreno and Berenice Diaz both noted 

daily traditions, family, music, and 

quinceafieras as other, more common 

parts of being Hispanic that they also 

celebrate. Even lunch is an opportunity 

to be exposed to the food in the form 

of tortas, burritos, horchata, and other 

dishes 1-Irs. Briz and Mrs. McElwain 

serve. The sound of Spanish is familiar 

and recognized at all times by most. 

Emelia, who is fluently bilingual, 

comments, "Spanish is a beautiful 

language." 

Whether it be through food, 

entertainment, or religious tradition, 

Hispanic ways have become part of what 

it is to be a Crusader. 

- by Cristy Jimenez 
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Could this be an Asian Romeo & Juliet? No, but 
Annemaiie Angdes and Jason Geniza look great in 
their traditional costumes. 

"She's everything to evetyone." Mrs. Angeles, faithful 
moderator of A.P.I.C. conducts a meeting with some 
of her most dedicated members. 

A.P.I.C. front row: P. Melad,A. Angeles, K Adan, R Moreno, C. Mun,M.DeDios, C. Mun, R. Balino; second row: 
J. Liorente, R Asano, A. Estrada,]. Santos, E. Cruz,]. Geniza, B. Enriquez; top row: C. Toctoctan, M. Kawahara, ]. 
Smithdeal, F. Bautista, D.Jorclan,L. Ferrer, A. Pablo, R Porcincula. 
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Dressed to impress, A.P.I.C. 
goes dramatic against a 
backdrop of a blooming 
hedge. This group can be 
counted on for lively fun. 



cosnrmes. These girls also show off their talent as cheerleaders and 
by performing hula togeth 

A.P.I.C. brings culture and stvle to M.C.H.S. 

What a great beginning to a realize some of their similarities in 
new millenium! APIC once again had having rice as a food staple, although 
a great year headed by a new set of both groups have distinctly 
officers. Before the first bell of the year delicious ways of preparing it. Food 
even rang, APIC members rendered is just one of the reasons that 
Hawaiian dance performances to an members of APIC know how to 

appreciative crowd atthe annualBlast- have fun. The group has 

Off dinner. The group was also distinguished themselves as spirited 

invited to perform as  g u e st and involved members of  the 

dancers for the UCSD Faculty student body, participating in sports, 
Luau Christmas Program to celebrate ASB and other activities. Whether 
the end of the 2000 year. on the coU1i:, on the dance floor or 

The highlight of of the year behind a stove, APIC is, as stated 
will be Culture Week. All students at by Erwin Cmz, " ... a part of high 
MCHS, Asian or otherwise, look school I'll always remember." 
forward to Culture Week for excellent - by Brian Smiley and Mrs. 
food dishes such as lumpia, pancit and Angeles 
egg rolls. Asians and Hispanics even 

Clubs & Organizations � 



J\fr. Lebold, hard at work behind the scenes, creates the 
memorable scenery for this year's play. He also designed the 
sets for L�st year's 'Toe Mousetrap." 

Newcomers Cameron Underwood and Emerald 
Colon add their talent to the drama department. 
Here Cameron applies make-up to Emerald for 
"Anybody for Tea?" 

Drama. L to R: A. Garci a -Sermeno, A. Angeles, S. Stutz, H. Krall, S. Daniels, C. Underwood, D. Kreeger, W. 
Vecch.itto, L. Bruno, V. Gonzlez. 
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As Angela Garcia-Sermeno 
plays dead on the couch,Stanley 
Daniels "Thelrish "detective" 
interrogates the old ladies. The 
dotty women became 
murderers in order to flirt with 
our darling detective. 



Annemarie Angdes and Steven Srutz perfo1m in " The Gift of the 
Magi." This was one of Steve's three roles that night and also gave 
Annemarie a chance to ta · the spotlight. 

"AH the World's a Stage," Shakespeare 

How do you know if  audiences everywhere (or at least 

you're cut out to be a "Reveler?" the greater community of their 
Ask veteran performer Wendy families! )with three short holiday 
Vecchitto, who points out "It's fun plays during the Christmas 
if you like staying late and eating season.  I n  what can only be 
Jack in the Box every night for a described as "heartwarming and 
week!" hilarious," tha cast got through 

Maybe you're l ike with minimal actors, props and 
Michelle Castro, who dreams of preparation. Led by the fearless 
persuing theater in New York, or Jeremy Watson, who outdid 

more like Stanley Daniels, who himself  with last y ear's 

took up his first role on a whim. presentat ion of "The 

Whatever their degree  of Mousetrap,"the Revelers prepare 

experience or dedication to their for their spring presentation and 
craft, MCHS Revelers would agree the year's final curtain call. 
that being a part of the drama -by Brian Smiley 
department is a lot of work and a 

lot of fun.  The group wowed 
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Our beloved yearbook moderator, Mrs. 
Kelleher, gets help from Victor Moran as she 
enters her home away from home, C-31. 

Cristy Jimenez watches closely as Herff-Jones 
representative, Mr. Steve Bailey demonstrates how 
to format copy on the computer. 

Yearbook. front row: M. Silva, W. Vecchitto, A. Angeles, V. Velasquez; back row: C. Jimenez, S. Oesterle, 
L. Forsythe, B. Smiley, P. Mady, N. Howell, A. Garcia-Sermeno. 
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Anticipating an "all 
nighter," Angela Garcia
Sermeno and Michelle 
Castro sport their practical 
"deadline attire." 



ew photos! One of the perks of being a yearbook 
affer is seeing all the school photos before anyone 
se and sometimes havi a good laugh. 

Producing a Yearbook Takes More Time Than 

Most People Believe 

Everybody's heard the yearbook staff really do go home and see 

announcements over the P.A. system about 

yearbook. So, are you wondering what really 

goes on behind Mrs. Kelleher's doors after 

school? Well, if you just walked by and 

looked in the window, all you would see is 

normal students working on the computer 

or seemingly working on their homework. 

But if you go inside you will find a whole 

different world. You will find a world of 

copy, cropping, pictures, typing, fom1atting 

and stressful deadlines. Here's a friendly 

warning though: "Don't stay Jong or you 

will get stuck in the room forever and never 

be able to leave!!" Oust a little yearbook 

humor!) But contrary to popular belief, 

their families, except for maybe Brian 

Smiley, Angela Garcia-Sermeno, Leila 

Forsythe and the ever faithful Patty Mady 

and Vivian Velasquez who always seem to 

be able to keep a smile on our faces. Despite 

having the crazy deadline schedules when 

we aren't able to get home until 

unimaginable school hours, most of the 

people on staff would agree that seeing 

the finished product is worth the effort, 

that's what we remind ourselves of on 

those late nights. Then in May we get the 

payback .. . seeing all you immersed in what 

we consider to be our baby. Yeah, it's worth 

it! 

- by Sarah Oesterle 
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Senior Peter Girten, Junior Margaret Alcock and 
Se.nior Michelle Castro smile for the camera. These 
NHS students are seen here at the Academic Bowl 
competition. 
CSP & NHS. Classes of 2003 & 2004. front row. A. 
Malcolm, A. Todd, C. Underwood, P. Melad, R. Balino, R. 
Garcia- Sermeno, A. Pablo; second row: D. Guerrero, G. 
Osuna, C. Toctocan, M. Kawahara, R. Porcuincula; third 
row: T. Himawan, C. Jimenez, V. Gonzales,). Hernandez, A. 
Shaw, A. Armstrong, C. Griffin, K. Ayala; back row: T. 
O'Steen, M. Blair, N. Puente, C. Galvez, C. Vito. 

NHS & CSF. Classes of 2001 & 2002. front row. L. Bruno, R. Moreno, K. Adan, M. Ramm; s e cond 
row: M. Munoz, S. Cruz, A. Angeles,]. Guerrero, M. Lopez, C. Thomas; third row:J. Gonzales, I. Carlin, A. 
Garcia- Sermeno, B. Smiley, L. Forsythe, F. Bautista; fourth row: M. Silva, E. Silva, K. Clemmer, E. Day, S. 
Oesterle, M. Alcock, D. Alvarez, L. Bruno, 0. Salazar, L. Montijo, W. Vecchitto, C. Serrano; back row: J. 
Quigley, R. Day, R. Garcia, P. Girten, C. Argoud,J. Eichelberger,]. Munoz,]. Perkins, L. Murillo. 
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Jorge Gonzales and 
Christopher Argoud play 
an intense game of chess 
as it comes down to the last 
play of the game, which of 
these boys won? That is up 
to you to decide. 



w� ��ti]�� w� ��w � 

Michelle De Dios and Michael Scott look over their 
applications for NHS. 

... we pondered. 

Have you ever attended a various prestigious schools 

Marian graduation and in the nation. These schol-

noticed the gold stoles that ars possess intelligence and 

some students wear? Have perseverance qualities that 

you ever wondered why distinguish them into a 

these students march in noble bracket of higher 

gold? These students repre- education. Being a member 

sent the members of the of such a recognized societ-

N ational Honors Society ies signify a committment to 

and the California Scholar- academic achievement. 

ship Federation. � by Annemarie 

Students who are a Angeles and Lisa Maier 

part of these organizations 

are students who may attend 
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Michelle Casto and Margaret Alcock look relaxed 
and happy before their on air competition. 

Yes! Francis Bautiasta's satisfaction at answering 
a tough question is obvious as he signals victory. 

Academic Team. (L-R): M. Maier, C. Jimenez, H. Krall, K. Clemmer, F. Bautista, Mrs. Watson, P. Disney, R Day, 
M. Alcock. 
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The Academic team poses 
proudly after defeating West 
Hills High School. Their 
win was broadcasted to San 
Diego County. 



hlllip Disney, Margaret Alcock, Michelle Casu·o, Francis 
autista and Peter Girten represent MCHS at the Academic 
owl. 

Marian's Brain Team Flexes 

Their Mental Muscles 

Some people g o  for subjects such as math, music, 

football, basketball, or soccer religion and science, memorize 

where your strength depends on useful information and practice 

your body, but there is another their speech skills to tone up their 
team in town where your strength brain muscles. Their competition 
depends on brainpower. Anyone round lasts two days. Both J.V. and 
on the Academic DecathlonTeam Varsity present an essay on a 
can assure you this is true. The given theme, are interviewed and 
team consists of Francis Bautista, tested. They also participate on a 
Michel le  Castro, Ryan Day,  super quiz, where they go head to 
Kimberly Clemmer, Holly Krall, head against another school. The 
Margaret Alcock, Cristy Jimenez, team enjoys the competition, as 
Matt Maier, and Philip Disney. Holly Krall says, ''You learn new 
These mind-athletes meet every and interesting things and you get 
Tuesday and Thursday at lunch in to meet new people . . .  " 

Mrs. Watson's room for a mental - by Martha Silva 
workout. Coached by her they go 

through a variety of  ass igned 
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How do we index these incognito 
monsters? Nor to worry, our Yearbook 
staff recognizes everyone! Oscar Paredes, 
Danny Gamboa, Sergio Gonzalez, Vicror 
Lopez, Daniel Ny. 

Elcn:i Gonzales res rs her head on a smiling 
Christie Mun. 

Sofia Arnaiz uses her lunch period to finish 
the paper that's due next period. What you 
can't see is the rest of D block in there too. 

T.J. gals, won't ya come out tonight and 
dance by the light of the moon? Susie 
Canerr. lxchclt Yadcun,Jcssica Aldrete, 
Lourdes Villegas. 

Ngan Nguren, Kim Santos and Josie Soto 
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Ms. K. makes sophomores pose for a quick 
pie before they can go. 

Kara Adan and Holly Krall put rheir heads 
together to make a perfect pose. 

Jose Cruz doesn't mind standing in the rain 
one bit, as long as he gets a Yearbook 
picture. 

\Vhy doesn't Vicror Lopez look happ)', 
with lovely ladies, Monica Garcia and 
Claudia Gonzales on either side! 

Hey girls, look at these curies! Soccer pals 
Hector Sanchez, Marr Saenz and Enrique 
Alvarez have got it! 

Here's our GQ line-up. These guys know 
rhe moves on and off the field. Matt Hyde, 
Carlos Camacho, Eli Garcia, Miguel 
Nfolina, Oscar Paredes. 

Clubs & Organizations� 
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On the Front  L ine  
by Cristy Jimenez 

"\\f e are the underdogs and we do 
better because of it." Starting linebacker 
Mickey Pimentel (#1 0) obviously under
stands the benefits of MCHS's situation. 

N ewcomers to the Metro League, 
Marian was underestimated because we, 
the "little school," would now be 
p laying t h e  bigges t  and bes t  
schools i n  the city. But unfavor
able odds did not hold us back. 
Marian wound up with 6 wins, 5 
l o s s e s ,  maintaining a '..11inning 
record against Division I and II  
schools, with enrollments of over 

ing week, then proceeded to put on an 
amazing show for our own Homecoming. 
Running back Eugene Alaniz and others 
kept the points rolling in during a night 
rival Mar Vista won't soon forget. This 
year the team gained valuable experience 

that will invariably show next 
season, as the majority of the 
team is returning for another 
year of battle. With 18 under
classmen starting, the goal was 
more long-range winning, than 

immediate M etro 

a thousand 
s t u d e n t s .  
B e g i n n i n g  
league com
p e t  i t  i o n  
a g a i n s t  
Chula Vista, 
MCHS suf
fered a loss 

Battling the 
Big Boys 

Crusaders 
managed 
to  bring a 
s i z a b l e  
ser ies  o f  
v ic tor ies  
in  its ren
d e z v o u s. 
w i t h 
h i g h e r 

on turnovers, but the team didn't 
lose hope. In the next game Mar
ian faced Sweetwater in its home 
o p e n e r .  O ffen s e  a n d  d e fe n s e  
united to pull out the first triumph 
Marian had  ever  had o v e r  
Sweetwater in all their past encoun
ters. Another proud day was Oc
tober 20, the day Marian delivered a blow 
to Bonita and shattered its perfect, unde
feated status. Jaun McNutt caught a touch
down pass in the last six seconds to com
plete the defeat of the Barons. Continu
ing on this vibe, Marian put a damper on 
Hilltop's Homecoming game the fol low-

football programs. 
Harbor League cham s 

five years running, the team has 
tested its true power by upgrad
ing the quality of its competi-

..,,"".-:.1iii11 tion . Only the first year back 

felt .  

and M arian Catho l i c  High 
School has made its presence 

Wait! What about HOW it  was 
done? What happens behind the game to 
make i t  possible? For the answer to this 
we look to another group of dedicated 
people-the girls of the team. 

Real pressure- Coach David searches for the perfect play in a 
game situation. 

Going in for the kill, sophomore quaterback Mario Ledesma 
surveys the defene before taking the snap. Stellar offense 
against the Mariners left Marian on top. 
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MCHS vs. Opponer 
35 St. Anthony's 
9 Chula Vista 
35 Sweetwater 
33 Southwest 
21 Montgomery 
6 Castle Park 
30 Bonita 
21 Hilltop 
20 Mar Vista 

14 Eastlake 
21 Valley Center 

New varsity talent, 
sophomore Eugene 
Alaniz(#33) explodes 
through a would-be Chula 
Vista Spartan tackler in 
Marian's first Metro game 
in ten years, only Eugene's 
second game on varsity. 
Times have changed, and 
Marian is back in the 

'----------------------------------------------------' game. 

Varsity Football. Front row: W. Seldon, D. Ny, E. Alaniz, M. Conrreras, J. Salas, V. Lopez, J. 
McGurk, S. Bosset, I. Ayon, J. Geniza, Coach Siegfried; second row: P. Disney, F. Rodriquez, L. 
Bruno, D. Gamboa, E. Garcia, I. Carlin, 0. Paredes, M. Ledesma, R. Day, R. Moreno; back row: S. 
Daniels, F. Cabral, J. McNutt, J. Paullada, Coach White, Coach David, M. Pimental, Coach Johnson, 
Coach Moeller, j\,[. Molina, C. Serrano 

Senior leaders of the Crusader offensive powerhouse, Ryan Day and Jaun McNutt support the 53 
defense from the sideline. Jaun's uncanny catching ability played an important part in attaining 
the team's winning record. 

6 
16 
27 
6 
22 
14 
28 
14 
7 
42 
31 



Tirelessly, they stand on the line writing 
every play to help the football players pre
pare for the next game. They make sure the 
players get their high-quality H20 during 
games and practices. They lift weights like 
the guys and run as much as anybody else. 
They must be ready at any moment to 
spring into action. Bounding proudly to
ward the endzone with the rippling flags 
of blue and gold, they celebrate each and 
every touchdown scored on the home field. 
They are none other than the stat, water, 
and flag girls. So what would the football 
team be without these girls? They would 
still be a team, but can you picture them. 
pouring their own water, keeping their own 
stats, and running their own flags? The fo
cus on football would suffer. So next time 
you watch the football team, remember the 
girls. 
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The offense rushes out with precision and 
strength after hours of committed practice. 

Defensive Coordinator Sergio Rhoads 
instructs the defense during a timeout. He 

and other coaches built the team to its 

The team celebrates success on the field, made possible by countless 
supporters, including fans like the two kids Qeft bottom) who snuck into 
this picture. 
Alison Figueroa and Patty Paredes try to stay 
warm as they keep track of the stats. 



• • • And Behind the Game 
Led by Nicole Howell, the flag crew dashes out to the goal just after 
another Marian touchdown. Go Crusaders! 

Romelia Cruz talks to Araceli Valdez as she prepares to serve the Crusad
ers their water. It won't look quite so neat by the end of the game. 
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More th an a g ame 
by Wendy V ecchitto 

''The race is not always to the 
swift." This year's N football team is an 
example of the knowledge stated in 
Ecclesiastes. The N team got a taste for 
what lies ahead in future races. Though 

Bay" and "Mesa" leagues. The closest 
contest they had all year was a 15-0 
victory over a very tough Castle Park 
team. With an obviously strong offense 
and an equally formidable defense, the 

they excelled in few games, they 
were prepared to represent as 
Varsity players. Their hard work 
and dedication will pay off as 
they rise to the "big leagues". As 

..,.,....-_,_, . , freshmen were well equipped 

stated by Coach Reuben 

to overcome any obstacle in 
_ their path. Corning and playing 

together, perhaps for the first 
time, is one obstacle that is 
often over looked. These guys 

Escobosa, 
'"Theirtrue 
character 
wasshown 
in their 

c-.-�c-----�---=----1rn-�-"'T'-:J"""Jlr"'ll,.., saw past 

several 
come-from
behind 
wins. 

C o rn i n g  
u p  

t o u g h !  

one 
another's 
differ-
ences, 
came 
together 
and 

led to an undefeated season. 10 wins and no losses: 
what else can you say about this 
years' freshman football team? 
With season-ending victories 
over Bonita Vista 35-0, Hilltop 
49-21 , Mar Vista 39-0 and 

Now that the rookie 
Crusaders are rookies no 
more, we will watch with 

�;=��ii::rl�:::1 interest as this team leads the 

Eastlake 42-0, it made for an incredible 
season. After all is said and done, the 
Frosh pretty much dominated the entire 
Metro League; that means the "South 

Marian N and Varsity teams 
to future victories. 

Junior Varsity Football. Front row:  C. Soria, R. Gonzalez,). Perez, A. 
Ballesteros, 0. Vargas, A. Hernandez, J. Marguez, J. Olvera, M. Blair, J .  
Santos; second row: C. Cordero, V. Banda, M. Beldoch, E. Padilla, A. 
Morales, N. Stewart, C. Valverde, M. Rodriguez, D. Harmon, J. Bar
rios; third row: T. O'Steen, N. Reade, 0. Rodriguez, N. Puente, G. De 

56 La Riva, L. Barraza, R. Blas, E. Long, J. Sullivan, E. Girardi, 0. Acosta. 

Freshmen Football. Front row: C. Lopez,]. Baylon,]. Rivera, R. Pallares, I. 
Martinez , D. Duzyz, D. Delgado, M. Cruz, S. Gonzales; second row: J. Cruz, R. 
Talampas, J. Chavez, N. Martinez, T. Ramm, R. Mota, W. Seldon, S. Goodloe, 
E. Lara, D. Bahena, J. Betancourt; third row: R. Escobosa, J. Gaines, J. Thiltgen, 
C. Vargas, M. Mendoza, P. Gates, M. Stowers, A. Arreguin, A. Gonzalez, J .  
Gamboa, Y. Kang; fourth row: G. iYlilke, D. Thomas, A. Paullada, R.  Alba, J .  
Alvarado, G. Ochoa, J. Castillo, J .  Chang, J .  Blas, J .  Yates, P Kuhen, J .  Lopez. 



Justin Yates, assited by 
Mark Valen, makes a 
sure tackle for the loss 
of yards. 

Linebackers Joey Olvera and Ozzie Acosta, along with the rest of Marian's 
offensive line are ready and set before the snap against Bonita Vista. 
Juan Pablo Gamboa and Patrick Gates make an interception, skying over 
a South West defender. 57 
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We' ve got the spirit 
by Michelle Castro 

The extra-point attempt has 

just been made. Through the roar of 

the crowd, you hear a familiar call: "M

Always willing to promote Cru

sader spirit, the cheerleaders also per

formed at events such as Junior High 

M-MAR . .  .I-I-IAN . . .  " It is none 

other than the MCHS Varsity 

Cheer Squad. 

Week after week, these 

girls can be seen at football and 

b asketball 

g a m e s ,  

c h e e r i n g  

their team 

to victory. 

Never run-

Blue and 
Gold Pride 

visitations and the Japanese 

sister school visit. While the 

girls agree that cheering is  

fun, it's also hard work. Un

der the direction of their ad-

K e  1 1  y 

a n d 

Meredith, 

......_ ___ .___ --=----...J--------.;;.._ _ ___, 

t h e 

s q u a d _ 

practiced everyday to stay ning out of enthusiasm, 

squad showed their spitit at ev

ery opportunity. The girls also 

got the crowd going with ener

getic dance performances and 

catchy chants. 
-. .... ..___. 

sharp and precise. Whether 

on the field or in the gym, 

these girls show that this is 

definitely "Marian territo r." 

Varsity Cheer Squad. front row: Jessica Rios,Janine 
Guerrero, April Pablo, Christie Mun, Kimberly Clemmer; 
second row: Erin Day, Michelle De Dios, Connie Mun, 
Leah Bruno; third row: Sara Corp, Amanda Todd, Sarah 
Peinado, Angela Garcia-Sermeno, Michelle Castro. 

"Come on Crowd . . .  Let's hear it" The cheerleaders lead a 
pumped up crowd in a spirited cry to support their football 
team. 



The squad shows off 
their gymnastic abilities. 
These girls are all smiles, 
showing nothing but 
confidence in their 

"Welcome to Marian." The cheerleaders walk to greet the visiting squad. This tradition 
has brought squads from every school together for a common cause: SPIRIT! 

Happy, happy, joy, joy! Varsity cheerleader for four years now, Kimberly 
Clemmer is ecstatic just to be standing beside the Crusader who so happens to 59 
be her sophomore brother William. 



Moving On Up 
by Le i la  ForsytHe 

Junior Varsity sports often seem 

to be pushed aside for their varsity coun

terparts. JV sports don't get the glory or 

the jackets, but they have just as 

much heart and soul. They won't 

make the playoffs, but they still 

practice everyday, just like the var

great \'Vay for people to get involved with 

their school, especially if they're fresh

men. For many players, high school is 

siry. Now that 

they have the 

high and 

mighty atti

tudes, varsity 

players often seem to forget their 

humbler backgrounds. Almost every 

varsity player has spent at least some 

time on the jv, and the effort and · 

practice always pay off. 

Aiming for 
the Top 

the first time that they've 

played team sports. Being on 

a team that doesen't have as 

pressure as a varsity 

team try-

rng to 

make the 

playo ffs 

r e a l l y: 

experience. 

Most times a person will learn 

more about the sport, get some 

everyday exercise, and make 

Playing junior varsity sports is a some great high school memories. 

JV basketball star Crystal Toctocan is caught in mid-air 
amidst her Sweetwater opponents. The JV team provided 
many exciting moments for their fans. 
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MCHS alum Jose Maldonado gives advice to his JV soccer team 
during their halftime. His time, effort and experience gave the team 
the direction they needed. 



In her second year in Lady 
Crusadres' basketball, 
sophomore Caitlin Griffin 
has become one of the ]V's 
valuble players. She and the 
other girls work hard ev 
eryday at practice. 

::-

Practice makes perfect, and a <mod pep talk doesn't hurt, either. Almost 
mistaken for the varsity, the J\7 football team gathers for a post-game wrap
up from Coach Mike. 
TV Basketball star Michael Blair looks for an open teamate to pass the 
ball to. He has been a cornerstone of the boys JV team for tne last two 
years. 61 



Queens of the Court 
by Leila Forsythe 

Bump, set, spike! The Lady 
crusaders charged onto the court this 
year, leaving a trail of victories in 

5. After taking 3rd place in the 
Coronado Tournament, they were 
selected to the playoffs, and played 

Santa Fe Christian in the 
CIF Quarter finals. Al
though their season ended 

their midst. The JV team had 
a terrific 12 and 5 season, and 
took second place at the 
Coronado Tournament early 
in the year. The team was 

� after that game, the girls 
?c had a great time and are 

mostly 
freshmen, 
putting 
them in a 
position to 
perform 
even better next year. 

The varsity team, led 
by captains CeilaAnn Maruca 
and Jessica Barba, played the 
best that they've played in 

lady 
Crusaders 

were full of 
heart 

proud 
of their 
accom-
plish-

The 
team will say goodbye to its 
six seniors at the end of the 
year, but the returning 
players and Coach Daugh
ters are ready for a great 

several years, with a record of 12 and season next year! 

The varsity Lady Crusaders get together for their team 

62 picture, just prior to beating Chula Vista in their last home 
game 

Karen Duggan, Rebecca Jauregui and Kim Santos show off Mr. 
LeBold's artwork while their teammates laugh in the back
ground. 



The varsity team began 
every game with a 
cheer, still audible over 
the blare of Erwin 
Cruz's warm up music. 

CeilaAnn Maruca and Cameron Musgrave go "Roof-Roof' in the Coronado 
tournament and send that spike right back over the net. 
Our "Super-Cool Scorekeepers," Chris Argoud and JC Colon, intently 
watching the action on the court. Talk about dedication, these guys were 63 
at every game. 
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Going the Distance 
by Wendy Vecchitto 

Coach LeBold and the Cross 

Country team seemed as dedicated to 

top thirty of their league. Balancing team 

efforts with their strive for individual 

their craft as humanly possible. They glory, the Cross Country members had 

committed to the hours and the r-r-�....----.---.r-r-...--,....., some great moments in the sun, 

miles to get them in a position to 

cross the finish line ahead of the 

such as Amir Bafaee's victory �� ..... -- -- --1 
rest of the competition. One of 

their fearless leaders,  Coach 

LeBold cat

e g o r i z e d  

this year as a 

rebui ld ing 

R u n ,  
F o r r e s t  

R u n  

against Southwest High 

School. The team has ambi-

tious goals for next year's sea

son after 

being a 

Division 

Five team 

one, as the --------......,,....,,.......,l"'T"'l,..,....r--..---r---------- rn 

team was predominately com

posed of freshmen and sopho

mores. But don't let the lack of 

experience fool you into thinking 

that this group wasn't qualified; 

four of the team's runners finished in the 

Cross Country. A. Estrada, J.  Palmer, M. Salas, Coach Lebold, M. 
Ramm, B. Baynes, J. Quigley, R. Garcia, Coach Maroney, M. Duggan, 
L. Hernandez, J. Gonzalez. 

CIF Finals. Their main one -is 

luck, guys and gals, you deserve 

the best! 

Marian's runners do a few last minute stretches and mind sets before lining up for 
the race. 



Bryan Baynes and 
Dustin Guerrero run 
neck and neck as they 
work to keep their 
position in the lead. 

James Quigley still looks good as he works to keep up with his competitors at 
the CIF Finals. 
Following the running tradition of his brothers, Michael Ramm pushes 
around the corner at Bonita during the CIF finals. 65 
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Causing a Racket ! 
by Annemarie Angeles 

"Love, fifteen, thirty, Coach Watson, (also the head of 
forty ... Game!" This years Girls' the English Department) , the 
Varsity Tennis Team consisted of Girls' Tennis season proved to be 
Senior Martha Silva, Juniors fun, exciting, as well as successful. 

,---------,.--, Wendy Vecchitto, / Sophomores Robin 
_,, 

Carmelita Thomas, Lisa ' � Balino and Pauline Melad, 
Maier, Elizabeth Silva, 
Maricela Lopez, 
Moon, Margaret 
a n d 
Annemarie 
Angeles ,  
S o p h o -
m o r e s  

Loving 

every 
moment of it 

R o b i n L__----1aiiilllll11it_\.----:-= 

jelica Armstrong, Rachel 
Garcia-Sermeno, Carmen 
Lopez and Stephanie -�..ui Cortez, and Freshmen Jen- . __ _ 

Senior Martha Silva were 
able to attend tennis fi

'=3c"""7""\'.", nals at 
Eastlake 
H i g h 
School. 

N 0 

m a t ter 
games were 

at other high 
schools or at Marian's 
home court at the North 
Island Na val Base, the nifer Gardner and Tanya 

Talampas. girls gave their best. Thanks for a 
great season! 

With the guidance of 

Tennis players tease too! Seen here are Maricela Lopez and 
Wendy Vecchitto having fun before their match. 

Anjelica Armstrong warms up with a few serves before taking 
on Marian's seaside rival: Mar Vista. 



Top players as well as 
sisters, Martha (far left) 
and Elizabeth Silva 
(right), concentrate as 
they play doubles for 
the MCHS 

------------------------=----===:.::==�::i!�;_:___::_ ________ _J Girls'Varsity Tennis 

Our Lady Crusaders Maricela Lopez and Carmelita Thomas show perfect 
sportsmanship as they greet their upcoming opponents on the court. 
Sophomore Pauline Melad energetically awaits the tennis ball to be returned. 
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Shoot the Hoop ! 
by Natasha Gervero l a  

The numbers on the 
scoreboard don't show how 
many adrenelin-pumping, close 
call games there were. Or the 

and maintain a lead against a 
solid team. Next the young 
Crusaders matched up against 
th.e senior-laden Santa Fe Chris-

intensity, endurance and 
will the Boys' Varsity Bas

----==-...,, tian Eagles. The Crusaders 

ketball team carried 
throughout the season. 
With two freshmen, seven 

MCHS  

battled the tough shooting 
background all morning and 
only trailed the Eagles by 10  
at the break. Some bright 
spots throughout the game 

iuruors 
this young 
team 
stepped 
up to the 
Metro 

r e b o u n d s  
to the Top 

were a thun
derous dunk 
by Mickey 
Pimentel, 
strong inside 
play from 

League with grit and deter
mination. Winning a slot in 
the CIF finals they played 
Calpatria, beating them 7 4 
- 71 in a last-minute win. 
Then it was off to play 
Francis Parker. This game 
showed how far they'd come. 
The Crusaders were able to play 
a full four quarters of basketball 

Front Row 0-r): W. Seldon, J .Lindsey, N. Stewart, M. Scott 
Back Row: Coach Moeller,].  McNutt, E. LaSalle, S. Daniels. 

68 Not Pictured: J. Valenzuela 

Stanley Daniels and great ball 
handling from Jacquez 
Lindsey. This runner- up 
performance earned the 
Crusaders a berth in the 
Southern California 

Regionals ... an incredible achieve
ment for the youngsters. The 
future is looking bright, guys; 
can't wait 'till next year! 

Known around campus as "Big Stan," junior Stanley Daniels 
shows why he got his nick-name. His stature comes in handy 
when going up for a rebound. 



Amid Chula Vista's 
attempts to block his 
shot, Mickey Pimentel 
has his eyes on the 
basket as he gets ready to 
shoot. His dunk shot was 

Mrs. Kassebaum congratulates Coach Moeller on a well-played game. Following their win 
as runners-up in the CIF finals, the team went on to play in regional state competition. 

"All right - go to lock-out!" No, actually Coach Moeller has a one-track mind when 
69 he steps onto the basketball court. Here he goes over plays during a time-out. 
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Up a Notch 
by Cristy J imenez 

Team. It's what brings gteacness to a gtoup 
of talented individuals. So simple yet so powerful. 
In early November, all girls aspiring to be part of this 
team- that is, girls' basketball- met in the gym for 

and smart playing. With a score of 41-45, the home 
team Trojans were not happy, to say the least. 
Overall, Marian's record was 7 wins, 13 losses. 

an intense week of conditioning and drills. 
From these trial days, varsity players were 
picked. They began the season with a series of 
very promising non-league games. Of seven, 
they rook six wins. In January, league play 

League schools, 
the Lady 
Crusaders 
continued to play 
with hope and 
heart. They gave 

Hoops and 
Heart 

top-ranked Bonita Vista a run for their money, 
and they held the #1 defense in the League 
for some time. There were some heartbreaker 
games, like the Mar Vista game, lost by a mere 
four points. And then there was the final 
league game, against Castle Park. This 
defining game determined Marian's rating and seat in 
the playoffs. Rising to the challenge, the Crusaders 
pulled out a victory in an exciting game of execution 

years." 

Varsity Basketball. Front row:C.Jimenez,L. Marquez,A. 
Figueroa, M. Kairuz; second row: G. Lipp, C. Maruca, Coach G. 
McBride; back row:L. Santos,M. George 

The season was one of gtowth and 
sharpening skills--crisp passes, rolling 
after screens, faking . . .  Free throws in 
particular make or break a game, so they 
became a practice regular. It paid off; 
shooting for 53% at the line, this year's 

The season 
was a rest of 
dedication. 
It was about 
loving the 
game and 

wanting the ball. It was taking the 
charge, running the play, talking on the 
court, grabbing .rebounds and working 
for the best shot. Coach McBride notes, 
''Without a doubt, this is the best girls' 
basketball team Marian has had in ten 

Dribbling down the court, #24 CeilaAnn Maruca darts past the 
defending Castle Park Trojan with the help of Lisa Marquez. Skill 
and cooperation like this made the game a close one, decided by 
only 9 points. 



Bring it in! The Lady 
Crusaders team up and 
rally their spirit before 
returning to the game. 
Through thick and thin, 
this team played with 
heart. 

Two much? Lauricia Santos, CcilaAnn Maruca, and Lisa i\1arquez do soccer now, basketball later. Featured on UT-TV, 
these girls performed a rare and exhausting fear, becoming star players on both the court and field in one season. Kudos! 

Ready and in control, Lisa Marquez looks to pass the ball to point guard CeilaAnn J\laruca 71 to start the offense. Marian won this b"'me against San Diego Academy in an exciting pre-game match. 



Hoop Dreams 
by Angela Garc ia -Sermeno 

How many brand-spanking-new 
freshman basketball teams can say that 
they had a perfect season? Well, ours 
certainly can! Marian had not been 
fortunate enough to have a fresh
man baketball t eam for a while; this 
year our myriad of freshmen 
provided more potential athletes 
all around, but .-------.--

from top to bottom, so JV as well as 
varsity "fire it up" as if they were back 
to being 9th graders. Freshman Justen 

Wish 

True 

Yates who was bumped up to 
varsity for the last few games 
comments, 'We worked hard 
and it payed off in the end." 

The JV girls and guys 
alike had 
an 
1mpres
s1ve 
season, 

especially in 
basketball. 
The MCHS 
frosh basket
ball team "r------. .... cr---�____,!-__..J!U!L.Dil.J,llll as far as 

completed the season with a 
record of 20-0, making them Metro 
League Champions. 

This degree of confidence 
from the younger ones is conta
gious when it comes to sports here at 
MCHS. It spreads through each class 

Metro League goes. Sopho
more Jessica Castro reflected 
on our presence in the league 
and the future, "2000-2001 
was a transition year so I look 

forward to more Marian recognition in 
the years to come." I'm sure we can all 
agree on that .. .in all aspects of Marian 
life! 
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Freshman Basketball. Front row: R. Diaz, W. Seldon, S. Goodloe, M. 
Cruz, D. Delgado; second row: I. Martinez, D. Duzyk, B. Enriquez, E. 
Lara; back row: Coach Seldon, P. Kuhen,J. Yates,]. Alvarez, A. Paullada, 
Coach Stepner 

JV Girls Basketball. (1-r) . T. Santos, T. Talampas, C. 
Griffin, S. Peinado, C. Toctocan,J .  Castro, K. Santos. 



The JV girls take a 
breather and regain 
their focus while 
absorbing Coach 
George's critiquing 
and encouragements. 
This is the second 
year the JV girls were 
fortunate enough to 
be coached by 
sophomore father 
Mike George. 

JV Boys Bsketball. (1-r). 0. Rodriguez, E. Long, M. Blair, S. Heyden,]. Barrios, N. 

Starter Crystal Toctocan fights her own battle against Sweetwatei: Crystal 
takes the offense seriously, especially when she is cornered by two aggressive 73 
defensive players, as seen here. 



Kicking into Gear 
by Le i l a  Forsythe 

Soccer is  one of the most 

popular sports for young and old 

world-wide, and in Marian's own little 

corner of the planet, we're no 

exception. The boy's soccer 

program has grown by leaps and 

bounds in the last few years, and 

this year they even fielded a JV 

team for the 

first time 

since . . .  ever? 

Under 

the direction 

of new 

coaches the varsity team had a 

successful record, considering 

Boys 
their  

down and dirty on muddy fields all 

over the region, not the least of all 

their home field. The varsity was lucky 

get 

Kicks 

enough to be seated for the 

CIF playoffs, and played old 

competition Lincoln High in 

the quarter-finals at home. 

The JV team proved to 

:----=--�- be good 

training 

grounds 

for this 

year's 

__________ ____. group of 

young and enthusiastic 

players. Comprised primarily 

of freshmen and sophomores, 

the JV may not have the 
their formidable Metro League 

competition. The team emerged 

victorious over such South Bay L....;=---�-==:am,.----1 depth of the varsity, but they 

rivals as Montgomery and Mar Vista 

high schools. The rainy winter this year 

even gave the team a chance to get 

74 

put forth a great effort and got game 

experience that will prove invaluable 

in the coming years. After all, the game 

just keeps growing. 



Santiago Cruz just 
;...;,�= • managed to keep the ball 

away from his Chula 
Vista opponent. "Play 
now, pain later," seemed 
to be the motto for the 
players who sacrificed 
their bodies throughout 
the game. 

Senior soccer boys Obed Torres, Jorge Gonzalez and Pancho Rodriguez show their support for 
injured teammate Felipe Cabral. Felipe broke his leg late in the season and spent the playoffs 
cheering on his teammates. 

W/e were just able to catch this shot of number I 9, Dustin Guerrero, who managed to get the 
ball back into play before crashing into our photographer, Mrs. Kelleher. 75 
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Playing the Field 
by Lei la Forsythe 

From hardly scoring a goal the 
last few years to a 6-0 win in the 
playoffs, the Girls' Varsity Soccer team 
has fans and friends asking, "Is 

between the soccer field and the 
basketball court. CeilaAnn Maruca, 
Lisa Marquez and Lauricia Santos put 

-----. in hours in both sports, 

this Marian soccer?" 
This year's team went from 

oblivion in the Harbor League to a 

League. They 
combined 
talent and 
experience 
with hours of 

South Bay high school circuit. 
These girls are skillful and dedi

cated, practicing over Christmas 
vacation to fine tune their craft. 

- G i rl s  soc
cer ta kes 

0 f f  

__________ ..;..;,., ___ � 

making them some of the 
busiest athletes this winter. 

Whether this team's 
members were ccjills-of-all

trades" or 
focused 
only on 
soccer, 
they 
proved 

with their record and their 
work ethic that they've 
become a force to be reck
oned with. Look out for them 

Not only are the girls soccer-savvy, but 
they're dynamic in other areas as well. 
Three of their players split their time 

next year when they return for their 
encore season! 

Cold but intense, quiet but concentrated, the bench shows their 
support for the girls on the field. A strong set of players gave the 
team depth. 

Girls Varsity Soccer. Front row: V. Gonzalez, D. Medina, L. Marquez, L. 
Hernandez, M. Duggan, D. Tellez; middle row: A. Beilson, A. Quintero, E. 
Colon, G. Vasquez, 1\. Shaw, A. Beilson; back row: L. Santos, K. Ayala, C. 
Maruca, C. Musgrave, B. Chaplin, Coach Blas 



Lisa Marquez goes one-on
one with a Mar Vista 
player, trying to steal the 
ball away. Lisa was a 
dynamic player this year on 
the field and as one of the 
three girls who also played 

ll!!!!lllililiiilR ______ =a:....-------.....:1=.J basketball. 

Juniors i\·feg:m Duggan 'J.nd Laurn Hcrn!l.ndez and sophomore L-turicia Samas rake a few minures for w:ue.r :ind a picrurc during rhc half. Coach 
Blas maintains his intensity throughout the runjcs of his high.spirited ream. 

Sophomore goalie Kristen A)12la rakes a few moments ro go over the first h:df with Debbie Medina. In their second year pla)ing 
together, these rwo girls as well as the rest of the ream havc gotten in rune with and learned ro bring out the best in each other on the - n 



Deja Shoe All Over Again?�� 
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by Cristina  Fuentes 

The big question this year for this year's team. 

Varsity Baseball is ''Will Coach Johnson's The top returning players are All 

shoes hold up?" These dilapidated yet State athlete, Ismael (Mailo)Salas and AU 

quintessential zapatos have gone for a 
League Cesar Siquieres. Mailo's leader-

stellar 3-0 CIF wins. Will they hold ship will be a crucial element. 

out for 4 in a row? Cesar has brought in  his 

The team begins with a tra- younger brother, Memo, to 

dition of victories. Last season they pitch. Other seniors include 

were 2nd in the CIF section for Jorge Paullada in right field, 

homeruns, making 68 as a team. catcher,Jerry Palacios and util-

Their win/loss record was 27-5 the ity player Leonard Bruno. ' 
best  in .----::=::-----,r......:.;,;=��L;;.....-..:.....J S e n i o r 

Marian's his- J o h n 

tory. They fin- Lets Go '  McGurk 
ished their 4th H O rn b r e s wil l  play 

season with as spe-
over 40 c i a l i s t  
homemns and ...,,1--------...J w h i c h 
were recognized statewide as num- means he will pinch hit and run, 

ber 2 in Division IV. play outfield and be a defen-

Player of the Year for Div. replacement.  J ared 

IV as well as All State, Freddy Eichelberg is new to MCHS, 

Sandoval pitched the winning game · but not to baseball; he's one of 

for the CIF Championship at Tony - many on the team for whom 

Gwenn Stadium in spite of having a =..Li,;.;.=;.;'-===--��- baseball is a family tradition. 

broken foot. His talent will be missed in As for the rest of the team, Coach 

the 2001 season, but his relentless spirit Johnson states, "They worked hard over 
and endurance will continue to inspire the winter and we all hope it will pay off 

in the tough Metro League." 

Varsity Baseball. Front row. Coach Johnson, S. CasteUano,J. McGurk, 
M. Salas, M. Hyde, L. Bruno, T. O'Steen,J.  Gil, F. Castelos Coach 
Canedo; back row: F. Bustamente ,J .  Sullivan, C. Siqueiro;,J. Paullada, 
C. Gamboa, C. S_errano,J. Eichelberger, X. Palafox, A. Granados,]. 
Palac10s, C. S1qweros, M. Molina. 

Coach Johnson reviews the game against Vista as wellk as 
imparting some sound philosophical principles of playing 
baseball. 



-------------------------------------------------� 

All State athlete Milo Salas 
swings and hits. Team
mate, John McGurk re-
marks that "it's a pleasure 
playing with him. He's a 
great athlete, leader and 
loves the game." 

The Crusaders crowd forward in support, as Cesar Siqueiros throws his 
power into a swing. 

Jerry Palacios waits, ready to take his spot behind home. 
79 



Diamonds are a Girl 's Best Friend 
by Le i la  

"Batter up, hear that call. The time 
has come forone and all to PLAY BALL!" 
Anybody who has seen the movie A 
League of Their Own knows that girls can 
get pretty intense when they step onto 
a green field. But you don't have to 
hightail it to your nearest Blockbuster 
to see an example of a fine-caliber 
softball team ... just head out to the field 

Forsythe 

Escondido. The night was cold and and 
even saw some rain, but the girls stuck it 
out to play Horizon Christian Academy. 
Unfortunately, the season ended that night, 

but the team has plans to meet or 
beat their record this year. Their 

·· hard work should pay off, the girls 
practiced all winter as a travelling 

where the Girls' Varsity Softball team This year's team is young 
has spent nearly but full of 
all theirfree time ���r�: ... , .. r-� talent and 
since lastJune. 

�S';\tt� Di  rt on experience 
T h e 

the 5 h j rt and the re-
Lady Crusad- turning se-
ers had a very niors give 
successful sea- the girls the 
son last year, ending the season with guidance and leadership they 
a play-off run that stretched through need. Whether in the dugout 
to the semi-finals. One of the most ex- cheering for their teammates or 
citing games of the year was a win making a fantastic play at the plate, 
over Francis Parker on their home Lady Crusaders prove they're 
field at the quarter-finals. The team .__ .............. __._ .......... -"--__, ready to slide to home in MCHS 
went in as underdogs but proved every
one wrong with a win that sent them to the 
semi-finals at Kit  Carson Park in 

history. 

Varsity Softball. Front row: H. Krall, M. Castro, L. Forsythe, S. 
Oesterle, E. Day, Coach Centrullo; second: S. Fernandez, N. 

80 Barba, N. Fune, S. Peinado, E. Uribe; back row: J. Guerero, K. 
Cartier, ]. Castro, K. Ayala, A. Haines 

Dominant pitcher and co-captin Holly Krall slides back into first 
after leading off the base a little too far. Sorry Holly, your skills as 
an umpire won't help you here! 



Sophomore infielder Jes
sica Castro readies to steal 
second against SDHS, 
showing the aggressive
ness that earned her a rec
ognition in the form of a 
CIF Honorable mention. 
The team's strong base 
running lead to a score of 
22-7 against the Cavers. 

Senior girls Holly Krall, Sarah Oesterle, Erin Day and Leila Forsythe (minus Michelle Castro) 
join Coach Cemrullo for a picture showing the proud softball logo. A few years ago the field 
and equipment were in shambles but have since been much improved. 
One of five freshemn onf the team, Alexa Hines risks breaking a nail to slide safely 
into second base, knkocking over the shortstop in the process. Although young and 81 new to highschool softball, the freshmen brough their skill and experiance to Lady 
Crusaders softball. 
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Step Up to the Plate 
by Le i la  Forsythe 

Don't let the age of the N base

ball and softball teams fool you. These kids 

might be young, but they' re talented and, 

even more importantly, enthusiastic. 

The N girls' softball team has had 
approximately 30 girls out there on the 
field, and they seem to have staying 

power. Coach Daughters was slightly 

alarmed to 
have such a big 

team, but  i t  

JV  
know 

all that the N baseball team would have 
hoped, the team has plans to bounce back 
this season with the talent and experience 

'..t-!!!"'111"1111 

that are obviously abundant in 
this team. With a good group of 

freshmen and sophomores that 

have already proven to be dedi-
cated and hard-working, the 

----'r--==--..,,.,------. boys' JV 

tea ms baseball 

the i r  
- t e a m  

beats the alter- g a m e  hopes to 

native of not 

having enough players, which was the 

case in nearly every game last year. 

The JV team is full of both experi

enced and first time players, produc
ing a good team chemistry that surely .___;:,=.,;. 

will prove to be successful throughout the 

season. 

While last year's season was not 

be  sue-
c e s s fu l  

this season and keep up with the 

pace set by Metro League com
petition. Not only do these two 
teams bring another group of 

young athletes into the sports 

programs at Marian, but their enthusiasm 
and dedication set the pace for their "sports 

careers" to come. 

JV _Softball. Front Row: J. Rios, W. Vecchitto, R. Jauregi, G. Osuna, R. 
Balino; second row: E. Colon, A. Aragon, S. Corp, L. Santos,] .  Soto, S. 
C�rtez, D.Junenez ; back row: C. Velasquez, N. Bravo, C. Griffin, K. 
0 Neill, G. Vasquez, G. Chaidez, Coach Daughters 

JV Baseball. fron t  row:J. Beltran, F. Vargas,D. Duzyk,J .  Alvera,J. Santos, A. 
Morales, B. Acevedo, S. Patek, M. Cruz, T. Ramm,J. Marquez, ]. Baylon; back 
row: Coach Santos, R. Pallares, A. Villalobos, N. Martinez, C. Gamboa, A. 
Paullada, M. MoLina, T. O'Steen, J. Thiltgen, J. Valverde, M. Hyde, Coach Cruz 



"Get down, get down!" 
Coach Jose Cruz points 
to the bag where Deandre 
Thomas hustles to beat 
the throw. The boys prac
ticed hard beginning in 
late Febrnary. 

J\s the catcher and umpire pose in readiness, i\tliguel Molina twists his powerful body 
into a mighty swing. 
Coach Daughters is equally knowledgeable on the volleyball court and the softball 83 
field. Here, she shows Gladys Chaidez, a first-time softball player, the mechanics of 
playing the infield. 
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UP- To Par 
by L isa Maier  

Four score and seven strokes ago, The team feels very lucky this season. 

the MCHS golf team started the 2001 golf Ramon is not the only fourth year MCHS 

season. With their leader Coach Milke 
golf veteran, Peter Girten has also been 

aided by Mr. Vernet ti and Mr. playing on the team for four years. Peter 

Moeller, the team is looking foward ._-----,,-----� is also one of the team's start-

to a great season of golf. It wasn't so ers and the top medalist but is 

easy, though. The late winter rains , being chased by fellow team 

that torrented San Diego County left members Est eban Morales, 

many of the South Bay golf courses 
Alex Valenzuela and Spanish 

soggy and de- g o 1 f e r 

serted.  One 
Jonathan 

advantag e of ,... 
Yes,  i t  P a l m er .  

The new fewer g olfers C I e a  r e d  
t e a m was that it gave the  t rees ! 

more tee time members 

to the ones 
,......,....1---�--=..:....;;....__J h a v e 

who braved Mother Nature. Ramon shown a great deal of leader-

Garcia spent a few Sunday evenings 
ship and a positive swing up. 

at the driving range, showing people 
"This team is the best in years," 

that this is not his first year playing says one member of the golf 

golf at MCHS. Ramon says, "Golf is 
team. Sounds like the team is 

.____:. __ ......!,..,!;_ _ ___J 

a game of inches and the only way to do looking forward to a good sea-

well is to just have a good day on the 
son, and more to come. 

golf course, which is just a matter of luck." 

Golf. Front row. J. Col6n,J. Gonzalez, R. Garcia, E. Cordero, A. 
Diaz; second row: P. Girten, E. Morales,]. Valenzuela, S. 
Heyden, Coach Milke. Not Pictured: J. Valenzuela 

" Pick your head up, Andy !" Golf may not have cheerleaders or 
such audible support but the team definitely feels the comraderie. 



Luis Montijo ignores the 
stares of Ramon Garcia 
and Peter Girten while 
he begins his swing. 
Maybe he's secretly 
dreaming of the PGA 

First- year golfer Irvin Carlin seems to still have his football face on. 
(Irvin, the caddy is not your tackle dummy!) 
Nice form, good drive ... Esteban Morales stands back to admire his shot. 85 
Do golfers stretch before they twist like that? 
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Setting the Pace 
by Nico le  Howel l  

The 2001 Track team is learning a their game through track. And players of 
few lessons right from the start. First off, all sports can apply their athletic prowess 
neither rain, hail or cold prevents practice. to track and field. Philip Disney, Jason 
Everyone shows up on time, everyone runs Geniza and Stanley Daniels are all using 
and everyone helps each other by .----------.--. their bulk and strength to hurl the 
showing team spirit. Coach LeBold shot put and the discus. Cristy 
sets the pace as he has for the last Jimenez likes to run for its own 
four years, but now he bas been sake but also because it keeps her 
joined by Coach White who has an in great shape for basketball. Em-
extensive background and experi- erald Colon can say the same for 
ence in coaching track as well as run- s o c c e r . 
ning himself �: · - And L i sa 
(he wasan al- �:"··-:; - M a r q u e z  
ternate in the ��-

"' 
D O  n � t keeps her 

'68 01ympics �
1t: -- Look Back 

edge r n  
in Mexico ·--':'.� b o t h 
D F )  h 1;�.; . . . B ot -t��-
coaches love "--"=""""" 
running and share their enthusiasm 
with the team. 

Word is out that track and 
field exercises can benefit football 
players by increasing their flexibility 
and speed. A few of the big guys, 
Oscar Paredes, Miquel Molina and 
Eli Garcia, were seen on the field working 
out recently and they weren't playing foot
ball. Most, if not all athletes can improve 

s p o r t s .  
..,.....,.. ......... ._.,�__;.----�u Long time 

runners James Quigley and 
Michael Ramm will have some 
competition this year with a few 
newcomers, including freshman 
John Blas and Joseph Gaines. The 
later has looked very good run
ning with Coach LeBold so run-

ners "don't look back, someone may be 
'gaining' on you!" 

And they're offl The MCHS track team takes off in a quick sprint down 
the football field. Emerald Colon, Daniel Jordan, Cristy Jimenez and 
David Cuevas show their speed and agility. 

Track and Field. Front row: Coach White, M. Alcock, C.Jimenez, N. 
Lopez, E. Colon, 0. Paredes; second row: B. Baynes,L. Marquez, A. 
Figueroa, T. Talampas,J. Blas, S. Bos set; back row: J. Quigley, P. Disney, 
A. Vafaee,J. Geniza, D. Cuevas, E. Garcia 



One look at Philip 
Disney's face and you 
know throwing a shotput 
is a craft that takes time, 
determination and a little 
00mph. Guess that all that 
time in the weight room 
paid off. 

Going through your crunch reps can't be that bad when you can be your own DJ. 
Freshmen John Blas manages to get out a smile for the camera, while Joseph Gaines 
maintains his focus. 

Coach LeBold joined this year by Coach White. These two have been emphasizing the 
value of teamwork, which they hope to maintain throughout the season. 
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Strike, Spare, Scratch . . .  
by Lisa Maier 

This year at Marian a new sport is 
in our midst, bowling. This fun, fast club 
was created by one of our own teachers, 
Mr. Brunner. Several teams were formed 

est thing is not hitting an 10 pins down the 
first time, but hitting down the pins you 
missed the first time." 

While most people in the league 
with four members each. Teams were 
named by each of the players, bring-
ing to the alley such teams as 
"Buddha's Babies" and "Flip Mode 
Squad." The Bowling League bowls 
from 2:50 to 5:00 every Monday at 
B r u n s w i c k  
Premire Lanes 
in Chula Vista. 
The league lasts 
1 6  weeks be
g inn ing  in 
Febuary and 
ending mid-May. Bowling is not all fun 
and games, some serious thinking is 
involved. You have to calculate the 
speed the ball will move and where 
the pins are, resulting in the perfect 

,._...,,;.__, 

Alleycats Hit 
the Lanes 

shot down the lane (Ahh, the physics _...__ _ _:....:: 
of bowling, can we get Mr. Manzano out 
here?). Erwin Cruz tells us that "the hard-

Bowling Club. Front row. D. Rubalcaba, E. Cruz, M. Cortez, D. 
Guerrero, Mr. Brunner; second row: M. Esperanza, E. Perez, G. Lipp, 
J. Barba, K. Adan, A. Mora, D. Jimenez, S. Orantes, D. Lora, D. Rubio, 
V. Banda, B. Smiley, ]. Rodriguez, B. Hutz, R. Serrano, C. Cordero, C. 
Valverde, E. Ibarra, 0. Salazar, C. Argoud, R. Del Razo 

are recreational bowlers, there 
are a few who have a lot of ex
perience and take the sport se
riously. Kara Adan, Dalia Rubio 
and Marco Contreras are some 
of the cool cats who rack 'em 

up each 
time they 
hit the al-
ley, but 
most of 
ourleague 

1-A�__;....::.. __ ____J bowlers 
are fairly new to the sport. New 
comers or old players, the all 
enjoy the time they spend in 
Brunswick Lanes and next year 
the club hopes to grow to be a 

"Gutter Ball Argoud" may show off some fancy footwork, but it 
doesn't always save him from seeing all ten pins still standing. 
Take some lessons from Dalia and Kara, Chris! 



bowler Dalia Rubio, seen 
here in chicest of league 
bowling wear, finishes her 
release with a flourish. 
Maybe Chris Argoud 
could learn from her. 

Marco Contreras and Dustin Guerero, both sophomores, learn the ins and outs of score keeping 
from Kara Adan. Girls rule in bowling league, where Kara Adan and senior Dalia Rubio are top 
bowlers. 
Roxy Del Razo, sophomore, selects the ball she'll be using for that perfect trip down the lane. 89 
Bowlers have long held superstitions about "lucky" bowling balls, will one work for her? 
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Diving Right In 
by Lisa Maier  

The fearless Mr. Iacometti leads 
the MCHS swim team into the waters of 
the Vista Terrace Pool at 5:30 most morn-
ings o f  the week. The swim team 
emerged last year as new competitive 
sport at MCHS and the cold tempera
tures and long practices have not kept 
a number of new and returning team 
members from diving right in. Rhysa 
Moreno, Leah Bruno, Kara Adan, 

year, and now wants to compete in the 
500-meter freestyle. Mr. Iacometti is 
watching the members and devloping 
each of their strokes, he wants to have 

-----. one person competing in each type 
of stroke. The strokes that the team 
competes in include: freestyle, back
stroke, breaststroke and butterfly. 
The lengths of the races rang from 
50 to 500 meters in freestyle and 1 00 

Connie Mun, 
Roberto Lemus, 
Roberto Lopez, 
and Ginan Al
Baiati are all sec
ond-year swim
mers. The team is 

=,,.,....,---,-,----.J...._ __ _.;.,ia;;.. ___ .,_ _________ _, meters in each 

L---=------
1 o o king forward to more individual 

Go Swim 
T e a m !  

of  the other 
strokes. A re-

,-.:::,,.....,.,....."ff""--1------------

al ly exciting 
race to watch 
competition is 
the 200 meter 

m e dl e y, consisting of 50 meters of 
achievments from some of their top ir,,:,�,,.,,,.; each type of stroke. As if that 
swimmers, such as Roberto Lopez, 
who was a CIF semi-finalist last year , 
and this year aspires to make it to the 
finals. Another astonishing achievment 
was made by Rhysa Moreno, who did not 
even know how to swim at this time last 

' : wouldn't make you tired enough, the 
team also competes in several re
lays as well. The team is getting 
along swimingly and is improving 
every year. Come on in, the water's 

fine! 

Swim team. Front row.C. Argoud; second row:I. Martinez,R. 
Moreno, K. Adan, A. Hernandez, M. Duggan, L. Bruno; back row: R. 
Lemus, K. Duggan, C. Lopez, J. Castillo, R. Lopez, L. Le Due, P. Kheun, 
Coach Iacometti 

CIF semi-finalist Robert Lopez shows the great form that follows 
a smooth dive. Getting a good start right after you hit the water is 
imperative if you want to win a race. 



' 
.. 

Megan Duggan or the 
little mermaid? Megan 
has been with the swim 
team since it began in 
the spring of last year. 

" On your mark, get set, go!" Roberto Lemus gets ready on the platform to begin 
his race. Cannonball or bellyflop? He can't decide. 
When you spend so much in and around the pool, you learn how co walk on 91 water! Actually, swimmer Roberto Lopez takes a jump into the frigid waters of 
Vista Terrace Pool. 
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i\,Iarian's cutest and coolest converge on a 
convertible. Justin Yates, not to be 
outdone by l\'lichelle DeDios, shows off 
his great gams too. 

Foreign exchange srudent Annie l\!uhlberg 
and new friend Juan Carlos Castillo pose 
for a remembrance photo. 

1 t's dubious whether chis is his school 
uniform, but one thing is sure: Stanley 
Danlels wiU have enough sustenance for his 
next class. 

Cameron Underwood and Leonard Bru110 
smile shyly. Whose jacket is that, Cameron? 

rortunatcly there are a few quiet places to 
go and visit far from the madding crowd. 



Sophomore gals pour over the latesr cell 
phone catalogue as upper classman Fausto 
Bustamante concentrates on studying. 

Marian gals catch up on the latest stories 
and news during a quick break. 

Danny Bahena gets a bird's eye view 
perched high in a tree. 

Juniors sir and smile sweetly for a picture 
page pose. 

Neither rain nor hail fail to deter the 
diehards from getting their snocks. 

Good friends Stephanie Cortez and Alexis 
Aragon flash pretty smiles for our 
phorographer. 
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those 
gers, 
dummy, I mean, 
darling." Patty 
Mady demonstrates 
to Pancho Rodriguez 
how to impromptu prop
erly. 

ten gets from girls 
and concentrates 

instead on finishing 
his homework before 

by Annemarie Angeles 

Far from football, soccer and 

other various sports, Marian Catholic High 

School has another important 

in high school competitions around the 

county. The students involved in these 

activities are able to show off their 

feature to add to its list: academics! 

With the increase of student par

ticipation, as well as organized 

teaching methods, Marian Catholic 

High School has risen a higher 

degree of perfection due to its academic 

value. 

Its all a balance: 
extra curricular, 

social, 
academic. 

But study should 
come first. 

brain power with poise and dignity. 

Classes range from exciting 

foreign languages, English, math, 

history and physical education. Mar

ian Catholic High School gives stu

dents a great opportunity for an education. 

With its Honor and Advanced Placement 

Student clubs, such as Academic 

Decathlon and Academic League, participate 

courses, students are able to be educated at 

a fast-paced, college level. 
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Norma Barba and Joyce 
Smithdeal look over children's 
books they will read in speech 

class. Reading stories helps 
them accentuate the dra

matic, so important in 
a great speech. 

Water to acid or  acid to water? Enrigue 
Plazola and Jonathan Llorente are seen here 
carefully performing a chemistry experi-

Tania Torres and Emelia Moreno practice their speaking skills with corks 
in their mouths. 

Watch as the fieldhouse wall is transformed into a beautiful castle! Sopho
mores Rachel Garcia Sermeno, Amanda Todd and Roberto Lemus help to 
finish Mr. Lebold's creation. 
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Asaro reads the 
part of Macbeth 
while Denisse 
Kreeger smiles along. 
The actors in Mrs.K's 
British Lit may not have 

r 

ing murals on the ath
letic facilities has been a the experience to make it 

on Broadway, but acting out 
the play gave them insight into 
Shakespeare. 

by Leila Forstythe 
project of the art depart

ment and it gives them a 
chance to show off their 
skills. 

You know the usual scene when you're 

in class, right? Taking notes and having a pop 

quiz, some teachers could keep the 

same schedule for years. But isn't it 

great when a teacher lets you break the 

monotony with a presentation, watch

ing a movie or playing a game to help 

you understand the lesson? 

We think so, and we're sure you enjoy 

it, too. While making class a new adventure 

every day can be a lot more work for students 

and teachers, most people would agree that 
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it's well worth the energy. English teachers 

like to act out the plays that their classes read, 

and fortunately talent is not as im

portant as the effort put in. Speech 

class offers a chance for students to 

try different ways to communicate 

with each other, while anatomy stu

dents have found that testing each 

others' reflexes gives them somewhat of a 

doctor's perspective of their clasmates. 



These sophomores took a break 
from the hum-drum and from 
their regular head apparel in 

Mrs. Thomas's English class. 
We're not sure what flashy 

hats have to do with 
but 

The day that every chemistry student looks 
forward to: Mole Day. Besides being a 
chance to show your creativity, it's also one 
of the best parties of the year. 

Julian Santos focuses the videocamera on his classmate that he's waiting 
to film. With the rest of the class, he took part in one of Mrs. KeUeher's 
speech class assignments. 

Miguel Zapata looks up from his art project in Ms. Petrangelo's class. He 
found that being creative can make Social Justice all the more enjoyable. 
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t o  
your parents 
wash their cars, 
b u t  n o w  y o u  
w a s h  t h e m  f o r  
fundraisers  o r  y o u  
might even have your 

Per
h a p s 

reliving 
their days 

},, in h i g h  
:'!-i• 

.,' · s c h o o l ,  Ms .  

. '· M a r o n e y  a n d  
· M r s .  Thomas  
donned MCHS uni-

own. Here, Seniors wash 
cars to raise money for their 
infamous trip to Medieval 
Times. 

by Vanessa Gonzales 

while Nickole Bravo and 
Patty Paredes did a blast 

from the past as Charlie's An
gels and a bobby-soxer. 

Admit it; when you were younger 

you had some different ideas about life. 

Your parents were superheroes, playtime 

never ended and everything 

after with all her friends." Sophomore 

Cristy J imenez gives us an easier topic to 

relate to. "When I was younger, I thought 

revolved around you. These 

are what some people call the 

"the good ol' days." So let's 

take a look at some of our 

Remember 

when you were 

little? 

high school would be impossible. 

Now I live it!" How about all of us 

who idolized sports heros, and now 

MCHS is home to numerous CIF 

teams. And for the Seniors, did you 

think that graduation would actually memories of things we once 

believed in. Ms. San Martin remembers, 

"When I grew up I was going to be Straw

berry Shortcake and live happily ever 
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ever be here? We used to think that to

day would never come, and now the 

years have already flown by in a haze of 

happy memories. 



When I was little . . .  It's been a while since 
these two ate out of baby food jars, but 

still takes some encouragement 
from Mrs. K.imura to get Gabriel 

Peterson and Kristin Ayala to 
t r y  t h e  Japanese  food.  

Hope they get  an "A" 
for this one! 

Every little girl dreams of their first love, 
and it looks like Jackie Hernandez found 
hers in Alex Ballesteros. This cute couple 
enjoys all the time that they spend together, 
and can often be seen after school and dur-

In kindergarden the work was never this hard! Rachel Garcia-Sermeno 
looks up from her Biology work to smile, while Chris Galvez and the rest 
of their classmates work on. 
Most girls steal their mom's make-up before they should, but Tina Santos 
looks like she knows what she's doing as she touches up between classes. 
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dance rounds, 
Susy Canett and 
Ixchelt Yadeun 

Iacometti's 
decorations. 

is ready to 
go. She's one 

of the select few 
who always knows 

where everyone is at 
all times the time 

T.A.'ing for 

by Patty Mady 

You've seen all those students walking 
around during class time, right? So has every
body else, so we decided to get the inside scoop 
about them; what they do and why they're walk
ing around. We figured out that they 

attendance" for Coach Moeller during B-block. 
"We love being TA's because it's a good break 
from our classes." Being a TA might as well be a 
senior privilege because Gina Lipp, "Kansas" Ny, 

are TA's. From grading papers to 
collecting attendance slips, Philip 
Disney and Rodel De Guzman sure 
do help out. They do all the behind
the-scenes type of work that makes 

What do we 

pay the 

teachers for? 

CeilaAnn Maruca and Jessica Barba are all 
attendance collectors. Sophomore Crystal 
Razouki, along with Seniors Gissell 
Gonzalez and Andrea Escobio, helps out 
Mrs. Kelleher during E-block, cleaning her 
classroom and grading papers. But Patty 
Mady and Linette Barajas secretly do the hard 
work, updating our marquee board every 

our school run. 
Take Erwin Cruz for ex-

ample. He has been Mrs. Ayouty's TA for two 
years now. He's also been Mrs. Kelleher's and 
Mr. LeBold's TA- when does he have a class? 
Susy Canett and Ixchelt Yadeun both "snag the 

1 00 

Monday during E-block. Without our TA's our 
school would surely fall apart and 
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Sometimes being in charge of atten
dance isn't all bad. Mr. Moeller looks 

quite content with these curies at 
each side. Patty Mady and 

Linette Barajas think it's 

Mrs. Ayouty beams as she shows off her 
TA, Erwin Cruz. He's smiling too, but you 
have to turn the picture upside down to 

Gonzalez gives encouragement to Crystal Razouki as she labors 
over writing the prompt just right for Mrs. Kelleher. 

"Little Patty" Paredes and Nickole Bravo display the enthusiasm they have 
for working with Mr. Moeller. They're definitely all smiles over it. 
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e 1gn ex 
change stu
d e n  t s ,  Sus i  
Thau, Hannah 
Fleck and Katrin 
Meisberger ensure 
that they'll have plenty 
of memories on tape. 
One more step and they'd 
have been eye-to-eye with 
yearbook. by Brian Smiley 

e x p l a i n s  t o  
students from 

Japan some of the 
activities American 

students do in their 
classes. The Bard Board 

is a year-round center for 
British Literature. 

Imagine coming to San Diego from 

Germany, Japan, Spain,or Brazil. After 

you've seen the sunny beaches and the 

zoo, what do you do? Well, if 

you're lucky you'll come to 

Marian, get hooked up with 

your nearest friendly Ambassa

dor and learn your way around 

quickly. Marian played home

away-from-home for students from all 

over the world, and the cultural cross has 

b een enriching for them as well as for 
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native MCHS students. Kara Adan, who 

addressed Japanese students in Japanese 

at the sister school visit in November, 

commented " I  usually wouldn't have 

the chance to meet someone from the 

other side of the world. But the 

sister-school gave me a chance to 

practice my second language and 

make a foreign student feel more at 

home." No doubt the students appreci

ated the gesture, as well as they relished 

the opportunity to meet and enjoy San 



Denisse Kreeger is just one of the stu
dents who spoke to our visiting Japa

nese students in their own lan
guage. Each student mastered 

few lines to show off 

Todos de Espana, Monica and Maite Garcia 
and J onathan Palmer share a very strong 
bond. But their special friendship hasn't kept 
them from making American friends,too. 

Foreign exchange student Erika Hiyamizu spends lots of time in the li
brary studying for her classes and using the Internet. 
Daniel Ny leads the way, escorting Japanese students through lines of 
welcoming cheerleaders. Our annual visit from students from our sister 
school gives both sides a glimpse of each other. 
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"We seek to emulate 
the accepting and 
nurturing way Jesus 
Christ taught us; to 
have f a-ith -in the 
Lord, to demonstrate 
a loving respect for 
people, to help rather 
than judge, to be open 
to the thoughts and 
-ideas of each 
-ind-ivi'dual, and to 
serve the wider 
community . . .  our 
objective -is to provide 
an effectz've college 
preparatory 
education for each of 

". . not 
problem!" 

Mrs. Kassebaum 

our students, In 
add-it-ion to excellence 
-in the skills and 
ab-il-it-ies of the various 
arts and d-isdpl-ine, 
personal 
respons-ib-il-ity, 
commitment and a 
desire to lead and 
contribute -in pos-itz've 
and significant ways 
to the peace and well
being of the larger 
global community. " 

frompage l 
Marian Catholic 
High School 
Handbook 
2000-20001 
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Bishop Robert H. Brom 

Estelle L Kassebaum, M.Ed. 
Principal 

George Milke 
Assistant Principal 
Dean of Students 

Freshman Football, Golf 

Ms. Kimura chats with Danny Bahena as John O'Neill 
tries to communicate with visitors from our sister school 
in Japan. 



w 
Marian's Faculty Explains Their Motivation 

The rewards of teaching are 
both subtle and acute. What is the draw 
of this profession? The lure transcends 
the long hours, the  low pay and the 
relative lack of appreciation given to 
teachers. It has to do with the 
immeasurable benefit of  giving to 

w L a n 
thrilling for her, "I love g etting more 
a n d  m o r e  knowl e d g e  a n d  
appreciation for all the British greats: 
Wordsworth, Donne, Chaucer, 
Shakespeare." 

Mrs. Angeles t eaches at the 
other end of the spectrum. She stated, 

Our faculty is happy now, after trying all the tasty treats made for 

Mole Day, Ms. McGregor's annual chemistry celebration. 

others and allowing them to "Mathematics provides formulas for 
become enriched wh ile at the same success in the future." Has she 
t i m e  . . 1ncreas 1ng  t h e i r  o w n  learned anything? Well,  one thing 
knowledge.  Put simply, they t each she l earne d  1s that she ta lks 
and they learn. English teacher, mathematics in  her sleep. Ask her 
Mrs. Watson, comments that husband. That doesn't surprise us ;  
learning about British literature i s  

(please tum to page 108) 

Faculty� 



Timothy Ramm tries his luck 
with the ladies. Flirting is an art 
form which blossoms in high 
school, as former middle school 
students gain confidence. 

Rolly Talampas watches as 
David Delgado scrambles to 
finish an important assignment. 
This is a common sight, as those 
involved in sports or clubs must 
balance academics with a social 
life. 

Esmeralda Perez and Carina 
Towne share a smile as they 
discuss the day's happenings. 
High school is  a time when 
many students form friendships 
that will last a lifetime. 
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Heartthrobs Paul Kuhen, Juan 
Pablo Gamboa and Matthew 
Cruz enjoy the limelight they 
sometimes share as freshmen 
who "live it large" by being 
athletic curies. 



Li�ing; it 
Lttrg;� 

by 'lvJ:ieh&iL& C:igtp0 

So you want to know the difference between middle 
school and high school? The truth is there are many. For 
starters, the work load increases. According to freshman 
Jennifer Gardner, "There i s  more homework in high 
school than there was in middle school ."  Natasha 
Geverola agrees and adds that "the homework in middle 
school was much easier." Friendships are also a different 
story. You may keep some of your old friends, but 
chances are you'll meet and make many new ones as your 
world broadens. You'll definitely spend more time with 
the opposite sex as you get better at flirting and having 
fun. Some freshmen may come to high school with an 
eighth grade mentality, thinking they are invincible. 
However, they soon find out they have a lot to live up 
to. But if they welcome the challenge, they discover it's 
fun living it large. 

Bryan Acevedo 
Chris Agbulos 
Valerie Aguilar 
Ricardo Alba 
Jonathan Alvarado 
Audry Andrade 
Alex Arreguin 

Christina Arreola 
Daniel Bahena 
Javier Banuelos 
Jose Luis Baylon 
Bryan Baynes 
Marisela Beas 
Jorge Beltran 

John Blas 
Adrian Castaneda 
Juan Carlos Castillo 
Daniel Cervantes 
Cynthia Chaidez 
Jorge Chang 
Bethany Chaplin 

Pablo Chavez 
Emerald Colon 
Eric Cordero 
Marhew Cruz 
Pedro Cruz 
Daniel Cuevas 
David Delgado 

Freshmen� 



t'<,LL<,Win� th� 
L��d�r� 

by Wendy V<'leehit;tc, 
Freshmen year brings in a great crowd of new and fun 

students. With everything different and exciting, they are 
eager to follow the leaders of their class as well as the 
upperclassmen. This year's freshmen leaders bring a great 
deal to the MCHS family. The freshman president Valerie 
Aguilar, vice-president Natalie Hickman, treasurer Steven 
Stutz and secretary Tommy Himawan are thrilled to be 
such an important part of the Marian student body. 
Valerie Aguilar remarks, "I feel so excited to be able to 
work with the ASB.  Now I know how much 
responsibility I can take on." New responsibilities are 
definitely placed upon them, but as freshman secretary, 
Tommy Himawan notes, "Being part of ASB gives me a 
chance to do well with the new responsibilities I get." 
Inspired by the creativity and hard work of the upper
class officers and combining it with the blossoming ideas 
of these newly appointed officers, Marian is sure to have 
an entertaining and fun-filled year. 

Andrew Diaz 
Rodrigo Diaz 

Frances Diaz-Pico 
Karen Duggan 
Daniel Duzyk 

Brian Enriquez 
l\Iariana Esparza 

Alexander Estrada 
Stephanie Fernandez 

Nina Fune 
Joseph Gaines 

Juan Pablo Gamboa 
Adrian Garcia 

Jennifer Gardner 

Jorge Garibaldi Lopez 
Patrick Gates 

Natasha Geverola 
Elena Gonzales 
Steve Gonzales 

Andrew Gonzalez 
i\!ichael Gonzalez 

Vanessa Gonzalez 
Scotty Goodloe 

i\[ichael Gutierrez 
Alexandra Haines 
Natalie Hickman 

Tommy Himawan 
Brittany Hutz 
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In between jobs, President 
Valerie Aguilar and Vice 
President Natalie Hickman find 
time to fool around and have fun 
with friends. 

Freshman officers Steven Stutz, 
Tommy Himawan, Natalie 
Hickman and Valerie Aguilar 
enjoy the best perks of office: 
sitting on the Homecoming float 
and waving to  an admiring 
crowd. 

The freshman class officers: Hey look! Another picture! Natalie 
and Valerie are caught off guard as 
they mingle with friends. 

Natalie Hickman, Tommy 
Himawan, Valerie Aguilar and 
Steven Stutz. 

Freshmen� 



Lourdes Villegas is so happy to 
show off her little buddy 
Cynthia Chaidez. And Cynthia 
was lucky to get Lourdes. 

Ixchelt Yadeun brings her little 
buddy, Lissbeth Martinez, into 
Ms.K's room for a special portrait. 

Was it an accident that Danny 
Gamboa and Matthew Cruz got 
to be buddies? No way! They 
have the common bond of 
football to bring them together. 

1 1 6  

Erin Day wanted a littler buddy, 
but it was too hard to find 
someone shorter than she. Oh 
well, Alexa Haines thinks Erin 
is great. 



Not too long ago, the Class of 2004 graduated 
from elementary school, giving up their status of being 
at the top of the chain. Welcome to a new world now 
and a new perspective! Being at the bottom of the chain 
isn't too bad .. .is it? 

At Marian Catholic High School, the freshman 
students were paired with Senior Buddies. These naive 
novices learned the ropes as their upperclassman experts 
walked, talked and ate with them. "My senior buddy was 
like a sister to me!" freshman Jennifer Gardner reflected 
on Angela Garcia- Sermeno, "She made me feel at home." 

It might have been a little hard for some, but 
freshmen began to feel right at home again with the 
friendship of their special mentors. The Senior Buddies 
helped the freshman get a feeling for really belonging to 
the MCHS family. They discovered that high school isn't 
that bad if you know the right people. 

Marian Ibarra 
Rebecca Jauregui 
Daniela Jimenez 
Jessica Jimenez 
Paul Kuehn 
Ernesto Lara 
Laura Leduc 

Christopher Lopez 
Fernando Lopez 
Daniela Lozano 
John-Vincent MacAgba 
Zarina MacGregor 
Matthew Maier 
Rudyard Marteja 

Isaac Martinez 
Lissbeth Martinez 
Luis i\!artinez 
Nicholas Martinez 
Marcos Mendoza 
Rogelio Mota 
Christie Mun 

Alberto Navarro 
Jeffrey Nguyen 
Ngan Nguyen 
John O'Neill 
Gabriel Ochoa 
Paulina Ormazabal 
Crystal Ortiz 

Freshmen� 



iJr��kin� th� 
]lc,utin� 

Hey, freshmen! Take a look around you at break: 
the days of foursquare and recess basketball are gone; 
you're in the big leagues now. So what do you do? After 
you've made it through the food line of good ol' K.ing 
Arthur's Court, you'll be lucky to make it to class on 
time. Beyond that, people use th.is free time to catch up 
on gossip, do some last minute studying and make a visit 
to the lockers and little boys' and girls' rooms. Freshman 
Karen Duggan says, " We mostly talk and watch the guys 
goof around." Hey, that's not bad. Some funny stuff 
happens. Plus friendsh.ips develop, relationships sprout 
up and high school memories are made. Maybe not as 
physically engaging as elementary school recess, our 
breaks are enough to give us a nice, calming breather 
between classes with a serving of social drama to spice up 
our lives. 

Raul Pallares 
Stephen Patek 

Alejandro Paullada 
Sarah Peinado 

Esmeralda Perez 
Mayra Quezada 
Timothy Ramm 

Victor Ramos 
Jessica Rios 
Jose Rivera 

Jeanette Rodriguez 
i\mber Sandidge 
Kimberly Santos 

Kristina Santos 

Susan Sanz 
\Xlynel Seldon 
i\drian Sevilla 
Josefina Soto 

Maurquise Stowers 
Steven Stutz 

Rolly Talampas 

Tanya Talampas 
Justin Thiltgen 

Deonorny Thomas 
Corina Towne 
Tristan Tucker 

Esther Uribe 
i\mir Vafaee 
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Sophomore guys Roberto Lopez, 
Chris Galvez and Eamon Long sit 
and stare into the distance during 
a laid back Thursday lunch near 
Mrs. Angeles' classroom, 
observing the antics that follow 
one of many outbursts. Just can't 
forget those lazy summer days! 

Aaaah! How cute! Sophomore 
Ray Lancaster and junior 
Tiffany Chu freeze time and 
enjoy a moment of bonding. A 
new couple this year, they spent 
many a break at each other's 
side. 

It never fails. There's always a 
crowd in the central courtyard 
near the snack bar, eating, 
smiling, and living it up. This is 
it, seniors! It sure was fun. 

To the lockers! Sophomores Anezza 
Bartulio and Jackie Hernandez chat 
about the latest, greatest gossip 
between classes. It's hard to believe 
Anezza was one of the new girls 
last September. 

Freshmen� 



Eugene Alaniz knows how to 
play the game; he waited 
patiently until Jessica Castro 
became his sweetheart and now 
he's all smiles. 

Who's the ladies' man now? 
Jorge Paullada smiles brightly as 
he enjoys the company of 
Cameron Musgrave and Gina 
Lipp. Jorge doesn't need lines 
though; he uses his friendly smile 
and gorgeous eyes to get the gals. 

Chris Lopez hesitates a moment 
before describing how he might 
woo the girl of his dreams. He 
wouldn't pick a previously used pick 
up line. 

"Do you have a map?" It looks 
like Danny Bahena got lost in 
your eyes again. 
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6B�hy, e�n I piek yc,u 
up('? 

by Wendy Veechitt(') 
Hey baby, que pas6? That is the question that passes 

through the minds of many MCHS students. Can it be? Are 
those really Cupid's arrows flying along side that football? 
Sophomore Eugene Alaniz agrees as he lovingly recalls the 
day he "picked" his baby, Jessica Castro up. When asked to 
elaborate, he replied simply that "she is the most beautiful 
girl in the world, but it took me a year to tell her." Sweet, 
huh? Well, we went around and asked some of Marian's 
studliest men what their best pick up line was. A very eager 
freshman, Danny Bahena had a whole page of opening lines. 
With a sweet grin he quietly said one of his favorites "If I 
could rearrange the alphabet I would put U and I together." 
Guys aren't the only ones with a few suave phrases up their 
sleeve, however. Gina Lipp is Marian's premier flirt and 
manages to keep a few guys interested in her lines. Judging 
by all the couples at Marian, romantic remarks really do 
work! 

Mark Valen 
Christian Vargas 
Justen Yates 

Underclassmen take note: Senior Was it the blond-haired, boy-next
Miguel Zapata and Sergio doorlooks, orsome fantastic pick
Zaragosa have their flirting up line that Gabe Peterson used 
techniques down to a science. to attract Pauline Melad? Whatever 
Denisse Kreeger and Mrs. it was, it worked! 
Kelleher find their charms hard 
to resist. 

Freshmen� 



Lizeth Espinoza sits patiently as 
Carman Lopez fixes her hair. 
Friends are very nice for things 
like this. 

Ms. Thomas' students get 
inspired for dramatic renditions 
by sifting through her special 
prop box. Everyone knows 
costumes bring out the best in 
actors! 

Vanessa Gonzales and Amanda 
Todd watch intently as Kate 
O'Neill measures precisely. Ms. 
Ayouty wouldn't have it any 
other way. 
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Making him tardy to class, we 
had Manny Rodriguez stop for 
us to take a snap shot of his cute 
smile! 



��ee)nd Tim� 
cflte)UDJ 

It's second time around for our sophomores. They 
had to deal with l\ilrs. Ayouty's confusing and frustrating 
biology class with dissected frogs, worms, clams and worst 
of all, fetal pigs! Yuck! Our "smart" yet "moronic" class 
also had to sit through Mrs. Anthony's al luring and 
thought-provoking Scripture class. "It's fun, challenging 
and it t eaches us about our religion," remarks Cristy 
Jimenez. On Coach Johnson's serendipitous speech class, 
"It was always a pleasure to be in," quipped Joey Olvera. 
Nickole Bravo commented that Ms. Maroney's English 
class was a nice break from a hectic schedule, '"Yeah, but 
we still learned a lot," assured "Little Patty" Paredes. 
Compared to their easy frosh schedule, our sophomores 
had plenty of new duties and academic challenges to meet 
this year. They are still a little crazy and wild, but we 
love them. Our sophomores will have a n�al challenge 
their junior year though. So, good luck 2003! 

,\zael Acosta 
Eugene Alaniz 
Alexis Aragon 
Anjelica Armstrong 
Kristen Ayala 
Robin Balino 
Alejandro Ballesteros 

Victor Hugo Banda 
Norma Barba 
Annahi Barce 
Jose Barrios 
Anezza Bartulio 
Ariana Beileson 
Luis Berumen Sanchez 

Michael Blair 
Nickole Bravo 
Alejandro Calderon 
Krista Cartier 
Fernando CastilJo 
Mariana Castillo 
Jessica Castro 

Gladys Chaidez 
Valeriano Chavez 
William Clemmer 
Marco Contreras 
Carlos Cordero 
Sara Corp 
Ann Stephanie Cortez 

Sophomores � 



The sophomore class is lucky enough to have seven eager 
and spirited individuals involved in the ASB. They are all 
positive role models who enjoy their jobs .  Rosanne 
Porciuncula, Class Secretary, states that "ASB is a fun thing to 
do and it helps me to be more involved and represent my 
school." Each of these girls, the class  officers and 
commissioners, has an important job in the ASB. Besides 
attending the meetings, they all help out with the ASB fund
raisers and activities. One of their biggest and most fun projects 
is the building of the class float. This year's theme was "Once 
upon a Dream" and the sophomore class fairy tale was "Beauty 
and the Beast." The girls were in charge of getting supplies, 
finding a vehicle and organizing a group to work on their creation. 
All their hard work paid off and they ended up with a beautiful 
float! 

Jose Cruz 
Michelle DeDios 
Rotech Del Razo 

Ricardo Federic Diaz 
Berenice Diaz-Pico 

Lizerb Espinoza 
Arruro Es9uivel 

Lorimar Ferrer 
Christopher Galvez 

Christian Gamboa 
Rachel Garcia-S. 

l\laureen George 
Meghan George 

Jose Antonio Gil 

Lorena Yvette Gomez 
Vanessa Gonzales 
Arturo Granados 

Caitlin Griffin 
Dustin Guerrero 

Demerrious Harmon 
Adrian Hernandez 

Jacqueline Hernandez 
Patricia Hernandez 

Enrique Ibarra 
Adrian Janowicz 
Cristina Jimenez 

Veronica Kair 
Maki Kawahara 
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President Crystal Toctocan 
shines as Belle on the sophomore 
Homecoming float with friend 
Adam Morales as the Beast. The 
class of 2003 float committee 
worked really hard to make 
their float stand out among the 
others. 

Kristen Ayala, Caitlin Griffin 
and Rosanne Porciuncula sell 
delicious goodies to hungry 
students at the ASB bake sale. 
The proceeds to this event went 
to the class float funds for 

Sophomore Class Officers. 

From left to right: Rosanne 
Porciuncula; Caitlin Griffin; 
Michelle De Dios and Crystal 
Toctocan. 

Sophomores Amanda Todd and 
April Pablo paint a banner used 
at one of the pep rallies .  
Unofficial ASB members like 
Amanda have just as much work 
as the elected officers. 

Sophomores � 



Robin Balino, Crystal Toctocan 
and Rachel Garcia-Sermeno 
make a ballon-filled final 
farewell to their friend Maki 
Kawahara. Fortunately she did 
not stay away from MCHS for 
too long. 

Kathryn O'Neill, Meghan 
George, Caitlin Griffin, Polly 
Toledo, Maureen George and 
Kristen Ayala gather together 
for a quick show of their true 
friendship and likeness. 

Andres Villalobos, Lauricia 
Santos, Alejandro Calderon, 
Julian Santos, Emelia Moreno 
and Adrian Janowicz share an 
academic moment outside of the 
classroom. This isn't an elusive 
sight for any MCHS observer. 

Averil Malcolm is new this year, 
but that hasn't kept her from 
making friends with Patty 
Paredes and Norma Barba. 
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c�n't w� �u 
Ju�t t�t 
A!'-'nt 

hy \11\:li�n v�lnqtrnz 
Cliques are the groups of friends you usually see 

together at  school. Since Marian Catholic is  so small, the 
sophomore class has only a few cliques. You can't always 
distinguish them by their wardrobe because at Marian 
we all wear uniforms. Most groups have a common 
interest with the people they associate with. Some groups 
have obvious traits, hobbies or backround in common, 
whether it's a native language or an aft e r -school activity 
or sport. Other groups stay together because they've 
been groups since elementary school; some of these kids 
have known each other forever! Even though there are 
definite cliques to be seen at MCHS, most people are 
happy to cross boundaries and include everyone in their 
circle of friends. 

Eduardo La Salle 
Raymond Lancaster 
Mario Ledesma 
Roberto Lemus 
Jacquez Lindsey 
Eamon Long 
Carmen Lopez 

Nicole Lopez 
Roberto Lopez 
Denisse Lora 
Federico Lucero 
Carolina Luna 
Averil Malcolm 
Antranik Marquez 

Carlos Martinez 
lvlichael Mattison 
Jorge Medina 
Pauline Melad 
Myrna l'vlichael 
Adam Morales 
Esteban Morales 

Emelia Moreno 
Francisco Moreno 
Ruben Moreno 
Viviana Narvaez 
Nicolas Nassif 
Kathryn O'Neill 
Timothy O'Steen 

Sophomores � 



Twins-they've always been viewed as different, 
seeming to have something special, something more than 
the rest of us. In ancient Greece, one twin of every set 
was believed to be the child of a god and immortal. It  
was for two such Greek twins that the constellation 
Gemini was named. Even today, many twins report 
incidences of Extra Sensory Perception (ESP). Here at 
Marian, we have six pairs of twins, four fraternal, two 
identical .  Tina Santos ,  a fr eshman, once had a 
supernatural sense for her identical twin sister, Kim, 
knowing she was in trouble before she saw or heard 
anything. Sophomore Maureen George, a fraternal twin, 
takes a more practical view: "(Meghan) is like a best friend. 
She's always there for me even when my other friends 
aren't." No matter which way you look at it, being a 
twin doesn't seem half bad, more like twice as good. 

Adrianna Ochoa 
Jose Olvera 

Sarahi Orantes 
Gabrielle Osuna 

April Pablo 
Eduardo Padilla 

Xchel Palafox 

Sara Paredes 
Gabriel Peterson 

Jenica Petitfils 
!\rnaldo Pimentel 

Rosanne Porciuncula 
Nathaniel Puente 
Adriana Quintero 

Stephen John Quinto 
Denise Rabago 

Crystal Razouki 
Barbara Rodriguez 

Emmanuel Rodriguez 
Omar Rodriguez 
Daniel Rubalcaba 

Matthew Saenz 
Karla Sanchez 

Julian Santos 
Lauricia Santos 

Lawrence Schultheis 
Michael Scott 

Roberto Serrano 
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Whoa, boy! Senior Danny 
Gamboa takes two twins 
together (Natalia and Sophia 
Moreno.) He couldn't choose 
between them! 

Can you see it? Yes, seniors Erin 
and Ryan Day are twins, but 
they don't like it! Their mom 
made them pose for this formal 
memory. 

Not identical! To show off their 
similarities sophomores Meghan 
and Maureen George group 
together in the West Lawn. 
Even though they were 
constantly confused, people 
knew them for who they were: 
Meghan the loud outgoing 
blonde and "Mo" the quieter 
athletic type. 

Lean on me: Senior twins Leng 
and Fan Sok chill in the library 
during break. Coming all the 
way from China, they have 
tremendously supported each 
other through the cultural 
shock. 

Sophomores � 



Sophomore Jose Cruz tries to get 
a few winks in during speech but 
he can't sleep for long because 
Ms. K. is there to catch him on 
camera with a great big flash. 

Sweet dreams! Senior J aun 
McNutt lies on a bench during 
lunch in an attempt to get some 
shut-eye. Only a football player 
could be so oblivious. 

Getting free dress on first 
Mondays isn't enough of a 
Senior privilege for Pancho 
Rodriquez; he thinks sleeping in 
class should be one too. Wonder 
who or what he's dreaming of? 

Poor Dalia! She's so tired! 
Thank goodness Miss Rubio has 
Milo Salas to take such good 
care of her while she sleeps. 
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While Y(:)U 
were �!eeJ?iD� 

by Vanessa Gonzales 

Imagine this: you're exhausted after studying all night for 
that big test in Mr.Johnson's class. The test was passed out half an 
hour ago and you're still on number 1 ! Suddenly, your eyelids feel 
like they weigh a ton. "Well, five minutes won't hurt..." you think 
to yourself as you lay your head on the desk. "ZZZ ... Mommy. I 
want to ride the pony! ZZZ .. .  " 

Here at Marian we all put so much effort into every 
activity, both academic and extracurricular, that sometimes 
our hard work leads to sleep deprivation. Don't feel bad, even 
Mrs. Anthony admits to being "a dream queen." Her majesty says 
" I interpreted a dream for my daughter last week and all she 
could say was 'Whoa."' So follow doctor's orders: do your best in 
school, but don't forget to take a nap! 

Oscar Vargas 
Claudia Velasquez 
Andres Villalobos 
Christopher Vito 
Monica Wu 

Amanda Shaw 
Joyce Smithdeal 
Carlos Soria 
John Sullivan 
Crystal Toctocan 
Amanda Todd 
Polly Toledo 

Tania Torres 
Abraham Trejo 
Cameron Underwood 
Araceli Valadez 
Jose Valenzuela 
Joel Valverde 
Francisco Vargas 

Sophomores � 



Janine Guerrero, Carmi Thomas 
and Wendy Vecchito fight over 
the last piece of pizza after a 
tough class. Greasy foods are a 
key ingredient in a junior's 
recipe for success. 

Wes Seldon looks focused as he 
srudies in the Goto Center. He 
would rather be on the football 
field, but he knows that 
academics come first. 

Juan Munoz, Elizabeth Silva, 
Alejandra Leonel and Marco 
Munoz share the latest gossip 
during lunch. A junior's secrets 
and sagas are endless at MCHS. 

Junior Ginan Al Baiati, poses for 
a quick shot with senior G.G. 
Gaytan who looks smooth in his 
shades. Seniors at MCHS take 
time frrom their busy socializing 
schedule to make friends with 
the "upper-lower classmen." 
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Th� ��st Thing;s 
Cc,ro� tc, 'fhc,�� 

Whc, W�it 

One more year left. This is just one of the many perks 
of being a junior. Rising above their "wise fool" status of 
sophomore year, juniors are highly visible at MCHS. No 
matter what they are doing on campus, juniors shine in their 
own special way. They look forward to "Mole Day" (after 
two years of being told 'Wait until you're a junior') and peanut 
brittle in Chemistry. Ever wish you didn't have to take a 
religion class? Juniors can opt to be in Campus Ministry (but 
be forewarned .. .it does involve dedicated spiritual work). 
However, junior year is not all fun and games. It has gained 
an appropriate reputation as the toughest year of high school. 
The eleventl1 grade is truly one of the most enjoyable and 
memorable lessons in survival a student will ever experience. 

Bianca Acosta 
Karn t\dan 
Alexandra Ain 
Ginan AJ-Baiati 
Margaret Alcock 
Dario Alvarez 

Enrique Alvarez 
Annemarie Angeles 
Antonino Ascuitto 
Mark Bartell 
Matthias Beldoch 
Christina Bommarito 

Sreven Basset 
Leah Bruno 
Carlos CamacHo 
Salvador Castellanos 
Bridger Chaplin 
Edgar Coronel 

Juniors � 



by .flnnemt1l"ie .fln�eies 

As the class of 2002 crosses the threshold to being 
upper classmen t h e  j unior s tudents  had a greater 
opportunity to be involved in the school's Associated 
Student Body. Not only do the offices of President, Vice
President,  S ecretary , and Treasurer exist , but also 
commissioning offices as well. 

With Connie Mun as President, Michael Ramm as 
Vice-President , Wendy Vecchito as Secretary and Lisa 
Maier as Treasurer, the junior class was bound to be 
successful .  Aiding with the class government were 
Commissioners of Pep Kara Adan and Rhysa Moreno, 
the Co-Commissioner of ASB store Leah Bruno and 
Annemarie Angeles as Co-Commissioner of Publicity. 

The Junior Class started their successful year early 
when their officers organized a Cosmic Bowling fundraiser 
at Premier Lanes in Chula Vista last June. Immediately 
following the officers' election, the idea for this fundraiser 
was qu ickly processed and compl eted.  " I t  was an 
experience to work with a new group of officers," says 
Lisa Ma ier, the jun ior class Treasurer, but working 
together, there was nothing that the junior class could 
not overcome. 

Romelia Cruz 
Santiago Cruz 
Giselle Cuen 
Stan Daniels 

Philip Disney 
William Dorantes 

Megan Duggan 
Allison Figueroa 

Hannah Fleck 
Lucew Galiano 

Cesar Gamboa-Chavez 
Eliseo Garcia 

Maria Teresa 
Garcia Gallego 

Jason Geniza 
Joseph Gerace 

Eduardo Girardi 
Rodrigo Gonzalez 
Rosario Gonzalez 
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Junior Class Officers. From left 
to right: Treasurer: Lisa Maier; 
Secretary: Wendy Vecchitto; 
President: Connie Mun; Vice
Prseident: Michael Ramm. 

Junior ASB members Leah 
Bruno and Connie Mun prepare 
to create a spirited banner for the 
sports rally. 

Junior Class Commissioners. 

Annemarie Angeles; Rhysa 
Moreno; Kara Adan; and Leah 
Bruno 

Geometry teacher, Mr. Angeles, 
films Rhysa Moreno, as she 
makes her debut on the MCHS 
Crusader Network. 

Juniors � 



Marina Ortiz investigates 
college opportunities in  Ms. 
Meda's office. Students spend 
more and more time there as 
they get closer to graduation. 

Denisse Kreeger and James 
Perkins share one of the most 
fun upper classmen decisions: 
choosing a Senior ring. 

Janine Guerrero and Joanna 
Moon spend a little free time 
hitting the books; they know 
they have to keep their grades up 
for colJege. 
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Juniors and semors listen 
attentively to Harvard 
representative, Ms. Escobio, as 
she presents the scoop on the Ivy 
League scene. 



N(:)w i� wh�n it 
C(:)UDt� 

by erist;y Ji:m@�Z f!Dd 
Al)�eilfl G-flreifl - i�rmeli5C> 

Ready? Freshman and sophomore years weren't so 
tough. But the homework explosion hits now; junior year 
and the sleepy eyes from Mr.Vernetti's AP Social Studies 
classes or Dr. Lusardi's AP Spanish can attest to the 
intensity of the work required. 

Another underclassman issue,  o ft en  cal led a 
nightmare, is the SAT. Junior Margaret Alcock expresses 
herself in this nerve - racking experience, "Gotta get 1 600. 
Gotta get 1 600." Needless to say, college acceptances are 
on the line, so the SAT's I and II really are the first bridges 
to post-high school life. On her junior year Leah Bruno 
commented, "I'm scared because now we have to prepare 
for college." But don't let those math and verbal scores 
get in the way of your high school fun. In the end, it is 
still true: sleep is a luxury for juniors and seniors, but 
the struggle for the better future is worth it. 

Sergio Gonzalez 
Janine Guerrero 
Laura Hernandez 
Scott Heyden 
Justin Hildebrand 
Erika Hiyamizu 

Matthew Hyde 
Kozaburo Jwakiri 
Daniela Jimenez 
Daniel Jordan 
Marian Kairuz 
Dominique Lehneis 

Alejandra Leonel 
Manuel Lopez 
Maricela Lopez 
Lisa Maier 
Jesse Maldonado 
Jessica Marquez 

Juniors � 



}{�rt th� tun 
lg G-�ttin� Th�r� 

Whoa! Look who's driving! Everyone off the road! 
Marian Crusaders love to drive especially when they get 
their own cars. They can show off and go almost wherever 
and whenever they want. Some of us have to be driven 
around by parents or maybe an older brother or sister. 
(If you do have someone taking you around, be sure to 
say thank you because being a chauffeur isn't always fun.) 
Others prefer independent means of  transportation. 
There's the Razor, that little scooter we wonder if  people 
will still be riding in twenty years or even two. Some 
people take the trolley or bus. You have to watch the 
clock if you take public transportation or you might miss 
a connection. But if you do, there's always a low maintenance 
and free mode of travel: your feet! Getting there is half the 
fun but don't be late for F block or you'll be walking to lock 
out. 

John Marquez 
Lisa Marquez 

Alexis Mawhinney 
Deborah Medina 

Katrin Meisberger 
Miguel Molina 

Schalaya Montgomery 
Luis Montijo 
Joanna Moon 

Rhysa Moreno 
Natalia Moreno 
Sophia Moreno 

Annie J\luhlberg 
Connie Mun 
Juan Munoz 

Marco Munoz 
Luis Murillo 

Cameron Musgrave 
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Here's one happy driver! Junior 
Margaret Alcock is so proud to 
be driving. But look at Dad ... is 
that a happy smile, or is he 
nervous? 

A couple of Crusaders make a 
mad dash to get into F block 
before the bell rings. 

J unior Carlos Perez rolls into 
school on his scooter. When we 
look back in twenty years, will 
this trend still be reality or 
merely a memory? 

What a sweet boy senior Carlos 
Cervantes is! He kisses his mom 
goodbye when she drops him off 
at school. Ladies: good sons 
make great beaux. 

Juniors � 
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Eli Garcia talks to Irvin Carlin 
and Kansas Ny after school. The 
most common thing to do on a 
game day is to play their music 
out of their car, while they all 
wait patiently to suit up. 

"Senora, Senora!" are the most 
common words heard by 
Mrs.Briz and Mrs. McElwain. 
Jesse Maldonado and Arlen 
Beileson wait in line to get the 
best food in I.B. 

Wes Seldon and Jaun McNutt show 
off their silver while walking down 
the halls. Their "ice" always 
impresses the ladies. 



e)h, Ne,! Where 6Dc,e� 
rfh� Me>n�y G-e>l 

by 'l?ri�D imiiey 
OK, first there's the uniform factor here at MCHS. 

Students don't have to spend money on a huge school 
wardrobe, so they have to find other outlets for their 
materialistic impulses. Some students like Wes Seldon and 
Juan McNutt accessorize themselves with rings and chains. 
Car maintenence is a huge expense for anyone; even if your 
parents bought your car you still have to put in gas to keep 
it running, and that's pretty exspensive in San Diego. 
Entertainment is another way to empty your pockets, 
whether it's a dream date to the movies, keeping up with 
the latest Play Station games or collecting your favorite CDs 
from your favorite band. Some students don't spend money 
on themselves, but spare no expense for their friends, 
especially on birthdays. They shower their friends' lockers 
with balloons and flowers. Still, no matter how much you 
try to save your money, it's hard not to spend it at school 
little by little whether it's a quick soda, lunch and snacks or 
paying a fine for getting caught chewing gum. However you 
make it or save it, it doesn't last long. 

Elizabeth Silva 
Nathaniel Steward 
Susanne Thau 
Carmelita Thomas 
Carlos Valverde 
Gabriela Vasquez 
Wendy Vecchitto 
Jin Yi Zheng 

Sok Fan Ng 
Sok Leng Ng 
Jonathan Palmer 
Oscar Paredes 
Vanessa Parra 
Carlos Perez 
Hector Perez 
Jose Perez 
Enrique Plazola 

James Quigley 
Michael Ramm 
Adrianna Rangel 
Nicholas Reade 
Alfredo Rodriguez 
Ryan Roxas 
Jose Salas 
Wesley Seldon 
Cesar Serrano 

Juniors � 
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VALEDICTORIAN 

Angela Garcia

Sermeno 
4.39 GPA 

1 44 

I am completely humbled to be 
honored as the 2001 Valedicto
rian. As I reminisce, I realize that 
there are many to whom I owe 
my appreciation. I thank God for 
blessing me in every aspecr of 
my life. He blessed me with a 
loving family who always knows 
best, with compassionate friends 
who understand me, with teach
ers and other leaders who de
serve more than they're paid and 
with fellow students who con
stantly teach me new life lessons. 
I want everyone to be filled with 
this honor because I couldn't 
have done it without any one of 
you. Know this and take it with 
you wherever you go. So now I 
thank everyone for contributing 
to tl1e spirit, personality and suc
cess I've attained during my 
MCHS years and I pray God 
blesses you, too. 

Angel kisses, 

A �  

hy .flr.n:>�1m.1ri� A.n�ele� 
\Vhat does it mean to be a valedictorian or a salutato
rian? The dictionary declares that these words refer to 
the two students who have the highest standing in the 
year's graduating class. The word "valedictorian" is 
derived from the Latin root of "val" meaning "fare
well." This indicates that the student who is valedic
torian has the honor of  presenting the farewell speech 
during his or her commencement. The word "salutato
rian" however, is derived from the Latin root "sal" 
meaning an expression of greeting. The salutatorian is 
given the honor of greeting the graduating class at the 
beginning of the ceremony. 

This year's valedictorian is Angela Garcia
Sermeno and the salutatorian is Michelle Castro. To 
be given either of these titles is an honor. Both these 
scholars have proven themselves in their superlative 
efforts and what has been accomplished throughout 
the past four years cannot be taken for granted. Thou
sands of hours perfecting homework (using up mil
lions and millions of index cards for Mr. Vernetti's vo
cabulary lists), studying for quizzes and tests (espe
cially for Mrs. McGregor's stoichiometry tests), and 
completing class projects has certainly paid off. Con
gratulations to Angela and Michelle for four years of a 
job well done! 

SALUTO RIAN 

Michelle Castro 
4.33 GPA 

I feel very honored to be 
saludatorian. It took a lot of hard 
work and dedication to achieve 
this goal. I have been carried on 
my journey by the support and 
love of my friends, family and 
teachers. I'm so happy to share 
this honor as well as this page 
with m)' best friend Angela. I 
have now reached a crossroad in 
my life, with my feet firmly 
planted and my heart reaching 
for the stars! 

God Bless! 





































1. Aren't I just 
the sweetest thing? 

6. G.G. stands for "Good 
Golly, I'm cute." 

1 1 .  Can I have ice cream 
for dinner every night? 

16. I've always been a little 
guy 
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2. The smallest small fry 

7. Here's my imitation of a 
good baby 

12. Una nina preciosa! 

. .. � 

3. Okay, so I'm not the 
cleanest eater! 

8. Ooh ... Ahh ... 

13. With these blue eyes I 
could get away with anything 

4. These angelic looks can 
be deceiving 

9. I'm sensing some 
dampness down there 

14. This is my mischievous 
face 

5. Sometimes you just need 
something to cuddle 

10. Ooh - Hi! 

15. Mom wouldn't let me 
bleach my hair 



17. A little privacy, please? 

22. l can't believe they're 
making me wear this! 

27. I wonder if there's a 
guitar in this box? 

18. A smile that could melt 
hearts everywhere 

23. I wonder if blondes 
have more fun? 

28. I wanna be a Toys'R'Us 
kid 

19. Can you say 
"Chikamoki!" 

24. Little Maverick 

29. Splish-splash, I'm takin' 
a bath! 

20. Ob, can I break that 
board for you? 

25. Dressed to kill 

30. All dressed up and ready 
to go! 

2 1 .  Wazzupp! 

26. This is the face only a 
teacher could love 

32 Watch out, Popeye! 

\ 

/ 

0 

--
33. Born to be an 

Ambassador 

Senior Babies� 



33. Baby Vaquero 

38. My mom won't let me 
date yet, but call me in 10 

years! 

43. I 'm already a world
class flirt 

48. A little gel should take 
care of this 
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34. I haven't changed one 
bit 

39. Hey, watcha' lookin' at? 

44. My mom made me wear 
this hat 

35. This is not the crown I 
wanted! 

40. Soon-to-be Superstar 

45. I could eat like this every 
day and not gain a pound 

M,,., , • . 
. \�/ . 

36. Just wait 'ti! I grow 
... and grow! 

41. Heeeyyy - \,'{/hat's 
happenin'? 

46. Honk if you're cute 

. . 1/:::' 

37. Baby Dictator 

42. Okay, I took the 
picture, so pay up! 

47. No, you can't make me 
cur my hair! 



49. Yeah, I still like to drive 
around on my toys 

54. Pick me, pick me! 

59. I wanna be a cowgirl, 
baby! 

50. I was once a baby 
leprechaun 

55. Sweet now, but I'm a 
future wild child 

60. The cutest karate kid 

. m,.. .-
_ · ·· � -

51.  Where are my Baby 
Blues? 

56. Stand back or I'll eat 
you 

61. Preschool class clown 

52. Supergirl!! 

57. Hey, aren't you gonna 
tell me how cute I am? 

62. Here I come, boys! 

53. My morn made me sit in 
the corner 

58. Oh teacher! Aren't I your 
favorite?! 

63. Am I cute, or am I even 
cuter?! 

64. Wanna go for a drive? 

Senior Babies� 



13 vCa-wdeav<¼t; 
Co-vt¥��! ! 

y o-tv ha>.;e, veaU.y hr-ought" 
the,� w-, wiuch, P vcde, 
evvui,Joy. Keep up the,fj<)Od, 
wor"/vCU'Ui,fj<)Od,Luck,wr.:th,
yo-uv �Cl,V\,d,C14pu-ev
t"� We}ll,ctlw(i{:'.)"� Lovetyo-tv 
no-mctttev w"hcu:. 

Love,�p VCl:'.)"ev¥.. 
�om;4 Vetd, 

lVCl4'11, 
Y o-w a.ye,, vevy 

��'to- L,t;y. We,, a.ye,, 
p vouiL-of you,. We,, hope,, 
oul- of  yOtM'" d,v� 
co-rn,e,,'tvue,,, 

Lov� lv1 om,; cuu:i
J OYCJfVA 1bert-o-

Coretluev, lv1 � y0tv cuw�l,' �e,, 
w r.iv othe-vl,' oul,the, � yot.A}ve,, 
ve-ceiNed: 

� 

Juan Carlos: Congratulations on your high school graduation. We just want you to 
know that we are here for you to share your sorrows, your troubles as well as your 
joys. Life hasn't been easy for you, and there may be times when it is hard to look 
forward to tomorrow, but God will give you hope and the strength you will need. 
Hold on to His gift of hope, and remember that we care about you. Son, we are 
sorry for being strong with you. Being a parent isn't always easy. All we want is the 
best for you and your sister. We know you are a very smart young man and you will 
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be successful in college and in life. If  anyone can do it, 
you can! You're willing to try, and that's half the battle 
right there. Keep that great attitude, keep right on trying 
and always keep that wonderful smile. 

Juan Carlitos, we are proud of you and we love you 
very, very much. God bless 
you always. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Emerald, 
Lassie & Tiny 
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C O"V\¥a.tul.at"I.-O'Y\I.Y, you, d,£d,, [;tf ! ! 
WeJve--wcaclwd, you, g-r-ow fvo-wt10vc«t'e, 

Uttie, �l,'to-ev buud-'if!M/ YOUt1.fr '£ru½t. 
Whe.Ye, dMl,the, t'vWte,, g,o-? rhe,ve, t'.Mtf't ev day 
thcayou, ha-venl't WLCLde, � pvo-t,.t.d, evrui,the, 
l4't of acco-mp�¥evrui, 
ctdt.£e>v � co-n't't,11\,W¼' 'to-g-r-ow. 

'R� t1wJ; vu,-d,vecvm, w out" 
of YO'!M" g-r-� (f you, co-n't'lA'\,(,,{.€/ 'to-vec;i.,cJ,v 
evrui, CUWCt'.}'¥ &eU.e>.,e, 1/V'v YO'!M"�the, WCt'.}' 
t1wx we, b€,U.e.,ve, [,,n; y0t-v. You, ha,ve, CvVv 

�vV\ff jO'!M"n.ey � of you, evrtd., we, 
hope, e<IlyO'!M" d,vecun,.y come, LVU-€/. 13 vecil<, ev 
leg,! ! !  
We,l.ove--y0t-v. .. Mo-m,,J� Gv� 
evrtd.,GvCLndpev 

1 .  Daniel Ny 
2. Marina Ortiz 
3. Cris Padilla 
4. Sophia Arnaiz 
5. :Miguel Zapata 
6. Gerardo Gaytan 
7. Andrew Asaro 
8. Monica Garcia 
9. Victor Lopez 
10. Arlen Beileson 
1 1 .  Fausto Bustamante 
12 .  Lourdes Villegas 
13. Ixchelt Yadeun 
14. Marco Santana 
15. Obed Torres 
16. Jorge Gonzalez 
17. Linette Barajas 
18. Patty Mady 
19. Vivian Velasquez 
20. Francis Bautista 
21 .  Carlos Cervantes 
22. Holly Krall 
23. Kimberly Clemmer 
24. Coral Vera 
25. Irvin Carlin 
26. Ramon Garcia 
27. Omar Ramos 
28. Ray Asano 
29. Ivan Ayon 
30. Gissel Gonzales 
31.  Victor Moran 
32. James Perkins 

33. Humberto Soto 
34. Joxune Agate 
35. Esme Campos 
36. Jared Eichelberger 
37. Erwin Cruz 
38. Felipe Cabral 
39. Dalia Rubio 
40. Milo Salas 
41 .  Cesar Siqueiros 
42. Jesica Aldrete 
43. Pancho Rodriguez 
44. Jessica Barba 
45. Ceilai\nn Maruca 
46. Desiree Tellez 
47. Chris Argoud 
48. Oscar Salazar 
49. Ryan Day 
50. John McGurk 
5 1 .  Leonard Bruno 
52. Denisse Kreeger 
53. 1 srael Rosales 
54. Angela Garcia-Sermeno 
55. Nicole Howell 
56. Sarah Oesterle 
57. Erin Day 
58. Michelle Castro 
59. Leila Porsythe 
60. Brian Smiley 
61. Juan Carlos Colon 
62. Gina Lipp 
63. Martha Silva 
64. Andrea Escobio 
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I would just like  2 thank a l l  those who have supported 
me & all o f  those who have been there- To  my mom: I 
would especi a l l y  like  2 thank u 4 everything u done 4 

me, everthing u have given me,  & everything that u have 
put up w/. You ' l l  always be #1  in my heart. Dad :  u have 
put up w/  a tremendous amount of  stuff from me and 
offered me n/e thing I wanted ; I ' l l  always appreciate 
i t .  143  with al 1 my heart ! Dez: always be true to 
yourself and do not let n/eone get the best ofu. I'm her 
4 u day/night- Don ' t  forget our crazy night adventures 

& all those behinds we had to kick '  143 !  Jess : you know 
what a true friend means- Never forget who u r & always 
keep ur groun d !  I appreciate a l l  those times u had 2 
listen 2 a l l  that drama!  Thankz 4 a l l  the memories we 
had at w/ ur & my guys! Ur one of a k i n d '  Gina:  Wow, 12 
yrs ! I really  w i l l  miss all  those times w e ' ve had- a l l  

the good/bad times, but they were a l l  stil l  exciting & 
great - 1 4 3  no matter what u d o !  I ' m  here 4 u always. ( We  
are  just going  2 the  mall  4 a cup  l e  o f  hrs . )  To B i g ,  . .  : 
Keep it rea l !  Don ' t  let a l l  thosepeople affect u so 
much- U r  s o  much better than them. 143-637! What- see 
u at  Starbucks later!  To my love: thankz 4 all the 
memories u have given me ! I can ' t  picture my l i f e  
without u !  I love everything about u !  T o  a l l  m y  friends: 
always strive for  the best and remember I ' m  here 4 u 
always !  I w i l l  always love u guys and i thank u 4 
everything u have given m e !  I w i l l  never forget any of 

u '  To the class of 1 01 
thanks for all  the memo
ries and good luck in  
the future! I wi 11 miss 
u all very much ! With 

a l l  my l o v e , Ce i l aAnn 
Maruca #24 

First & above all! want 2 thank God 4giving me all that He has & 4 
helping me through it all - MOM&DAD: Uguys gave me everything I 

could ever dream of. Soon it wi 11 be my turn 2 do the same. Thank 
u 4 making me who I am. I luv u both very much- 24: princess?u 

wish:) It's like Romeo & Juliet ! nver4-ing 7'scarto- .u have been 
a true friend through thick and thin- I will always be your friend. 
Like sisters 4 ever! Big . . .  : 143 ! 2 much drama . .  , Wanna go 2 
Starbucks? Scott' scar? 24 1shouse,i doo't rerrenber nething"baby"143, 
be good and think u blond! SCOTT: thanks 4 being such a gr8 

friend, nver change, Mickey mobile 4- ever! Te quiero, CHRIS: R U  
good? Duh! Uface: )  j/k-U have winnie th pooh what?? u r my best 
friend - always stay SB'd- haha, Nl!xt time call your cousin please! 
Just remember, once your friend always your friend- 823-take care 
& best of luck, I will always be here 4 u !  JESS: Guido, elf, 

Baruca- Stay sweet, nver4 get 24' shouse since lean' t remember 
it:) I will always be your frien-DES: a-walk, umpa-lumpa , Hettie! 

here comes the titanic . . .  back dat up! Rough past, strong friend

ship! Luv u-Take care- PANCHO: u r so sweet- best of luck,nver 4 
get me- i hope i have called be the time u read this : )  KIT- DANNY: 
So many ups & downs we've had. I' 11 always be your friend - (tell 28 
to nver4- get meb / c I wont) Nver4-get cruising Coronado Soph-yr. 
Gonna miss you . .  hey u finally graduated ( ihopel .  J .  c.: my love 
mango! I'll nver4get Uate it on the senior lawn! Spr1X1gsineFroshyr
Always on hold, notnemore- Nver 4 give u4 knocking me out. I told 
u I couldnt go up the stairs-Remember H-nite-amazing, like u, the 
yatcht- I will always luv u no matter what. I have 4-4years, 2 all 

the rest of the'01class, the best class - i wish u the best of 
luck, tak care & nver 4 

get me. Luv always: 

lumpia. flirt , 
walk-"*1atever! 

MOM-14 3 FOR GUIDING ,.._ ____ --=,::;_-.&... __ _.L.�..U..----l...-----

I c an ' t  b e l i ev e  

i t ' s  finally senior 

year and we are about to gradua t e - My 3 years here 

have gone by s o  fast and I have sure made some memo

ries - I first want to thank my family for always being 

there for me and supporting me in every way. To a l l  my 

friends thank you for always being there for me, To my 

girl  CeilaAnnCPrincess •24) Your <Hattie) loves you ! 

LOLITAS ! ! I will  never forget a l l  the good memories we 

have made. Gina<flirtl wow we have been through a lot 

and look at where we are now . D on ' t  ever change !  To 

Jessica,  I will  always remember all  o f  our fun times 

especial l y  those summer days. Don ' t  ever forget me.  

Thanks to all boyz; Jorge, J C , Jerry,Pancho,Danny and 

Scott.  To #21 thanks for  a lways being there when I 

needed you t h e  most . I ' l l  a l w a y s  remember  a l l  t h e  

memories w e  made, Thank you Jerry f o r  always t e l ling 

me what I needed to hear even if I didn't want to hear 

i t .  To J C , Danny,Pancho and Scott thanks for always 

making m e  l�ugh,  Umpa-lumpa luvs you!  You were a l l  

always there for m e , thank you, W e  a l l  have had l o t s  of 

good times together, I w i l l  cherish them a l l ,  I love 

all you guyz ! ! I w i l l  miss you all very much ! ! !  LOVE 

ALWAYZ, 

ME THROUGH LIFE & GIVING ME THE BEST YOU 
CAN,YOU MEAN EVERYTHING TO ME . . .  JESUS-THANKS 
FOR PUTTING UP WITH M E , I  KNOW I ' M  NOT THE 
EASIEST TO GET ALONG WITH BUT YOU WERE ABLE 
TO SURVIVE THANKS, . .  DAD-THANKS FOR BEING THERE 
WHEN I NEEDED YOU,  LOVE YA POPS . . .  DES-GIRL 
I'M HERE FOR YOU ALWAYS ,DON ' T  FORGET BOYS2MEN ,& 
JUST HANGING our . . .  GINA-AAAHH ! YOUR ONE OF A 
K I N D , S T A Y  S W E E T  & A L W A Y S  R E A C H  F O R  
S U C C E S S ,  D O N ' T  L E T  A N Y O N E  H O L D  Y O U  
BACK . . .  CEILA (SILLY l - "TRUE FRIEND" THANKS FOR 
ALWAYS BEING THERE & GIVING ME ADVICE , I ' LL 
ALWAYS CHERISH OUR FRIENDSHIP & REMEMBER ALL 
T H E  C R A Z Y  M E M O R I E S  E S P E C I A L L Y  O U R  
CONVERSATIONS,TAKE CARE,143 637 , . .  PANCH0,10/ 
14/98-YOU 'LL  ALWAYS HAVE A PLACE IN MY HEART 
AFTER ALL THE THINGS WE ' VE BEEN THROUGH,NEVER 
FORGET THE MEMORIES & REMEMBER IF ITS MEANT 

-TO BE IT WILL BE,143 637 . .  -LIL' JORGE-MY BEST 
F R I E N D  A L W A Y S  T H A N K S  F O R  A L L  T H E  
TALK S ,  . .  FELIPE-ALL IHAVE TO SAY I S  MAGIC 
MOUNTAIN, . .  ALEXYS-DON 'T  WORRY EVEN THOUGH I 
WON ' T  BE THERE I ' M  ALWAYS HERE FOR YOU & 
D O N ' T  LET ANYONE EVER TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
YOU , I ' LL MISS YOU . . .  CAMERON-9 YEARS & W E ' RE 
STILL NOT SICK OF EACHOTHER , DON ' T  WORRY I ' LL 
VISIT · . .  TO ALL OF THOSE PEOPLE I DIDN ' T  MEN
TION I ' LL MISS YOU ALL,TAKE CARE 143 . . . .  C/0 
1 01 . . . . . .  JESS #S 



fi r st and foremost: MOM:  I honestly d o n ' t  know how I could have made it this far without you- Your support ,  encouragement, love, and lessons have helped 

shape me into the person I am today, and I can only hope I am making you proud• I believe in guardian angels, but I also believe i n earth angels, becaus e 

you are one.GRANDPA: Or s hould I say dad? That is that you have been to me all these years. You are the most unique, hard-working grandpa ther"e is and you 

have made a huge impact on my l i f e .  GRANDMA: nr don ' t  need money . "  You never think o f  doing anyting nice for yourself, it has always been about me and 

Jessi ca . I appreciate that but I think you des erve more than just "grandma hugs-" JESSICA: Brat! You are an amazi ng k i d !  Your athletic talent is one I 

could only ever dream of achieving, You are friends with just about EVERYONE, which is something I truly admire about you. You don ' t  take anything from 

ANYON[ . . .  J know little sisters are supposed to learn f rom older ones- - - but that i s somethi ng I can learn from you- ANGELA: You don ' t  even understand how 

much our friendship means to me- The fact that you are able to put up with my daily wackiness speaks volumes about you- Thank you for your unending support, 

encouragement, reality checks, honesty, and laughing at my jokes (even when they were n ' t  funny) . You and I are MMC!  LEILA: Hey Sexy! (hehe) I have always 

admi red your sense of creativity, style, and literary a b i l i t y .  Your bubbling spirit can brighten any room , .and - - - o h  yeah - - -"Oh my gosh , .OH MY GOSH ! "  ERIN: 

l)o you feel like a chip? We have so much i n common . .  - i t ' s  kinda scary. After getting through our arguments I feel like I can get through anything!  SARAH: 

You are seriously my guide to the real world- Your insight has added something rich and applicable to my l i f e .  Also, you are can handle ANYONE. Stay that 

way. NICOLE: Dude- .you have to take me partying one of these days!! think we have gooten closer each year we have known each other, and I am thankful for 

that. You al so have good taste in music (that song IS beaut i f u l ! >KIMBERLY: I owe you big . . .  and you know what I mean. Thanks for being my nrelation ship 

expert" and a true friend no matter what, CHRIS: Thanks for the laughs !P[TER:  Stop throwing your pen• "I concur - "  RYAN: In case you hadn ' t  figured i t  out, 

you were my f irst high school crush- I am over i t  now, but it will always be a fond memory .  Thanks for your friendship and putti ng up with all o f  us at 

Erin ' s  parties.  LEONARD: Do you s t i l l  want that rainbow pen? You are my honorary dance partner (Leah ' s  qui nce , .  -prom - - - homecoming ' 9 9 ) . RAMON: You 

never cease to try to torture my l i fe , .  -and yet, when you are ni ce, it scares me- JOY([: Ya know, we could be sisters someday, Heather - .  ,haha- We have made 

so many memories this past year . Thanks for being a good fr iend (and for the pies > ,  Tazgrl- APRIL: Smile!  KP, you are a truly cool person, Keep representin 

and always remember "fumanSkeeeetooo" and "Colori i i i ng . "  Mrs- Anthony: I feel like I could tell you anything. I have learned so much about myself and about 

life through you. You truly amaze and inspire me- Mrs- Angeles: Thank you for always believing i n  me an d being the most caring, capable ASB moderator there 

i s .  Mr. Manzano: "Muah-ha-h a - "  "l)o the Physics ! "  Thanks for the memories and all you taught me, nor. Ev i l , "  l)r. Lusardi: Thank you for showing me that hard 

work really does pay o f f .  You always demanded respect, and you truly deserved i t - To my lower-classmen buddies : I love you a l l !  I wis h you success and 

happines s  at Marian and in l i f e .  I w i l l  miss you!  

And finally, TO THE CLASS Of 2001:  You have given me so many laughs, tears ,  and memories- Make the most of your lives- Never forget your days at Marian• 

The school will not be the same without us- Later Dayz, Michelle Denise Castro-

1 s t  w e  t h n k  o u r  p a r e n t s  f or a l l  t h e  l v e  & 
spp r t .  J o w  the  frnds . . .  Panch M i  dona?  Ramon 
hey guys  wna  hear a joke? Danny  ( Char l i e >  f i n l y  
dne w /  scho o l ,  i s  i t  2 0  o r  21 - Esme  ( s i s )  p i o j i to s  
D u s t i n  s t l  s c r d  o f  g i r l s ,  go ez  o n  J e s s e  a n d  
M a n n y  nxt  y r .  t h n x  f o r  e v r y  t h n g  y u r  l i k e  our 
l i t t l e  brth r - I rv i n  ( Ca l ah a n )  Npster ,  s k a , grly  
truk  and  shoe s ,  vo lture s - Oscar wheres o u r  grl 
Erw i n  thankx for  the  a d .  Jared  K r i s p y  Kreem 
Jaun see  ya  on  e s p n ,  whos your agent?  Car los  
d n ' t  b s c r d - Peter Mr .  Sparkle - J es s - d e c i o s i on s , 
j e r k s ,  b yrs e l f - Jaquez  good  j o b  i n  metro league , 
jst  keep  tear i n  i t  up - 2 3 - Connie  j s t  marry J i g  
Chr i s t i e  w l l  m i s s  y a  1 t t l  frnd - J orge P .  good 
lck in bsebl 1 - M i k e  S .  w i n  some games nxt  y r .  
2 1 .  Leonard congrats o n  the  starts  i n  f t bl l 
Chr i s  A - l e t  the  h a i r  gro w .  J . C .  when  r we  gona 
fly  somewhere - Mike 8 - srry bout th pong tab l e . 
Maya  thanx f o r  a l l  the lve  ya  gve m e ,  it h e l p e d  
me get  thrgh . T h e  pst  2 1/2  yrs  w/ya  hve been 
the bst . I LOVE YOU . Thanks g i v i n g  hax3 - M i c h e l e  
Thankx  for  m k i n g  my 1 s t  2 yrs  at  Marian  the  
bst,  I ,  11  l ve ya  alwys  and foreve r .  To a l l  the  
ppl e - .  - thanx  for  a l l  the great H - S - m emor i e s ,  
J . v .  10-0 1 98- 1 9 9 ,  P i n g  Pong C l u b ,  a l l  4 yrs  of 
vrsty soccer . Because  of t h i s  and many more  
th i n g s  s c h o o l  w a s  f u n .  T h a n x  to  a l l  t h e  
gradua t i ng c la s s  o f  1 01 keep i n  touch - a n d  good 
l u c k  to  those s t i l l  at  MCHS l i v e  it t o  the 
f u l l e s t .  your 
Jorge  Gonza l e s  

f r i ends . 
and F e l i p e  Cabral  
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Hey everybody '1hcrlx for the manories- JCTge: My everything. 1" yru. 
Thai< yru for the fll'I tines, Srw Surmit, . Disney la-cl, .  Disney Dcn:e carp, f'bvie 
nig,ts, �ou Always, Connie: My gurl ! r•ya! Stay Sweet Big Friend. See ya 
laterz, Christie: Hey Little friend! Went saTE pan de sal? ? ya. All my girls yru 
know "*1o you are, Im always there for you, Meg-mo: trust mei next year will be 
fll'I! I ?  u guys! ... ,Michelle 

To all my friends, ,thnkx for the memories- Rhysa. ,Unonkey !Kara be 
good, See yru @ � • Lea, save the last dance,kay, Gina, cool CAT, asia, pride! 
Lisa u're my sister girl! Remember O,G. picnic girlz! Swim team always and 
forever, Mishi&J-dog, ,l.H"e the friends f11AC lives on!Christie- .r ? you watch 
yrAr roouth! Dario Sushi rules, do I.I' h,w. Michael- Stay out off tro.ble?? See u 
rpys next yei!T'· .p.s. JIG ? ya always ard forever, 4 shizzel mai nizzel..- -Always 
CaTiie 

Polly yru cl"E! a.,.iesane tharks for metQ"ies, Esme & Veronica, I ?  u , ya 
mean a lot to me, Christina you are really cool, I had fll'I w/ u, Thankx for all 
tre IIBIO"ies Erwin, Irvin, Peter, Jcm, Kcnsas, L.ecnrd, Smiley, Jcred, Rycn .. ,Ram, 
T-Boy 

Erwin, Jared & Kris , Holly , .  Kuya Big E.J thankx u for always being 
t!'a'e, ill never fCTget yru l:rea<ing it ch.n fer Tean Erea<Da.n, Jcred a-ct Chris. .. 
you guys are like big bros, never forget meeh and all those crazy memories, 
college be fun for all! !Holly .. J-iope u the best in future and in see that u do, 
Lea, Rhysa & Ccmie..Lea1 after l2 'f2c3rS of friendliness, I have no cbJ:Jt in u a-ct 
ya.r loyalty, I cc:¥11t imagine a day w/o u by my side, Rhysa a-ct Ccmie..mai crazy 
asia, chicks, , trese 3 'f2c3rS t:Ee1 crazy a-ct �tl.ro.Js, see ya 111 next ye,r .... Ma,al 
Kita, Kcralyn 

Dea' class of iID1, I love yru & will miss yru Reneber God is good all 
the time- all thane, . .  God Bless, lLN, Miss Pietranglo 

p.s, Hi to Coach David, 



I wld 1st like to thk God 4 blesin me w/ the gifts & luv He's gvn me. Mom:I cnt thk u enuf 4 all the things u hv done & g 
God, thnk u 4 giving me life & alwys listening 2 my pryers Mom, Grandma, & Grandpa thnk u 4 evrything u've don ! � Thk U Mom 4 alwys being ther 4 me thru all my tuf times.I wnt U 2 know how much U hv ment 2 me these p, 
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> 4 me. I cnt imagn my life w/out u. 143 so much! Arna, Daddy, all my tias & tios:Amo a todos Uds y grcs por todo lo 
1e, I appreciate it all 1 43. Santiago my luv, u mean the world 2 me what would I do w/o u? 143. Leon family, thnk "§ yrs.Thx 4 bringn' me evryday & helping me with evrythng, 143Dad, thx 4 gving me money.Thx Anjanette (1) 
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I 91,1ns I ' l l  start by uying th1 tabh w i l l  •lw•ys lu ours. N1vu· gonnil forglt •11  thou crilly TJ nigt,ts, : ([cldi1  ,t . I , P lll:3 : )  r1'1' SIIHHH!.S.,37 c; . c;  unior ditch 1 00 

Ros,rito !iw,tch yo1,1r driving, i t ' s  r•ining . .  ! of c01,1rs1 th1 dilys ilt  the b1•ch, Oh BBQ come to dinn1r, or Shak11i1nd1l'43 ilnd l ' i:i  •liw•ys t11r1, but ycu ill'I not my 

broth1r,90 1'10111, y u b dippidy dappinf Lits go to Zk1: ( ht tica in riv, lets go to »-land ag•in, Clos• your 1yes and till a11 uhat u f11lf(hE1Ti;. Bonqiush,, 

be ho1:11 on ti1e, no 11or1 Cilndy II u ,  b1,1t th• whit1 l•dy will  always be  en Main St. VUB .tctingt Lock tht aoors v1•r1 on Log.ri .  Sippin en sca1 sizz1r,,  

never go to bond fir1s,  10.,UZZZ UUPPfRing ring, pick up the cl1,11 phone : l H i t  1111 b.aby l, 110r1 tia1.tr,u.1 11/ Jtsvs : ( !h,1(;11!, geed luck this y1.1r, 

wh1re•s the wlp er your singing rish,  no watts, it  v.a s n ' t  ••• in your 11•r- • u don't  go � 1.1t 11/ ay 111oa! M.1Hr1'1" ay brothtrli,37, t•k• r:ry 1dvic1, 

BiG  hDdV Cristcftrl'undo, th.n's 11ct nice, ! I  h.1v1 your fing1r! .and I .,111 •h•ys tilkl cart of it, I know the world, how'd I git hire, 

whilts thisr It's W1d,H3boy:Jlhlkilthon'DD the -stcr1, llt'I 90 to J11c1e, 1u1Cl • rid1t N'1111r- c•n �-get cur vilCilticns 8181.the 

•0111s,Me•orial >,y:) .t.ndy r:ry first rial thing ,  Ros.aritc w/ Jen, the- tr•ll1r, P1lr, Springs- Marln1s, Ehbil yov'll illwlys b• 11y 

11 N: )Hc  110r1 being aun 2 peopl1. Tf'l1nx If •lY•ys list1nin9 ,  !Cl Tcrito will .1l111ys b1 cur,! !'!old the c=ar- k•ys, 

Ho•tcc!ling ,,,  �ril!la !Hik'.kl ur cr1zy, no 1110r1 w•t•r gvns or the Oilll vi • cup:J down 4 wh.1tev1r,Th1 unforg1t1bll! 

lfolid•y Inn Expr1ss. Wh.1tcn.1 know atiout. ,J1Ss St11n•yn,1y, !Budu11bi1 ls vi 1:ie! lats kick it on Tour11illi1n1, hold 

on to  your Sn,1ppl1 Bottl1,l11tts go C the spct : ) ,ve'll  illways pull cur- OD?, keep th• c,r off  the grilSs, 

'olhlrl r vet (hlcK1N lpurbh cow clogl•M•TtH3, I really do,  th1nx 4 everything. JcSelillilY• 111y l i l  

bro, luv y •  ,1nd thilnx II i l l  the right 1d11ic11, never lf g 1 t  our long talk, cc,in back rroa T J ,  

d o n ' t  git stranded in  TJ i f  u de I ' l l  91t  u,SilcMoH l o v e  your 1x1rcise ••china b u t  hilte 

the snake, don't get lost in your- pad iJ/ Jess,AnDrEv 1,1 a ran'  t always right, 

stubborn boy, IsR1El spe•k up,Arle� go 11 /  your aan,thilnks2 all t11•ch1tr-slf 

1v1rythin9 MOM tlunks 4 al 1 thl' support, sorry If r.ry drill'llil· B•rt>•J01 luv 

ya,Yayl • Aton gr-acias por tcdc, lcs qui1rc! £1111ryon11 luep in  touch 

and don't  chi1ng1. Th1nx 2 e1111rycn1 who's be1n th1r1 inc th.an• 2 

God thilt I ude i t ! !  !I t..uY V,1 A.ll! 

llith a l l ay lov1, 



Primera quiero agradecer a Dios por haberme guiado por el buen camino y bendecido can una madre 

preciosa.Madre:Quiero agradecerte por toda la paciencia y amor que me brindaste. Por estar a mi lado 

en momentos buenos y malos.T.Q.M. No se que haria sin ti.�My beloved sister, what would I do 

w / out u. Thxs 4 all the yellin. I love you & ur brats. 2 the rest of the fam. thxs 4 ur support.Melissa 

tha Fruit:My prima( ur not my 1st, 2nd, or 3rd cuz j/k.) Girl, so much 2 say, so little space. Thxs 4 

being by my side thru good/bad, happy/sad x's. "oh i know .. .i know!!!" 5.24.99 it's ur mom at 15yrs 

old. Don't forget 2 keep ur Sundays open. Highland @*#! "u have a collect call frm ***" Remember 

my quince, our boys, L.A. trip, the oldies concert, trolley missions, the mall, & the party line. "B nice or 

i'll run u over ha .. ha .. " Otay fools. I will never tell ur mom how u met Vago+Bullet=popcorn. Buy me 

a lolipop & i'll b ur frnd. Drama ... . Steve but our frndship stay strong. Y list the rest, i'll b here 4 the 

remaindingx's. P.S keep practicing ur spanish & H2O+ E's=mess. 143.637. Stay strong. Don't change. 

And re a:My girl always f8d. "let's go to T .J there's noting else 2 do" Pinche T raviesa loca A.K.A 007. 

The 1 & only El Torito(tha bomb). Ditch day at Rosarito w /"Carlos,"sorry we almost died. How bout 

we stop playing mom?(ha .. ha .. )Dr. Pepper+snickers=chewy- taste good? U ***head. Give the yellow 

boat a rest. Bling .. Bling .. R.I.P. finally huh. DisneylandQongest day of my life)next time lets try Magic 

Mountain, u think it'll work.(Nah, the strangest things seem 2 happen 2 u) No $=free food @ 

Karina's. 143.thxs 4 all the laughs & advice(it has helped). U have made my last 2yrs interesting & I'm 

glad we became frndz., and I hope that it won't fade. Never 4get our crazy x's & 637 i'll b here 4 u. I 

wonder how Cancun went? The Table- Cri.s:Ur such a q-t-pie. Haber cuando vamos a comer 

mariscos?(I'll try ZKA 2 .. YEAH RIGHT) u innocent boy. whatever happened? Andrew: Always 

doing something bad. Thxs 4 the laughs. Israel: stay sweet, I'm glad we became frndz. Chrissy A.KA. 

B.B:Stay out of trouble girl. Good luck w / all ur boys & hopefully u can find the rt person 2 take care of 

ur heart.Jess(shorty): 4:20.143.Ark.n: U F@*$#% B@%#$. j/k stop fighting & being shystee w/ &' 
me. Ur a good frnd girl. 143 guys. U have made my yr fun.FAN TOSTADO:U will 637 hold a place in 

my heart(& my ankle 2) My lil Pantera 1 1.07.98.143.823.637. Stay out of trouble & I promise I'll go pick 

u up. RclfMy W bro 143. WAASSSSSUPPPP! lkto: thxs 4 all the rides & the T.J nights @PX. 

Stressanuts:Stick to a job girl, uragood frnd. BadWeatherHeather: hoochie bring some storms back 

2 S.D. we need it. HECTOR:(got pizza?j/k) u make me wanna . . . . Baby well whatever comes our way 

it's a blessing in disguise. I'll never 4get u. I love you. Oh, Ms. P th."<s 4 all the support & understanding. 

Good luck( no more Jack n the Box during church). Mrs. K thxs 4 being such a sweet lady 

( u taught me very much). To the rest of c/ o 2001 (#1) good luck and reach 4 ur goals & dreams.143. 

Gissell Gonzalez 



CONGRA  TULA  T I O  N S  

Dear  G i n a : 

Primeramente quicieramos darle gracias a Dios par queremos incondicionalmente apesar de nuestros defectos. 
Segundo, a nuestros padres por apoyar nuestras deciciones aunque tengamos diferentes ideas, y queremos que sepan '"'":::.a"·•--• 
que a pesarde todo los queremos mucho . .Tiedith: tu sabes que nos hubiera encantado tenerte con nosotras este aiio 
y que tu y tu niiio siempre tendran un lugar muy especial en nuestros corazones. Te deseamos lo mejoren tu nueva 
vida. Pancho: ya deja de asustarnos y porfavor tomate una foto con nosotras. Te queremos mucho pero si regresas 
te vamos a pegar. Danny: por favor ya dejatede hacerte la victirna porque tardeo temprano todo saldra bien. Recuerda 
que te queremos mucho. Victor: apesar de todo lo que a pasado tu sabes que todas te queremos pero ya deja a la 
Lourdes en paz (quiero que sepas que nunca te voy a olvidar, eres alguien muy especial en mi vida) Marco: iiaiiaiia, 
guapshhhhh! ! ! ya deja decacheteamos! RELAX, y ya no dejes que teagruren la nalga, oiescuantos meses van ya?? 
Obed: se te ve mejorel pelo corto y aver por que no nos compraste boletos para Alejandro Sanz eh? Ah oies corno 
estuvoel Zaguan? Dalia:ya sabes que aunque no nos juntemos mucho siempre seras prute de las L2IERS tequerernos 
mucho y por favor ya decidete! ! ! Sergio: eres o no eres?? Por que ya nos asustaste, aveces si se te vol tea! Gi!rardo: 
ya deja de comer tantos nachos. Esperamos que te vaya muy bien en todo loque hagas. Te queremos mucho. (gracias 
por siempreapoyarn,e y espero que sepas que eres una gran prutede mi vida) � P: you have been our best teacher [aj�� 
in our 4 years at MCHS. We love you and will remember you always. We wish you the best with Coach David and 
may both of your lives be filled with happiness. See you in Memphis. Coach Moeller:you know you're going to 
miss your favoriteTA's of all time, especially Susy! iiiiiiiiuuuuuuu we'll miss you too. JC. Felipe.Jorge: you guys 
are the best and we will never forget you. 

To mom and dad thank you for all 
you have given me. I am very 
grateful. I love you always *kiss* 

To my friends thank you for 
always being there for me. I love 
you all c/ o 2001. 

Congrat u l a t i ons  on your graduat i o n  from  

Mar ian  Catho l i c  H i g h  Schoo l ,  You  made  i t !  and We 

are  very proud  of  you  and happy  r i g h t  a l ong w i t h  

you . 

Love, 
Kim 

Our b l ess ings  go  w i t h  you  as you  face  a new  

career  and new c h a l l enges . 

We  l o v e  y ou  very  muc h .  

Dad  and  M o m .  

Congratulations, 
Mom, Dad, and William 



! O(OJCJ.T(; DIS A Ml f"AMILI A. lHCUl MOST RN T OUT DZ.ERV( 2e FEATURl!D N 015 0001'(1) V l,'115 AMIG ... S/0S (BCUZ rLL N\IR 4GCT D A X  WC SPCNT 2GE.DER 8:: CANT WAIT 2C D" PPLC u·LL BCUMU .v· ... LL HAV NO ICC" HOW MUCH I LUV 

utMOM(MARME£!) OJ.DGRAHDM" MIGuc&TcoOV.JOHNJOE NAN ... 6iVIC'TOOTOlESA&LEONAR0 05CAR8.PETR ... 7"ttl.NX 4 BEtN MV ROU MODELSIU'..SPONSWLE 4 MY FOUNDATION N FAlTH&l.uV OCS.REE RACKfl.AJ£Nt,,1F(R "I COULD NVR LUV ANYI AS I UN MY 

srsn:RS,- 0£S"TJ-IANX 4 DEl !f A OUCEU AMONG ffilHCESSES ecuzo U IU.NVR 4GCT FROSH 'iR &-n.t. Al.WAYS H,WSllMTINC 2 W£AR -)CI.NTWAIT TU. USD.RACH�ANX 4 at:IN MOR OCN A sis· OE£t t..>,ST 2 YRS& 4 5HARIN UR PALS W/ME -)TJ!£A5URE 0£S( NXT 2 WHILE U 

CA.N.J£N'THANJ( 4 BEIN MY klNO/Gi;:fm.c/n-iouc;;HTFUL NSYNC s;s· ALL DA TIM£ DRUTAl..lY HONCST z-�·u. REACH DA TOll'@MCHS LEONARO JAMES"l>R NOT ONLY MY cuw,1 BUT AL..£0 I O "IY BEST BUDS I IU,iQW U CAN&wtu.. ACCOMPU!iH UR !iCHOl.ASTIC/CAJ'l'E:01 

GOAl.S l.£AHTHANX 4 OCIN " CL()""->£ CU'ZIN&F"RNO DA PAST 3 YR$ N CVRY CUIO 4' SkOOL'UR DREAMS WILL CUM TnuE.J0HN-PAUL NfCOI..E&ERH<A.k££P uP ALL DA GRB WORK;rT"LL PAY Of'F .ANTtlONY & ALEXtS U CAUT RD VCT OUT ONCE u CAN,HCWE. u·LL RO DIS & LOOK 

4WARO 2 HS CI-ICLt.£Tt4ANX 4 NOT OV'ERSITTING MV oUJC1SSUE8'.
•tslAY tjS'(kC \\'E "LLM.WAVS e MMCILcL,1,. UR NOT A SB:•lTHANx4 HEIN MYSWl'.CT FRNo-of...U.L•llU,OU.SU«:C IUNot:R1ERIN JUST THINK WEMETTH.AUCHC:C:R -)I LL NVR .4G£T R OONOING SC55.IONSSOPH 

YR N SPEECH/DRVR'S OJI SARAH I com CARE WHATU !SAY.UR GOIN 2 USO ->wt: R GONNA e COMADRES 5UMOA't!l(JMll£Jtt.Y NO SUGAR 4v -)THANX 4 BEIN A TIGHT FRND ALL DESE YRS, XP£CIAL.LY 8TH GAIN �OLC.HA!IX 4 ALWAYS BCI N COOL W/MY Nrntn" SOFBUJMI .)u 

I can't believe this is our 3rd graduation together. Congratulations on your 4 successful years at Marian. Cameron: Thank you for 
making my senior year so special. I love you. Last but not least, I would like to thank my friends: John McGurk, Peter, Irvin, John 
Rodriguez, Chris, Kansas, Jorge, Ramon, Smiley, Carlos and Jared. You guys have made this year unforgettable. Thanks for all the fun 
times and memories. Congratulations to the Class of 2001 and Good Luck! 

Co11grat11latiom Leonardjames! 
\\1/e ctre so piw,d of you! \\1/e thank God everyday for all of the joys yo11 
have bro11ght 11s. in the wonder/111 person who yo11 are and who we 
know you will become. Always remember that the key to happiness and 
s11ccess lies within you. Your past achievements hctVe proven this. And, 
never lose sight of yo1tr dreams. God has given you a heart of gold. 
Treas11re these gifts and me them wisely. We pray that ]ems Christ 
co11ti1111es to inspire you with his wisdom, guidance, love and courage .. . \11/e 
love you and will always be here for yo11! 
Love Always, 

Mom & Dad, Leah, John-Pa11I, Nicole, Erika, 
Grand111a,joh11,Joe, and Nana & Victor 
**Congrat11latio11sjohn and Angela! Good L11ck in theftttttre! ! 

Leonard James Bruno 

ANGELA!! Yo1t have arcomplished so 1111,ch these f,ast four years at 

Maria11. Yott served 4 years 011 ASB, 3 011 Ambassador for Christ Corps, 

2 011 Yearbook, 3 011 Hisp,mic Allia11ce, 2 011 Campus Ministry. 3 011 

Academic Leagtte. 3 011 Drama. and 4 011 Varsity Cheerleading. In 

additio11 to all yottr extramrriwlm· activities, yott have maintained CSF 

a11d NHS 111e111bership. Selling and 11teeti11g your high standards and goals 

h,,s 111acle yo11 the person yo11 are Joday. \\1/e know yo11 will s11cceed, with 

God's help. in reaching )'0111' lifelong goals. Yott are so very SPECIAL!! \\1/e 

will always love c111d mpport yott, Mo111 & Dad, Gm11d111a, Desiree, 

Rachel, Jennifei; Nana & Victor, John, Joseph. Osrar & Petra, Migtte & 
Teddy, Annie, Antho11y & i\lexis CONRATULAT/ONS to 011r wonder

[,,! nephem Leonard James! \\1/e ,,,.e so pro11d of all yo11r acco111j>lish111ems 

and we know yo11 will be sttccessf,t! in life! CONGRATULATIONS 

Leilfl, Michelle, Kimberly, Sarah, Erin & Nicole! Thank yo11 for being 

Angela's close friends thro11gho111 the years al Marian &for St. Ch,,rles. 
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Thank you God for this wonderful life you have given me and for blessing me 
with the people J love. May they always have as much love and happiness in 
their lives as l have.-To my family: Mom, Dad, NanaAnn and Papa, thank you 
for all of your love, supyort, sacrifice and nagging; hopefully it's all been worth 
it to you ! !  Ben & Ana, I'm very proud of you guys. T,hank you for aJI the 
memories and fun that weJve had, my "little brother & baby sjster! !" I love you 
all ! !  Hey "Baby-Sitters' Club"- Angela- thank you for 12 years of friend
ship. Good Luck! !  Think of me when you see a Rock! !  Erin- you're a sweet girl 
and full of spi.Jit. All the fun we've had at your house . . .  what are we going io do 
on weekends in college?! Kimberly- Thank you for all the times and memories. 
Stay sweet and don·t get too crazy ! !  Michelle-Thank you for everything. 
You're a wonderful person, I know that you'll reach your ___ _ goals . . .  Let's go shopping in NYC! !  Nicole- Thank you for 

opening my lock freshmen year and everything that's happened since 
then! !  You're a great person and so much fun, Chicks Rock! !  Sarah
"Protestants stick their fingers in their shoes ! !" Thanks for every
thing we've gotten through together!! I'll miss you while you·re freez
ing in Ohio ! !  To all you chicks, thanks for everything and for the 
memories we·ve made. This isn't the end, it's just a new beginning!! 
Enrique- "My Huckleberry" Thank you for every moment of these 
last two years. French Doors, right? T love you with all my heart, 
'Tu Angelita·· (PS- You're a cheesehead!!) To the Class of 2001, you 
guys are great and so much fun! !  God Bless and good luck in all that you 
do!! Thank you for all the memories. 

Ltll11 - Cdlf/Jmlullllfei�! WI/ h11w work,,/ ,., /111ni & wt nit' s,J yn,11/ ef y,•11! Ail"'" lovr, Mem, Dnd, Bf!I & A0111 

First I 1Vould like to thank God for all the great opportunities and people He has left at my fingertips and also for all the genorosity of his love 
compassion and patience. Next to my pa.rents IVho have raised me into the wonderful person I am today. I thank you for all your hard effort 
to make my life the best possible. Tomy sister Angela 1Vho until recently I didn 't even know but nolV just as \Ve separate into our own unique 
journeys in life \Ve met and connect for the first time in a Jong time, I \Vant to thank you for loving me and understanding me and where I'm 
coming from and I have always and never will stop loving you. To my brother John IVho never has let me get to know him I hope that one 
day we IVill be able to see past our stereo types and just accept each other for who we are. To Leila "Lulu" you have been a life line for me at 
many times, so creative and full of energy, I never repay the enormous amount of friendship you have given to me and the loving support a 
best friend, sister, cousin, or 1Vhatever. I truly do love you and you will always be my family. To Nicole \Ve became friends so fast and share so 
much I don't know where to begin \Ve are so alike yet so differen t, I thank you fo1· listening to me and letting me be myself. To Angela a person 
I have seen grow so much in the past 4 years I thank you for showing me that even though I'm intelligent doesn't mean I can't have some fun 
and act like a kid. To Michelle your sense of style and wild taste in clothes has given me the strength to be daring thank you for sho1Ving me 
that I too may be our going in my own way. To Brin thank you for always opening up your home and family to me you have been a great 
friend and never change your creative outlook on life. To Erwin you know ho\V much I have gro1Vn as a person because of you and thanks 
for always being there for my bantei-ing on the phone. For all those people rhat I have not mentioned but hold dear to my heart (you know 
who you are) thank you for touching my life and belping me become the person I have grown into and 1Vi]J continue to grow into. 

Love you all and God Bless, 

Sarah 



Hey Class of2001 ! 
It has been a long time! Senior year is here and we are 

graduatng! Thank you all for all the memories. It has been great! 
To my friends,Angela: My smile check friend, Sarah: My crying 
shoulder,(thanks), Leila: anatomy & softball forever, Nicole:my 
newest,boy info talk buddy, Michelle: 
my crazy, help me keep my 
humor.friend, don't change for anyone, 
babe! To my other friends, Kimberly, 
Holly, Janine, Leah, Wendy and oth
ers, thanks for all the good times. I will 
never forget you guys! 
To the guys: Daniel, Jared, Chris, John 
(2x), Leonard, Erwin, Brian, Ryan and 
the rest, thanks for the parties, the 
BBQ's and fun. Thank God for all of 
you! Thanks to my Parents, Grandpar
ents, aunts/uncles for supporting me 
and finally Alec, for being there in the end, I love you babe! 
Love, Erin Day 
I would like to thank Class of2001 for all the memories. You will 
all be close to my heart forever. Baby Sitters Club"The Girls":! 
love you all . Thanks for be so cool you are the best.Sarah:Thanxs 
for always being there Tinkerbell:)Leila:Boo-ya Dixie Chicks 

forever!And whenever you need someone to open your lock,look 
for me.Michelle:Remember to say my name when you win an 
Oscar.Angela:You are such a cool friend and always remember 
the Blurb !Erin: Thanks for the memories and the times before the 
F.B. Games.Erwin:You will always be my Husband and I love you 

b u d d y . S m i l e y : K e e p  
smiling!Patty&Vivian: Yearbook nerds 
forever, thanks for making me 
laugh.The Guys: (you know who you 
are)Always remember the 
barbecues.pool and wrestling 
matches,so to all the "cooks" thanxs 
for the good food and fun we had.Flag 
Girls: Thanks for all the wonderful times 
we've had at the games and at the "Q." 
Campus Ministry You are all so cool 
and I am going to miss our class, and 
Wes you are the hottest guy in 

Marian:) Adelaida: My one friend from Freshman year that stayed, 
thanks for being a friend.Janine: My friend for life who I will 
always love, thanks for listening to me.Everyone Else: You have 
all made my life at Marian wonderful, all my underclassmen friends 
stay cool. Thank you Mom and Dad for sending me to this school 
it has been a great experiance. Love, Nicole Howell 

Ml Ti1rr1 
SUPER TACO 

AUTHENTIC MEXICAN FOOD RESTAURANT 

3344 MAIN STRm CHULA VISTA,CA 
(619) 476-8005 

Open daily from 9 am to 8pm 
closed Sundays 

"THE BEST HOMEMADE TACOS NORTH OF THE 
BORDER" 



Freshmen 

Ace,·edo, Bryan 1 1 3  
t\gbulos, Christopher I 1 3  
Aguilar, Valerie 4, 26, 113, 

114, 1 15 
Alba, Richardo 1 13  
Alfaro, Nicole-Jane 
Alvarado, Jonathan 
Andrade, Audrey 
Anonas, l\faureen 

72, 1 1 3  
1 1 3  

Arreguin, Alex 74, 1 13 
Arreola, Christina 1 13 
Bahena, Daniel 93, 107, 1 13, 

120 
Banuelos, Javier 1 1 3  
Baylon, Jose Luis 1 1 3  
Baynes, Bryan 64, 86, 1 1 3  
Beas, Marisela 93, 1 1 3  
Beltran, Jorge 74, 82, 1 1 3  
Blas,John 17, 74, 86, 87, 1 1 3  
Casteneda, Adrian 1 13 
Castillo, Juan Carlos 74, 92, 

1 13 
Cervantes, Daniel 74, 1 1 3  
Chaidez, Cynthia I I 3, 1 1 6  
Chang, Jorge 1 13 
Chaplin, Bethany I I 3 
Chavez, Pablo Joshua 1 13  
Colinas, Jose Luis 
Colon, Emerald 25, 40, 76, 82, 

86, 1 12, 1 13, 1 1 4  
Cordero, Eric 84, 85, 1 13 
Cruz, Matthew 72, 1 12, I I 3, 

1 16 
Cruz, Pedro Jose 49, 1 1 3  
Cuevas, Daniel 74, 86, 1 13 
Delgado, David 72, 1 13 
Diaz, Andrew 84, 85, 1 1 4  
Diaz, Rodrigo 72, I 1 4  
Diaz-Pico, Frances 1 14  
Duggan, Karen 4,  63, 72, 90, 

1 1 4  
Duzyk, Daniel 72, 1 14  
Enriquez, Francisco 
Enriquez, Brian 38, 72, 1 14 
Esparza, Mariana 84, 1 1 4  
Estrada, Alexander 38, 64, 1 1 4  
Fernandez, Stephanie 60, 80, 

1 1 4  
Fune, Nina 80, 1 14 
Gaines, Joseph 86, 1 14 
Gamboa, Juan Pablo 17, 1 12, 

1 1 4  
Garcia, Adrian 1 14 
Gardener, Jennifer 66, 1 14 
Garibaldi, Jorge 74, 1 14  
Gates, Patrick (P1) 92, 1 14 
Geverola, Natasha 1 1 4  
Gonzales, Elena 48, 93, I 1 4  
Gonzales, Michael 
Gonzales, Steve 1 14  
Gonzalez, Andrew 1 14 
Gonzalez, Vanessa 1 14 
Goodloe, Scotty 72, 92, 1 1 4  

178 

Gutierrez, Michael 74, 1 14 
Haines, t\lexandra 80, 93, I 14, 

1 17 
Henson-Lopez, Jayms 
Hickman, Natalie 4, 26, 86, 

1 12, 114, 1 15 
Himawan, Tommy 4, 26, 44, 

1 1 4, 1 15 
Hutz, Brittany 40, 41 ,  84, 1 14 
Ibarra, Marian 92, 1 17 
Jauregui, Rebecca 36, 82, 92, 

1 1 7  
Jimenez, Daniela 82, 84, 1 17  
Jimenez, Jessica 92, 1 1 7  
Kuhen, Paul 72, 90, 1 12 ,  1 17 
Lara, Ernesto 72, 1 1 7  
Leduc, Laura 90, 93, 1 1 7  

Lopez, Christopher 90, 117, 
120 

Lopez, Fernando 1 1 7  
Lozano, Daniela 1 17 
Macagba, J ohn-Vinccnt 1 17 
MacGregor, Zacina 1 17 
Maier, Matthew 1 12, 1 1 7  
Marreja, Rudyard Kane 1 1 7  
Martinez, Isaac 90, 1 1 7  
Martinez, Lissbeth 1 1 7  
Martinez, Luis 72, 74, 1 17 
Martinez, Nicholas 1 I 7 
Mendoza, Marcos 1 17 
Moreno, Francisco 75 
Mota, Rogelio 1 17 
Mun, Christie 8, 19, 34, 38, 48, 

54, 92, 1 1 7  
Navarro, Alberto 1 17 
Nguyen, Jeffery 1 1 7  
Nguyen, Ngam Kim I 17 
O'Niell, John 107, 1 17 
Ochoa, Gabriel 82, 1 17  
Ormazabal, Paulina 1 1 7 
Ortiz, Crystal 
Pallares, Raul 
Patek, Stephan 
PaulJada, Alex 
Peinado, Sarah 

93, 1 17 
1 1 8  
1 1 8  

72, 1 1 8  
58, 72, 80, I 1 8  

Perez, Esmeralda 
Quezada, Mayra 
Ramm, Timmy 

84, 112,  1 18  
1 18  

8, I I  , 16, 17, 
1 12, 1 1 5  

Ramos, Victor 1 1 8  
Rios, Jessica 58, 5 9  , 1 18 
Rivera, Jose 82, 1 1 8  
Rodriguez, Jeanette 1 1 8  
Sanchez, Richard 49 
Sandidge, Amber I I 8 
Santos, Kimberly 9, 16, 48, 60, 

63, 72, 1 18  
Santos, Kristina 72, 1 18 
Sanz, Susan 1 1 8  
Seldon, Wyne! 72, 92, 1 18  
Sevilla, Adrian 93, 1 18  
Soto, Josephina 16, 48, 82, 1 18 
Stowers, Marquise 1 1 8  
Stutz, Steven 26, 27, 40, 1 14, 

1 15, 1 1 8  
Talampas, Rolly 38, 1 1 2, 1 18 
Talampas, Tanya 34, 72, 86, 

1 18  
Thiltjen, Justin 1 18  
Thomas, Deandre 82 
Towne, Carina 1 1 2  
Tucker, Tristan 60, 74, 1 18 
Uribe, Esther 80, 1 1 8  
Vafaee, Amir 7 5 ,  86, 93, 1 18 
Valen, Mark 12 1  
Vargas, Christian 9 ,  93, 121  
Yates,Justin 72, 92, 121 

Sophomores 

Acosta, Azael 1 1 1 ,  123 
Alaniz, Eugene 5, 120, 123 
Aragon, Alexis 82, 93, 123 
Armstrong, Anjelica 44, 49, 

66, 123 
Ayala, Kristen 26, 44, 56, 76, 

77,80, 98, 123, 124, 126 
Balino, Robin 38, 82, 123, 126 
Ballesteros, Alex 98, 123 
Banda, Victor 84, 123 
Barba, Norma 7, 20, 56, 80, 95, 

123, 126 
Barce, Annahi 6, I 23 
Barrios, Jose 73, 123 
Bam,lio, Anezza 97, l I 9, 123 
Beilson, Ariana 
Berumen, Luis 

76, 123 
123 

Blair, Michael 44, 60, 73, 122, 
123 

Bravo, Nickole 16, 82, 98, IO I ,  
123 

Calderon, J\lex 68, 123, 126 
Cartier, Krista 56, 80, 123, 
Castillo, rernando 78, 123 
Castillo, Mariana 6, 123 
Castro,Jessica 16, 72, 80, 120, 

123 
Chaidez, Gladys 16, 82, 83, 

123 
Chavez, Valeriano 123 
Clemmer, William 16, 32, 59, 

1 12, 123 
Contreras, Marco 84, 123 
Cordero, Carlos 8, 74, 84, 123 
Corp, Sara 36, 58, 59, 82, 123 
Cortez, Ann Stephanie 16, 36, 

66,82, 93, 123 
Cruz,Jose 124, 130 
Dedios, Michelle 26, 38, 44, 

58, 59, 92, 124 
Del Razo, Rotech 84, 124 
Diaz, Bernice 92, 124 
Diaz, Ricardo 124 
Espinoza, Lizeth 122, 124 
Esquivel, Arnuo 124 
rerrer, Lorimar 3, 38, 39, 124 
Galvez, Christopher 44, 1 18, 

122, 124 
Gamboa-Chavez, Christian 

60, 78, 124 
Garcia-Sermeno, Rachel 4, 

13, 23, 36, 44, 95, 98, 103, 124, 
126 

George, Maureen 56, 97, 1 24, 
126, 129 

George, Meghan 1 24, 126, 129 
Gil-Monsivais, Jose 78, 124 
Gonzales, Vanessa 13, 40, 44, 

77, 122, 124 
Granados, Arturo 78, 124 
Griffen, Caitlin 26, 44, 60, 72, 

82, 124, 126 
Guerrero, Dustin 44, 64, 74, 

75, 84,86, 96, 124 
Hannon, Demetrious 86, 94, 

1 1 8, 124 
Hernandez, Patricia 124 
Hernandez, Adrian 90, 124 
Hernandez, Jacqueline 6, 44, 

96, 98, 124, 144 
Ibarra, Encigue 84, 124 
Janowicz, Adrian 1 24, 126 
Jimenez, Cristy 5, 13, 26, 36, 

42, 43, 44, 70, 71 ,  86, 1 12, 122, 
124 

Kait, Veronica 21, 80, 124 
Kawahara, l\!aki 38, 44, 72, 

102, 124, 126 
La Salle IV, Eduardo 68, 127 
Lancaster, Raymond 119, 127 
Ledsezma, Mario 
Lemus, Roberto 

127 

127 
1, 16, 90, 95, 

68, 127 Lindsey, Jacques 
Long, Eamon 19, 44, 73, 103, 

1 18, 127 
Lopez, Carmen 
Lopez, Nicole 
Lopez, Roberto 

127 

36, 122, 127 
86, 127 

I ,  90, 91, 1 1 8, 

Lora, Denisse 84, 127 
Lucero, Federico 127 
Luna, Carolina 127 
Malcolm, Averil 13, 44, 126, 

127 
Marquez, Antranik 127 
Martinez, Carlos 75, 127 
Mattison, Michael 127 
Medina, Jorge 36, 49, 127 
Melad, Pauline 15, 38, 44, 121, 

127 
Michael, Myrna 127 
Morales, Adam 4, 124, 127 
Morales, Esteban 84, 85, 127 
Moreno, Francisco 127 
Moreno, Lourdes 93, 1 1 1, 

126, 127 
Moreno, Ruben 
Navarez, Viviana 
Nassif, Nicolas 
O'Neill, Kathryn 

127 

127 
127 

127 
82, 122, 126, 

O'Steen, Timothy 44, 78, 127 
Ochoa, Adriana 128 

Olvera, Joer 82, 128 
Orantes, Sarahi 84, 128 
Osuna, Gabrielle 44, 128 
Pablo, April 7, 38, 44, 58, 59, 

124, 128 
Padilla, Eduardo 128 
Palafox, Xchel 78, 128 
Paredes, "Lil" Parry 10 I ,  1 26, 

128 
Parra, Robert 
Peterson, Gabriel 98, 1 2 1 ,  

1 22, 128 
Petitfils, Jenica 128 
Pimentel, Mickey 68, 128 
Porciuncula, Rosanne 7, 26, 

38, 44, 124, 128 
Puente, Nathaniel 44, 73, 122, 

128 
Quintero, Adriana 76, 128 
Quinto, Stephen John 32, 33, 

128 
Rabago, Denise 7, 128 
Razouki, Crystal I 01, 128 
Rodriguez, Barbara 
Rodriguez, Manny 

1 1 8, 122, 128 
Rodriquez, Omar 
Rubalcaba, Daniel 

128 
75, 99, 

73, 128 
34, 84, 128 

Saenz, Matt 49, 75, 128 
Sanchez, Hector 75 
Sanchez, Karla 128 
Santos,Julian 75, 97, 126, 128 
Santos, Lauricia 17, 62, 70, 7 I ,  

76, 77, 82, 98, 126, 128 
Schultheis, Larry 128 
Scott, Michael 44, 25, 68, 96, 

128 
Serrano, Roberto 84, 128 
Shaw, Amanda 6, 17, 44, 77, 

96, 1 3 1  
Smithdeal, Joyce 38, 95, 131 
Soria, Carlos 131  
Sullivan,John 78, 131  
Toctocan, Crystal 4, 26, 27, 38, 

44, 49, 60, 72, 73, 124, 1 26, 
1 3 1  

Todd, Amanda 13, I 9 ,  26, 44, 
58, 94, 122, 1 24, 131  

Toledo, Polly 126, 131  
Torres, Tania 93, 95, 13 I 
Trejo, Abraham 131 
Underwood, Cameron 5, 13, 

16, 25, 40, 41, 44, 92, 95, 131 
Valadez, Araceli I 31 
Valenzuela, Jose 84, 131 
Valverde, Joel 131 
Vargas, Francisco 131 
Vargas, Oskar 72, 131 
Velasquez, Claudia 82, 1 3 1  
Villalobos, Andres 16, 60, 74, 

126, 131 
Vito, Chris 44, 122, I 31  
Wu, Monica 131 



Juniors 

Acosta, Bianca I 33, 178 
Adan, l(ara 24, 26, 30, 38, 39, 

44, 49, 84,90,97, 103, 133, 
134 

Ain, Alexandra 133 
i\1-Baiati, Ginan 36, I 32, 133 
Alcock, Margaret I 6, 34, 44, 

86, 112, 133, 139 
Alvarez, Dario 24, 30, 31 ,  44, 

133 
Alvarez, Enrique 12, 21, 24, 

30, 49, 75, 133 
Angeles, Annemarie 13, 24, 

26,30, 34,38, 40,42,43, 44, 
97, 133, 134 

Asciutto, Antonino 97, 133 
Bartell, Mark 93, I 33 
Beldoch, Matthias 133 
Bommarito, Christina 133 
Bosser Jr., Steven 20, 86, 133 
Bruno, Leah 1 ,  23, 24, 26, 30, 

3 I ,  32, 34, 40, 44, 58, 
90,133,134, 135 

Camacho, Carlos 25, 30, 49, 
133 

Castellanos, Salvador 78, 133 
Chaplin, Bridget 76, 133 
Chu, Tiffany 1 19  
Coronel, Edgar I 33 
Cruz, Romelia 
Cruz, San ti ago 
Cuen, Giselle 

36, 134 
44, 75, 134 
134 

Daniels, Stan 5, 8, 25, 40, 41 ,  
68,69, 92, 134 

Disney, Philip 34, 86, 112, 134 
Dorantes, William 35, 134 
Duggan, Megan 32, 34, 69, 76, 

77, 90, 134 
Figueroa, Allison 70, 86, I 02, 

134, 178 
I'leck, Hannah 134 
Galiano, Lucero 134 
Gamboa, Cesar 36, 134 
Garcia, Eli 23, 49, 86, 134, 140 
Garcia Gallego, Maria Teresa 

134 
Geniza, Jason 38, 86, 134 
Gerardi, Eduardo I 34 
Gerace, Jojo 134 
Gonzales, Rosario I 34 
Gonzalez, Rodrigo 48, I 34 
Gonzalez, Sergio I 37 
Guerrero, Janine 24, 26, 30, 

32, 34, 36, 44, 50, 80, 1 32, 136, 
137, 158 

Hernandez, Laura 21, 76, 77, 
137 

Heyden, Scott 73, 84, 137 
Hildebrand, Justin 137 
J-Iiyamizu, Erika 103, 137 
Hyde, Matthew 23, 49, 78,137 
Iwakiri, Kozaburo 27 
Jimenez, Daniela 36, 137 

Jordan, Daniel 32, 33, 37, 86 
Kairuz, Marianne 70, 13 7 
Lehneis, Dominique 137 
Leonel, Alejandra 36, 93, I 32, 

137 
Lopez, Manuel 137 
Lopez, Maricela 24, 30, 34, 44, 

66, 67, 137 
Maier, Lisa 24, 26, 30, 31,  32, 

34, 134, 1347 
Maldonado, Jesse 137, 140 
Marquez, Jessica 93, 137 
Marquez, John 138 
Marquez, Lisa 70, 71, 76, 86, 

138 
M.awhinney, Alexis 138 
Medina, Debbie 18, 20 60 76, 

77, 138 
Meisberger, Katrin 102, I 38 
Molina, Miguel "Mikey" 23, 

49, 78, 138 
Montgomery, Schalaya 138 
Montijo, Luis 36, 44, 60, 74, 

138 
Moon, .Joanna 15, 136, 138 
Moreno, Natalia 38, 109, 128, 

138 
Moreno, Rhysa I, 2, IS, 24, 

26,36, 32, 34,44, 90, 92,97, 
134 135, 138 

Moreno, Sophia 129 
Muhlberg, Anne I ,  92, 138 
Mun, Connie 1 ,  19, 24, 26, 30, 

32, 33, 34, 39, 58, 92, 97, 134, 
135, 138 

Munoz, Juan 30, 34, 36, 44, 

132, 138 
Mt1110z, Marco 36, 44, 132, 

138 
Murillo, Luis 36, 44, 138 
Musgrave, Cameron 56, 76, 

120, 138 
Ng, Sok Fan 129, 141 
Ng, Sok Leng 129, 141 
Palmer, Jonathan 74, 141 
Paredes, Oscar 21, 49, 75, 86, 

141 
Parra, Vanessa 141 
Perez, Carlos 15, I 39, 141 
Perez, Hector 141 
Perez, Jose I 8, 141 
Plazola, Enrique 95, 141 
Quigley IV, Edward James 30, 

34, 35, 44, 64, 65, 86, 141 
Ramm, Michael 15, 23, 24, 30, 

31 , 44, 64,86, 134, 141 
Rangel, Adrianna 36, 141 
Reade, Nicholas 141 
Rodriguez, Alfredo 109, 14 1  
Roxas, Ryan I 41 
Salas, Jose 141 
Seldon, Wesley 8, 13, 24, 30, 

32, 68, 1 1 8, 132, 140, 141 
Serrano, Cesar 44, 74, 78, 141 
Silva, Elizabeth 36, 44, 66, 

132, 141  
Steward, Nate 68, 141 
Thau, Susanne I 02, 141 
Thomas, Carmelita 24, 30, 34, 

35, 44, 67, 93, 132, 141 
Valverde, Carlos 32, 36, 84, 93, 

141 
Vasquez, Gabby 15, 76, 82, 

141 
Vecchito, Wendy 13, 15, 24, 

25,26, 30, 32, 36,40,41, 42, 
43, 66, 82, 132, 134, 141 

Zheng, Jin Yi 39, 141 

Seniors 

Agote, Joxune 14, 1 18, 142, 
145, 164 

Alderete, Jessica 2, 145, 161 ,  
164 

t\rgoud, Chris 2, 4, 12, 44, 63, 
84, 90, 145, 147, 161,  164 

Arnaiz, Sofia 2, I 6 I, I 62 
Asano, Ray 8, 38, 143, 145, 

151 ,  163 
Asaro, Andrew 96, 145, 148, 

162 
Ayon, Ivan 6, 145, 161,  163 
Barajas, Linette 12, 15, 17, 36, 

101, 118, 142, 146, 163, 170, 
171  

Barba, Jessica 4, 10 ,  1 1 ,  18, 20, 
32, 84, 142, 146, 164 

Bautista, Francis 26, 32, 34, 38, 
44, 1 12, 143, 145, 146, 161 ,  
163 

Beilson, Arlen 76, 141, 143, 
148, 162 

Bruno, Leonard 12, 19, 23, 26, 
36, 44, 78,93, 143, 146, 
147,161, 165 

Bustamante, rausto 2, 78, 92, 
98, 147, 153, 162 

Cabral, Felipe 6, 9, 1 1 , 15, 19, 
74, 75, 97, 146, 164 

Campos, Esme 9, 10, 136, 142, 
146, 164 

Canett, Susy 2, 7, IS, 18, IOI ,  
143, 146, 153 

Carlin, Irvin 6, 9, 21, 26, 44, 
85, 140, 142, 146, 147, 161 ,  
163 

Castro, Michelle 9, 12, I 9, 24, 
25, 26,27, 30,36, 42, 43, 44, 
58,59, 80, 1 12, 142, 144, 147, 
158, 165 

Cervantes, Carlos 2, 5, 8, 139, 
146, 163 

Clemmer, Kimberly 16, 24, 
25, 30, 33, 34, 44, 58, 59, 1 12, 
143, 1 46, 163 

Colon, Juan Carlos 2, 4, 5, 12, 
15, I 7, 20, 33, 36, 48, , 63, 84, 
146, 159, 165 

Cruz, Erwin 4, 8,  12,  16, 26, 

27, 30, 84, 101, 143, 146, 164 
Day, Erin 4, 9, 12, 24, 26, 30, 

44, 58, 59, 80, 81, 103, 117, 
129, 145, 147, 165 

Day, Ryan 8, 12, 44, 1 12, 129, 
142, 147, 148, 165 

Del Guzman, Rode! 95, 149, 
161 

Del Aguila, Daniela 2, 8, 15, 
149, 154 

Eichelberger, Jared 6, 8, 12, 
26, 44, 78, 1 18, 143, 149, 164 

Escobio, Andrea 8, 1 43, 148, 
149, 165 

Felix, Jesus 2, 4, 15, 36, 142, 
148, 153, 16 1  

Forsythe, Leila 4 ,  9 ,  21 ,  24, 26, 
30, 42, 43, 44, 80, 81 ,  143, 
149, 165 

Gamboa, Danny 6, 1 1 ,  48, 1 16, 
128, 149 

Garcia-Gallego, Monica 49, 
103, 1 43, 149, 162 

Garcia, Ramon 8, 26, 44, 64, 
75, 84, 85, 142, 149, 158, 163 

Garcia-Sermeno, Angela 4, 23, 
24, 26,30, 36, 40, 42, 43, 44, 
58, 59, 136, 144, 148, 159, 165 

Gaytan, Gerardo 2, 7, 12, 84, 
132, 142, 149, 162 

Girten, Peter 44, 84, 85, 1 12, 
142, 147, 149, 159, 161  

Gonzales, Jorge 6,  26, 44, 67, 
75, 84, 149, 162 

Gonzalez, Claudia 7, 1 5, 49, 
149 

Gnzalez, Gisselle 8, 36, 101, 
143, 148, 150, 163 

Ho, Eileen 95, 1 50, 154 
Howell, Nicole 12, 26, 30, 42, 

43, 150, 165 
Krall, Holly 7, 25, 40, 49, 80, 

81, I 12, 142, 150, 163 
Kreeger, Denisse 2, 25, 34, 36, 

40, 76, 96, 103, 121, 136, 151 ,  
153, 161, 165 

Leggerini, Deborah 143, I 50, 

161 
Lipp, Gina 8, 20, 36, 70, 71, 84, 

101, 121, 142, 150, 165 
Llorente, Jonathan 34, 38, 39, 

95, 143, 150, 151, 16 1  
Lopez, Victor 2, 6 ,  48, 49, 142, 

150, I 53, 162 
Mady, Patty 10, 1 1,15, 17, 27, 

35, 36, 42, 94, 95, 101 ,  1 18, 
142, 151 , 159, 170, 171 

Maruca, CeilaAnn 4, 10, 11,  
17, 62, 63, 70, 71, 76, 142, 150, 
164 

McGurk, John 6, 16, 78, 142, 
ISO, 161, 165 

McNutt, Jaun 5, 6, 11, 20, 130, 
140, 150 

Molina, Jose 2, 150, 153 
Moran Jr., Victor I, 2, 25, 36, 

142, 151 ,  153, 163 
Ny, Danid 11Kansas" 6, 12, 19, 

48, 103, 140, 143, 147, 1 52, 
161 ,  162 

Oesterle, Sarah 4, 8, 12, 24, 26, 
30 42, 43, 44, 80, 81, 145, 152, 
165 

Ordaz, Monica 1 ,  2, 36, 143, 
152, 153 

Ortiz, Marina 2, 36, 98, I 36, 

142, 1 52, 158, 161,  162 

Padilla, Cris 148, 153, 162 
Palacios, Jerry 78, 152, I 61 
Paullada, Jorge 6, 78, 121, 152 
Perkins, James 2, 8, 15, 24, 30, 

34, 44, 137, 152, 163 
Ramos, Omar 3, I 5, 16, 152, 

I 53, 161, 163 
Rodriguez, Pancho 6, 1 1 ,  12, 

15, 18, 20, 32, 75, 94, 1 30, 153, 
159, 164 

Rodriguez, John 16, 84, 143, 
152, 161 

Rosales, Israel 148, 1 52, 164 
Rubio, Dalia 2, 21, 25, 84, 130, 

152, 153, 165 
Salas, Milo 2, I 0, 21 ,  25, 64, 78, 

79, 130, 152, 153, 164 
Salazar, Oscar Omar 2, 36, 44, 

84, 153, 1 64 
Santana, Marco 2, 14, 153, 154, 

162 
Silva, Martha 36, 44, 66, 155, 

161 ,  165 
Siqueiros, Cesar 78,155, 164 
Smiley, Brian 9, 16, 24, 26, 30, 

42,43,44,84,95, 145, 147, 
154, 1 59, 161, 165 

Soto, Humberto 155, 164 
Tellez, Desiree 17, 76, I 30, 

154, 164 
Torres, Obed 14, 75, 142, 153, 

155, 162 
Trujillo, Adelaida 154, 155 
Velasquez, Vivian I 0, 12, 1 5, 

17, 34, 36, 42, 95, 142, 155, 
159, 163, 170, 171 

Vera, Coral 1 ,  63, 143,155 
Villegas, Lourdes 2, 25, 1 16, 

143, 153, 154, 162 
Yadeun, Ixchelt 53, 67, IOI, 

1 1 7, 143, 155, 162 
Zapata, Miguel 2, 36, 97, 121, 

142, 155, 162 
Zaragoza, Sergio 2, 25, 36, 
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"It was the best of times, it was the S ermeno, the  Sports and Academics 
worst of times, i t  was the age of wisdom, templates developed by Erwin Cruz - also 
it was the age of foolishness, it was the responsible for the Division Pages - and 
epoch of  bel ief, i t  was the epoch of  the People template developed by Mrs. 
incredulity, it was the season of Light, it Kelleher .  Enjoy our ever-expanding 
was the season of Darkness, it was the selection of fonts, like Garamond chosen 
spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, for the copy and captions, Scriba LET, 
we had everything before us . . .  " and let's Impact, Lydian, Times New Roman and 
just leave it at that. What a mouthful from Century Gothic used sparingly in headlines 
Charles Dickens, but how perfectly it and subheadings and Curlz predominantly 
defines this past year at Marian Catholic seen throughout the book. Enjoy things 
High School! This is it! The end of the great and small about the yearbook, under 
road. The last footprint in the sand. The the care of our incomparable Herff Jones 
finale to the season. The only remaining Representative Steve Bailey. Enjoy the Del 
slice of double fudge cake that everyone Mar Fair Blue Ribbon Award-winning work 
is secretly waiting to sink their teeth into. made possible by Adobe Pagemaker 6.5. 
Okay, so that's a bit of a stretch. To tell Most of all, enjoy the theme of whose 
you the truth, it's only the beginning. We're origin I have heard about a dozen tales. 
causing a commotion for the  wrong Some say we owe it to Erwin Cruz and 
reasons. We should really be focusing on Nicole Howell for hours and hours of 
the most important thing in life: yearbook. tossing different ideas back and forth. 

As everyone knows, the name of the Others are sure Mrs. Kelleher made it up 
2000-2001 annual is the Gauntlet, Volume and sl ipped the  thought into the  
37. Seeing as we ordered 470 copies, the conversation when no  one noticed. Still 
one that you're reading is probably yours, there are those  who believe some 
so enjoy. Enjoy the 24 radiant color and extraterrestrial creatures visited C-31 on 
156 classic black & white pages, all brought one of our late nights and suggested that 
to you by Herff Jones Printing Company. short and simple is definitely the way to 
Enjoy each and every template, including go. Whatever its origin, this year's theme 
the Student Life template developed by means something different to everyone. So 
Leila Forsythe, the Clubs & Organizations create your own meaning 'cause this is it!! 
template developed by Angela Garcia- -by Angela Garcia-Sermeno 
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